AGENDA
BASEHOR CITY COUNCIL
April 27, 2022 - 7:00 p.m.
Basehor City Hall
1.

Roll Call by Mayor Dick Drennon and Pledge of Allegiance

2.

Proclamations
Basehor Kindness Day – May 13, 2022 Mrs. Shupe and her 4th Grade Class
Anna Mary Landauer Day – May 5, 2022
Municipal Clerks Week – May 1-7, 2022
Police Memorial Week – May 8-14, 2022
Public Works Week – May 15-21, 2022

3.

Call to Public

4.

Consent Agenda (Items to be approved by Council in one motion, unless objections raised)
a. City Council Minutes
b. Treasurer’s Report
c. Resolution 2022-14 to Accept Basehor Active Transportation Plan
d. Resolution 2022-15 to Authorize Contract for the Regional Transportation Capital
Improvement Plan Study between the Board of County Commissioners of the County
of Leavenworth, Kansas and the Cities of Lansing, Basehor, Leavenworth, and
Tonganoxie, Kansas
e. Ordinance No. 843 Granting a Conditional Use Permit to Allow Solar Panels at 3596
N 155th Terrace in Basehor, Kansas
f. Ordinance No. 844 Granting Approval of an Amendment to the City of Basehor’s
2019 Comprehensive Plan to Remove the Minimum Project Size Recommendation
for Planned Residential Districts
g. Resolution 2022-18 Authorizing an amendment to George Butler and Associates
(GBA) Statement of Work (SOW) 004 and authorizing a new Agreement between
Confluence and the City of Basehor, Kansas for certain improvements to the Civic
Campus
h. Ordinance 845 Establishing a Fund for the Basehor City Land Bank
i. Resolution 2022-19 Support for Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT)
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) Application – Civic Campus Trails
j. Resolution 2022-20 Support for Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT)
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) Application – MetroGreen & 158th
Street Trails

5.

Unfinished Business - (None at this time)

Members of the public are welcome to use this time to comment about any matter relating to City business that is listed
on this Agenda, with the exception of items requiring a Public Hearing in front of the City Council. Comments for those
items will be taken during the Public Hearing, once that item is called by the mayor. The comments that are discussed
under “Call to Public” may or may not be acted upon by the Council during this meeting. There is a five-minute time
limit. (Please wait to be recognized by the mayor then proceed to the podium; state your name and address).

New Business
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6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Resolution 2022-21 Authorizing Certain Public Facility Improvements Within the City of
Basehor, Kansas and Providing for the Issuance of General Obligation Bonds to Pay a Portion
of the Costs Thereof
Resolution 2022-22 Authorizing the Improvement or Reimbursement of Certain Main
Trafficways Within the City of Basehor, Kansas; and Providing for the Payment of the Costs
Thereof
Resolution 2022-23 Authorizing the Offering for Sale of General Obligation Bonds, Series
2022-A Of the City of Basehor, Kansas
Resolution 2022-16 Authorizing the Mayor to Execute the Project Authorization Agreement between
KDOT and City of Basehor, Kansas for 155th Street Improvements KDOT Project No. 52 N-0734-01
(Request to be continued to the May 25, 2022 regular meeting)

Update on CIP / Budget Quarterly Update
Request to Deviate from Architectural Guidelines - Basehor Vet Clinic
City Administrator/Staff Reports
Council Members Report
Mayor’s Report
15. Executive Session (if needed)
16. Adjournment

Per K.S.A. 75-438 the City Council Meeting agenda is available for review at Basehor City Hall, 2620 North 155th Street.
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City of Basehor, Kansas

Proclamation

WHEREAS our daily lives are filled with so much information regarding crime, violence and disaster, often causing
feelings of helplessness and low self-esteem; and
WHEREAS the many daily acts of kindness that occur in our Basehor community are largely inconspicuous and
unobtrusive, kindness has been shown to increase empathy and compassion and self-esteem; and
WHEREAS, by recognizing these acts of kindness, all members of our Basehor community will be made aware of
the importance of being kind to others throughout the year; and
WHEREAS, by having a Basehor Kindness Day it will show the Basehor community members how they are loved
and how important they are in this world. Kindness is easy to spread. In hopes that having a Basehor Kindness
Day it will create a kindness chain reaction, and encourage people to be or do something kind every day; and
WHEREAS the purpose of Basehor Kindness Day is to remember the simple day-to-day acts of kindness that
enable our Basehor community to be a kinder, safer, and more secure place to live, work, and play; and
WHEREAS, Basehor Kindness Day will be celebrated on Friday, May 13, 2022; and
WHEREAS Mrs. Shupe’s Fourth Grade Class at Basehor Intermediate School will celebrate this day with the
Basehor Community and fellow Basehor-Linwood students; and
WHEREAS. I encourage all citizens in the City of Basehor to participate in spreading kindness and practicing
respect, generosity, patience, and consideration of others at all times.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Dick Drennon, Mayor of the City of Basehor, Kansas hereby proclaim May 13, 2022
as:

BASEHOR KINDNESS DAY
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and have affixed the Great Seal of the City of Basehor, Kansas this
twenty-seventh day of April in the year of two-thousand and twenty-two.

_____________________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor

ATTEST: _____________________________
Katherine M. Renn, CMC, City Clerk
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City of Basehor, Kansas

PROCLAMATION HONORING THE BIRTHDAY OF MRS. ANNA MARY LANDAUER
WHEREAS, On March 25, 2022, the City of Basehor lost a dedicated servant, dear friend, first female mayor of
Basehor and a person of wisdom all about Basehor; and
WHEREAS the longevity of life is a blessing for an individual and for a community which benefited from the
knowledge, creativity, and experiences Anna Mary brought to all; and
WHEREAS, Basehor has lost an incomparable bank of facts about Basehor, and the community has lost a
woman of great faith, a great storyteller, and humble servant to her community—Anna Mary is no longer with
us, she belongs to the ages; and
WHEREAS our community mourns her loss, we will forever honor Anna Mary’s memory. She left behind a
wealth of Basehor knowledge to young and old. She never knew a stranger, she loved to talk about her
beloved community and how much it has grown. And her memory will be kept in the hearts of all things
Basehor who have been uplifted by the power of her example; and
WHEREAS, we will not see the likes of Anna Mary again. It falls to us to carry forward the example that she set
to make decisions guided not by hate, but by love of community; to never discount the difference that one
person can make; and to strive for a future that is worthy of one’s dedication for community. For now, let us
pause and give thanks for the fact that Anna Mary lived -- a woman who took her knowledge of Basehor
history in her hands, and made sure to tell all; and
WHEREAS, a mark of respect for the memory of Anna Mary Landauer the City of Basehor recognizes with
respect and admiration; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT PROCLAIMED that I, Dick Drennon, Mayor of the City of Basehor and on the behalf of
the Basehor City Council and the citizens of Basehor, to honor Mrs. Anna Mary Landauer’ s memory and hereby
proclaim annually that May 5th be known as:

ANNA MARY LANDAUER DAY

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and have affixed the Great Seal of the City of Basehor, Kansas this twentyseventh day of April in the year of two-thousand and twenty-two
.

_____________________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor

ATTEST: _____________________________
Katherine M. Renn, CMC, City Clerk
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Proclamation
53rd Anniversary of Municipal Clerks Week
May 1 - 7, 2022
WHEREAS, The Office of the Municipal Clerk, a time honored and vital part of local
government exists throughout the world, and
WHEREAS, The Office of the Municipal Clerk is the oldest among public servants,
and
WHEREAS, The Office of the Municipal Clerk provides the professional link between
the citizens, the local governing bodies and agencies of government at other levels,
and
WHEREAS, Municipal Clerks have pledged to be ever mindful of their neutrality
and impartiality, rendering equal service to all.
WHEREAS, The Municipal Clerk serves as the information center on functions of
local government and community.
WHEREAS, Municipal Clerks continually strive to improve the administration of
the affairs of the Office of the Municipal Clerk through participation in education
programs, seminars, workshops and the annual meetings of their state, provincial,
county and international professional organizations.
WHEREAS, It is most appropriate that we recognize the accomplishments of the
Office of the Municipal Clerk.
Now, Therefore, I, Dick Drennon, Mayor of Basehor, do recognize the week of May 1
through May 7, 2022, as Municipal Clerks Week, and further extend appreciation to
our Basehor Municipal Clerks, and to all Municipal Clerks for the vital services they
perform and their exemplary dedication to the communities they represent.
Dated this 27th day of April, 2022

________________________________________
Mayor, Dick Drennon
________________________________________
Attest: City Clerk, Katherine M. Renn
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Proclamation
National Police Week
May 8 - 14, 2022
To recognize National Police Week 2022 and to honor the service and sacrifice of those law
enforcement officers killed in the line of duty while protecting our communities and
safeguarding our democracy.

WHEREAS, there are approximately 900,000 law enforcement officers serving in
communities across the United States, including the dedicated members of the City
of Basehor Police Department; and
WHEREAS, since the first recorded police death in 1786, almost 24,200 law
enforcement officers in the United States have made the ultimate sacrifice and been
killed in the line of duty; and
WHEREAS, the names of these dedicated public servants are engraved on the walls
of the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial in Washington, D.C.; and
WHEREAS, The service and sacrifice of all officers killed in the line of duty will be
honored during the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund’s Annual
Candlelight Vigil; and
WHEREAS, May 15th is designated as Peace Officers Memorial Day, in honor of all
fallen officers and their families and U.S. flags should be flown at half-staff; and
Now, Therefore, I, Dick Drennon, Mayor of Basehor, do recognize the week of May
8th through May 14, 2022, as National Police Week, and further extend appreciation
to our Basehor Police Department, and to all Police Officers for the vital services
they perform and their exemplary dedication to the communities they represent
and those that have made the ultimate sacrifice in service. In the City of Basehor I
urge all citizens to publicly salute the services of law enforcement officers in our
community and in communities across the nation.
Dated this 27th day of April, 2022

________________________________________
Mayor, Dick Drennon
________________________________________
Attest: City Clerk, Katherine M. Renn
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Proclamation
National Public Works Week
May 15- 21, 2022
WHEREAS, public works professionals focus on infrastructure, facilities and
services that are of vital importance to sustainable and resilient communities
and to the public health, high quality of life and well-being of the people of
Basehor, Kansas; and,
WHEREAS, these infrastructure, facilities and services could not be provided
without the dedicated efforts of public works professionals, who are
engineers, managers and employees at all levels of government and the
private sector, who are responsible for rebuilding, improving and protecting
our nation’s transportation, water supply, water treatment and solid waste
systems, public buildings, and other structures and facilities essential for our
citizens; and,
WHEREAS, it is in the public interest for the citizens, civic leaders and
children in Basehor, Kansas to gain knowledge of and to maintain a
progressive interest and understanding of the importance of public works
and public works programs in their respective communities; and,
WHEREAS, the year 2022 marks the 62nd annual National Public Works
Week sponsored by the American Public Works Association/Canadian Public
Works Association be it now,
Now Therefore I, Mayor, Dick Drennon, do hereby designate the week May
15 – 21, 2022 as National Public Works Week; I urge all citizens to join with
representatives of the American Public Works Association and government
agencies in activities, events and ceremonies designed to pay tribute to our
public works professionals, engineers, managers and employees and to
recognize the substantial contributions they make to protecting our national
health, safety, and quality of life. A big thank you to our Basehor Municipal
Services Department.
Dated this 27th day of April, 2022

________________________________________
Mayor, Dick Drennon
________________________________________
Attest: City Clerk, Katherine M. Renn
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Minutes

Basehor City Council Special Work Session
Virtual Meeting via Zoom/City Hall, March 23, 2022
Roll Call by Mayor Dick Drennon
Mayor Dick Drennon called the special work session meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.
Council Members present in the meeting: Mayor Dick Drennon, Shari Standiferd, Ben Sims, Hayden Maples,
Ty Garver and Vernon Fields.
Staff Present in the meeting: City Administrator, Leslee Rivarola, Assistant City Administrator, Maddie
Waldeck, City Clerk, Kathy Renn, Treasurer, Kristi Olson, Chief of Police, Kevin Self, Municipal Services
Director, Gene Myracle and Interim City Attorney, Pete Heaven.
1. Governing Body Training

Interim City Attorney, Pete Heaven briefly spoke about the ethics and roles of the city council. He
mentioned to remember that you represent all the people of your community, not just neighbors and friends.

Focus your attention on ways to prevent problems, rather than trying to solve them as they occur. Filling
potholes is one approach; preventing them is better. He went over several other ideas and solutions and closed
with being enthusiastic about your public service but to maintain your sense of humor. Don't take yourself so
seriously that you don't enjoy it. A good attitude is contagious.
3. Adjournment
Councilperson Garver moved to adjourn special work session meeting at 6:47 p.m. and Councilperson Sims
seconded. Motion passed unanimously, 5-0.

Attest:

_______________________________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor

______________________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk
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Minutes

Basehor City Council Regular Meeting
Virtual Meeting via Zoom/City Hall, March 23, 2022
1. Roll Call by Mayor Dick Drennon
Mayor Dick Drennon called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
Council Members present in the meeting: Mayor Dick Drennon, Hayden Maples (via zoom), Shari
Standiferd, Ben Sims, and Vernon Fields (via zoom). Absent: Ty Garver
Staff Present in the meeting: City Administrator, Leslee Rivarola, Assistant City Administrator, Maddie
Waldeck, City Clerk, Kathy Renn, Treasurer, Kristi Olson, Chief of Police, Kevin Self, Municipal Services
Director, Gene Myracle.
2. Proclamation April – National Child Abuse Prevention Month
Councilmember Sims recognized Deborah Liles in the audience who is the volunteer recruiter at the First
Judicial District CASA Association and then read the proclamation in recognition of April being National
Child Abuse Prevention month. Mayor Drennon then proclaimed April 2022 as National Child Abuse
Prevention month.
3. Call to Public – None at this time
4. Consent Agenda (Items to be approved by Council in one motion, unless objections are raised)
a. City Council Minutes
b. Treasurer's Report
Councilmember Sims moved to approve the consent agenda and Councilmember Standiferd seconded. The
motion passed unanimously, 5-0.
5. Unfinished Business (None at this time)
New Business
6. Planning Commission Appointment – James Owen
Councilmember Fields moved to approve the mayor appointment of James Owen to fill the remaining term of
David Howard’s planning Commission term and Councilmember Sims seconded. The motion passed
unanimously, 5-0.
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7. Public Hearing for Petition for Deannexation of real property within the limits of Basehor, KS
Councilmember Sims moved to open the public hearing at 7:06 pm and Councilmember Garver seconded.
The motion passed unanimously, 5-0.
Roger Brandt – Spoke to the city council and requested that his property that was noticed to the public on
February 23rd for consideration to be deannexed. Roger spoke of the City of Basehor sign that used to be on
the corner and that he used to mow around that property and how he has for several years until it was taken
down and run over. Roger spoke that he has paid taxes on this property for many years and that the taxes are
going up each year and has not really received anything in return for paying such high taxes for this property
and requesting to be deannexed because he feels taxes are getting too high getting nothing and requesting
that his taxes be taken off for that parcel of property.
Councilmember Sims moved to close the public hearing at 7:12 pm and Councilmember Standiferd seconded.
The motion passed unanimously, 5-0
8. Petition for Deannexation of real property within the limits of Basehor, KS
Councilmember Maples asked about mowing and the property owners who are responsible to mow. Mr.
Myracle explained that there is an ordinance in place that covers the mowing. Councilmember Fields asked
about the right of way and the description and Mr. Myracle clarified about the maintenance and upkeep in the
future of that manhole.
Councilmember Fields moved to petition for deannexation of real property within city limits of the City of
Basehor, KS and Councilmember Garver seconded. The motion denied unanimously, 5-0.
9. Resolution 2022-09 – 2022/2023 City Liability Insurance Renewal – Reilly Insurance
Councilmember Sims moved to approve resolution 2022-09 for the 2022/2023 city liability insurance renewal
and Councilmember Maples seconded. The motion passed unanimously, 5-0.
10. Resolution 2022-10 Approving and Authorizing the Execution of an Agreement with BT&Co.
regarding city audit services
Councilmember Garver moved to approve resolution 2022-10 for the authorization of the execution of the
BT&Co. auditing agreement and Councilmember Standiferd seconded. The motion passed unanimously, 5-0.
11. Resolution 2022-11 Approving the Waiver of business license fee for nonprofit organization Horses
& Heroes, Inc.
Councilmember Garver moved to approve resolution 2022-11 for the waiver of business license fee for the
non-profit Horses and Heroes, Inc. and Councilmember Sims seconded. The motion passed unanimously, 5-0.
12. Ordinance No. 841 – Conditional Use Permit for Solar Panels at 2912 N. 156th St.
Councilmember Sims moved to approve conditional use permit for solar panels as stated in ordinance no. 841
and Councilmember Maples seconded. The motion passed unanimously, 5-0.
13. Ordinance No. 842 – Conditional Use Permit for Solar Panels at 16713 Freeman Dr.
Councilmember Standiferd moved to approve conditional use permit for solar panels as stated in ordinance
no. 842 and Councilmember Sims seconded. The motion passed unanimously, 5-0.
14. Resolution 2022-12 Authorizing the Mayor to Execute the Project Authorization Agreement
between KDOT and City of Basehor, Kansas for US-73/K-7 Hollingsworth Road Intersection
Improvements Project No. KA-5498-01.
Councilmember Sims moved to approve the KDOT agreement for US-73/K7-Holllingsworth Road
Intersection, project No. KA-5498-01 as stated in resolution 2022-12 and Councilmember Garver seconded.
The motion passed unanimously, 5-0
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15. City Administrator/Staff Reports
Leslee – Welcome Mr. Owen to the Planning Commission. Happy to report we have a fully executed SRO
agreement between the city and the school and will have the position posted this week. Additionally had a
conversation with the Superintendent about the civic campus. Also had opportunity to talk with
superintendent about 155th street and making sure we are continuing to be a good partner with the school
district as it relates to those big projects. So I think everything is moving forward positively and that’s good.
My final item we did receive some rezoning applications and we will forward those on to the planning
commission and wanted to let you know that you might be receiving some communications about those items
and if you have any questions about those items please let me know.
Maddie – Plug for our social media and almost up to 3k followers and please tell everyone to give us a like
and we are currently working on our second quarterly newsletter that will be sent out at the end of April.
Coming in April regular meeting also Connor and I will bring you a CIP and Budget update. Hosting a
employee appreciation event on April 24th to show appreciation to staff and the governing body.
Kevin – Bringing our new officers up to speed and moving along ever swiftly business as usual.
Kathy – Continuing to work on the civic clerk project and working with Kristi on the audit requests. Received
a couple recycle complaints today and going to work with Maddie to proactively put some information on our
social media and website about acceptable recyclables and yard waste. Looking for some group picture dates
and will gather some dates if possible to take more recent city council and department heads group picture.
Gene – Staff has been working on getting the summer equipment out and servicing all the mowers over the
last couple rain days. We delivered mulch in the three existing playgrounds. Also finished painting the public
restrooms. GBA finished up their first site visit and took some more site pictures.
Kristi – Working with the auditors on requests
16. Council Members Report
Shari-.I will also be attending the second Field of Dreams committee meeting and an onsite walkthrough and
wanted to also welcome Mr. Owen to the planning commission.
Vernon – Attended the port authority meeting and also want to thank Maddie for attending and providing the
day to day of operations update. Attended the MARC meeting and highlight our trails and bicycle paths.
Ben- I will be attending our second Field of Dreams committee meeting and an onsite walkthrough. And a
proud dad shoutout moment that my son got to be a page for the state representative Tim Johnson at the state
capital and was very interesting to see the level of politics at the state level compared to local government.
Hayden – Wanted to welcome Jim to the planning commission and filling my appointment and looking
forward to the retreat.
17. Mayor’s Report
We are now going to be represented at the chamber meetings, we have not had representatives there for a
while now and appreciate Maddie and Connor for stepping in and making sure we are all in same
communications with each other. Want to thank Leslee, Maddie and Gene for this outstanding winter we have
had and the communications that you all have done in keeping the community up to date. And hope we keep it
up no matter what season and thank you for doing a great job on that.
18. Executive Session
Councilmember Garver moved to go into executive session for the purpose of attorney client privilege
discussions related to litigation under the exception to the open meetings act, K.S.A. 75-4319(b)(2), for 45
minutes, reconvening at 8:55 pm to include the Governing Body, the City Administrator, Leslee Rivarola,
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Interim City Attorney, Pete Heaven and special counsel, Michelle Stewart at 8:10 p.m. and Councilmember
Sims seconded. The motion passed unanimously 5-0.
Governing body resumed at 8:55 p.m. Councilmember Garver moved to resume with no action taken in
executive session and resume to regular meeting and Councilmember Sims seconded. Motion passed
unanimously 4-0. Councilman Fields did not rejoin via zoom.
19. Adjournment
Councilmember Garver moved to adjourn the regular meeting at 9:00 p.m. and Councilmember Sims
seconded. Motion passed unanimously, 4-0.

_______________________________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor
Attest:

______________________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Consent Agenda Item No. C
Topic: Resolution 2022-14 Accepting the Basehor Active Transportation
Plan
Narrative: The City of Basehor received a grant through the Mid-America
Regional Council (MARC) to fund the planning effort of the Basehor Active
Transportation Plan. The resulting plan is intended to guide the City’s efforts
to improve connectivity through the eventual construction of a new network
of sidewalks, trails, and bicycling facilities throughout the community. This
will provide alternative means of transportation and mobility for community
members of all ages, while also linking important community destinations.
This planning effort began in May of 2021 and concludes with presentations
to the Planning Commission and Basehor City Council.
Presented by:
Connor Mountford, Management Analyst
Hank Moyers, Confluence
Staff Recommendation: Staff respectfully requests the approval of
Resolution 2022-14 accepting the Basehor Active Transportation Plan
Attachments:
• Resolution 2022-14 Accepting the Basehor Active Transportation
Plan
• Basehor Active Transportation Plan Presentation
• Basehor Active Transportation Plan
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-14
A RESOLUTION ACCEPTING THE BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
PLAN
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor performed a Citizen Satisfaction Survey in 2019; and
WHEREAS, residents ranked sidewalks and trails as a high priority for the City; and
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor received a grant through the Mid-America Regional
Council (MARC) to fund the planning effort of the Basehor Active Transportation Plan; and
WHEREAS, the resulting plan is intended to guide the City’s efforts to improve connectivity
through the eventual construction of a new network of sidewalks, trails, and bicycling
facilities throughout the community; and
WHEREAS, this will provide alternative means of transportation and mobility for
community members of all ages, while also linking important community destinations.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE
CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS:
Section 1. That the Governing Body hereby approves the acceptance of the Basehor Active
Transportation Plan.
Section 2. That this resolution becomes effective upon passage.
ADOPTED by the Governing Body this 27th day of April, 2022.
SIGNED by the Mayor this 27th day of April, 2022.

SEAL

_______________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor

Attest:

______________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
______________________________
Pete Heaven, Interim City Attorney
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Attachments
Basehor Active Transportation Plan Presentation
Basehor Active Transportation Plan Summary
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BASEHOR
ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION
SUMMARY
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FORWARD
This project represents an opportunity to explore design alternatives for improving the connectivity for the City of Basehor. Using
new sidewalks, trails, and bicycling facilities as well as looking at greenways to connect the City, this project will allow for Basehor
to strengthen the pedestrian access and infrastructure that are needed within the community.
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SECTION ONE

PURPOSE
The City of Basehor received a grant through the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC) to fund this
planning effort. The resulting plan is intended to guide the City’s efforts to improve connectivity through
the eventual construction of a new network of sidewalks, trails, and bicycling facilities throughout the
community. This will provide alternative means of transportation and mobility for community members
of all ages, while also linking important community destinations.
The proposed sidewalks, trails, and bicycling facilities will be used to create a greenway system
that connects to key areas of the city. These key areas consist of Regional Parks, Community Parks,
Neighborhood Parks, and trailhead locations. While using the greenways as one means of connecting the
city there are also proposed trails to additionally facilitate in connection throughout the city.
State Avenue is a major East/ West corridor that runs through the City of Basehor. This corridor can
divide the city into two sections. This plan will look at how to reconnect those sections of Basehor
to provide a better link for the city. In addition to State Avenue the plan will also be looking at the
connections across 155th Street as this street runs North/South and can divide the city into an East and
West section.

MARC PSP PROJECTS
The City of Basehor received a grant through the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC) to fund this
planning effort. The resulting plan is intended to guide the City’s effort to improve connectivity through
the eventual construction of a new network of sidewalks, trails, and bicycling facilities throughout the
community.
The Mid-America Regional Council is a nonprofit association of city and county governments and the
metropolitan planning organization for the Kansas City region. MARC provides a forum for the region to
work together to advance social, economic, and environmental progress.
As a part of their efforts, MARC sponsors the Planning Sustainable Places program which works to:
•
•
•

Promote detailed local planning project development activities that further the creation of vibrant
places that offer a mix of options for housing, jobs, services, and recreation
Connect places with a variety of transportation options
Support healthy living and a healthy natural environment

BASEHOR, KANSAS

6
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SECTION ONE

PREVIOUS EFFORTS
The City of Basehor through previous engagements with City Staff developed a Comprehensive Plan
which outlined potential future park and trail opportunities in 2019. This document serves as a basis
for development and direction of the Basehor Active Transportation Master Plan. In addition to the
City’s Comprehensive Plan, the MARC Metrogreen Regional Trails network plan identifies several corridor
alignments for regional trail connectivity to the Kansas City metropolitan area.

BASEHOR COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 2019

BASEHOR COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 2013
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SECTION ONE

EXISTING CONDITIONS / CONTEXT
The City of Basehor in Leavenworth County sits in the northwest corner of the Kansas City metropolitan
area. Basehor is currently one of the fastest growing cities in the State of Kansas. As the rapid expansion
of the city occurs, the demand from residents for greater pedestrian connectivity is being heard.
Providing safe routes to effectively tie together important community destinations for residents of all
ages is critical to achieving the vision of this Master Plan study.
In order to plan for future pedestrian connectivity, it is imperative to understand the opportunities and
constraints associated with the community. Some of the biggest impacts to the City’s circulation include
the drainageways for the Stranger Creek and Wolf Creek watersheds and the north/south division of
the City by State Avenue. In general, the City is relatively flat and easy to traverse from a pedestrian
standpoint, however there are steeper areas closer to the creek floodways which will provide some
challenge to make usable. In addition, the areas of steeper terrain generally occur under the bridges for
State Avenue which provide two of the greatest opportunities for connecting north and south Basehor to
each other with pedestrian connectivity. It is also noted that these creek way corridors include Sanitary
Sewer easements and are previously railroad corridors which have been deeded back to the adjacent
property owners. Although deeded back to the adjacent properties, their flatter slopes make ideal
greenway pedestrian corridors for the City and should be considered for acquisitions by the City.
The largest single land use within the City of Basehor is single family residential. In order to provide safe
routes for residents, it is important for the City to look at future roadway improvements allowing for the
incorporation of pedestrian improvements to meet these needs. In most cases throughout the City of
Basehor, the typical current roadway profile includes a curbless roadway section with ditch sections on
either side to accommodate stormwater. In any future scenario for pedestrian connectivity, the various
scenarios will require significant improvement in order to meet AASHTO standards for bicycle and
pedestrian facilities.

VIEW AT STATE AVENUE LOOKING NORTH WEST

APPROACH
To develop a successful strategy for the Basehor Active Transportation project, the design team facilitated
a collaborative process including representatives from Basehor, the advisory committee and citizens of
Basehor. The three-step process and the resulting design is summarized below.
I. Analysis
II. Input
III. Recommendations
BASEHOR, KANSAS
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PRIMARY CORRIDOR MASTER PLAN

Graphic is based off of 2019 City of Basehor Comprehensive Plan
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SECTION ONE

WATERSHED MAP

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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SECTION ONE

SLOPE ANALYSIS MAP

Graphic is based off of 2019 City of Basehor Comprehensive Plan
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SECTION ONE

ELEVATION MAP

Graphic is based off of 2019 City of Basehor Comprehensive Plan
BASEHOR, KANSAS
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SECTION ONE

ANALYSIS
The first phase of development included information gathering and analysis. Additionally, GIS based
information was gathered and analyzed to identify opportunities and constraints in the project area
relating to right-of-way widths, property ownership, floodplain/watersheds, utilities, vegetation, and
slopes.

EXISTING PARK ANALYSIS
Basehor Park Facility Standards
2021 Inventory - Developed Facilities

PARKS:

Park Type
Neighborhood
Parks

Basehor
Leavenwo
Park
State rth County Total
Inventory Schools Facilities Facilities Inventory

Units
Acre(s)

Community Parks Acre(s)
Regional Parks

Acre(s)

Undeveloped
Park Land

Acre(s)

Total Park Acres

Acre(s)

-

-

68.30

68.30

Current Service Level based upon
2021 population
7.43
-

-

6.09

42.00

42.00
110.30

-

-

110.30

-

2021 Facility Standards
Recommended Service
Levels;
Revised for Local Service
Area

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

0.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

15.00 acres per

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Meet Standard/
Need Exists
Need Exists

Additional Facilities/
Amenities Needed
34

Meets Standard
Need Exists

Acre(s)
Acre(s)

34

Meets Standard

Acre(s)
Acre(s)

Meets Standard

-

Acre(s)

*2021 POPULATION ESTIMATES: 6,896

FUTURE PARK ANALYSIS
Basehor Park Facility Standards
2030 Inventory - Developed Facilities

PARKS:

Park Type

Units

Neighborhood
Parks

Acre(s)

Community Parks

Acre(s)

Regional Parks

Acre(s)

Undeveloped Park
Land

Acre(s)

Total Park Acres

Acre(s)

Basehor
Leavenwo
Park
State rth County Total
Inventory Schools Facilities Facilities Inventory
-

-

68.30

42.00
110.30

42.00
-

-

-

110.30

Current Service Level based upon
2021 population
-

Recommended Service
Levels;
Revised for Local Service
Area

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

4.57

acres per

1,000

0.00 acres per

12.00

acres per

1,000

15.00 acres per

7.43

68.30

2030 Facility Standards

-

*2030 POPULATION ESTIMATES: 9,193

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Meet Standard/
Need Exists
Need Exists

Additional Facilities/
Amenities Needed
46

Meets Standard
Need Exists

Acre(s)
46

Meets Standard
Need Exists

Acre(s)

Acre(s)
Acre(s)

28

Acre(s)

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS: 5-10 ACRES
COMMUNITY PARKS 10-100 ACRES
REGIONAL PARKS 100+ ACRES
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SECTION ONE

INPUT
During the next phase of work, the consultant team met with the advisory committee and public to
review and gather input on potential alignments of both greenway and thoroughfare connections
throughout the City of Basehor, identify key issues and goals, as well as review various approaches for
bicycle and pedestrian integration options. These options were then presented to citizens in a public
input meeting to gather feedback. Additionally, an online survey was developed to gather input from the
broader community. Feedback from the various meetings was reviewed and synthesized into the overall
connectivity plan. Options for integrating pedestrian and bicycle facilities was further studied in the
context of the existing site conditions.
A second public outreach meeting was conducted to give residents the opportunity to provide the design
team feedback on a preferred design and alignment approach. Information gathered in this meeting
was utilized to guide further refinement of the design approach that would form the basis of the project
recommendations.

RECOMMENDATIONS
During the final phase of work, the design team developed the master plan vision to define the future
greenway and thoroughfare pedestrian network as development needs are addressed. This Master
Plan provides flexibility to address roadways and utilities, and pedestrian connections. This serves as a
reminder to future implementation committees, consultants, and community leaders of the vision of the
original participants and the importance of implementing a consistent design approach across future City
projects and park acquisition opportunities. This Master Plan also serve as an opportunity for the City to
invest in Community improvements as roadways are widened.

SCHEDULE
The Basehor Active Transportation Master Plan project was started in May of 2021 with initial project
inventory and reconnaissance. In July of 2021, the Comprehensive Plan and Parks Master Plan was
initiated, and development of the plans ran congruently with the Active Transportation Master Plan
wrapping up in February of 2022 with the Comprehensive Plan and Parks Master Plan continuing
development through the middle of 2022.

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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SECTION TWO /

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
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SECTION TWO

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

The Basehor Active Transportation Master Plan project was conducted simultaneously with the Basehor
Comprehensive Master Plan and Parks Master Plan updates. It is anticipated that the recommendations put forth in
this document are incorporated as part of the Parks Master Plan recommended direction. As the projects are being
done simultaneously, it is important for the broader picture of the community parks and recreation facilities to be
analyzed to make sure compatibility with the vision across Basehor’s Park system.
To fully understand the extent of the system connections needed, it is important to understand how well served the
community is now and into the future from its parks and trail offerings. Based on 2021 estimated population in
Basehor of 6,896 residents it is anticipated that Basehor needs between 5-7 new neighborhood park facilities within
the community and 1 new regional park. The anticipated facilities increase to 7-9 new neighborhood park facilities
based on 2030 population projections of 9,193 residents with the 1 regional facility anticipated to be sufficient.
As future park facilities are distributed across the city, it is important to ensure equal distribution and opportunities
for the community to add these facilities in strategic places that adequately serve the community. In doing this,
connections between these facilities can be identified as well as safe connections to residential and school areas
providing for safe pedestrian access to community residents.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Public outreach efforts were coordinated with a City-appointed Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee
members were appointed from a wide spectrum of stakeholder groups, City Departments and Committees. Each
committee member was asked to help promote the planning process to their respective networks and contacts
as appropriate. This committee was tasked with providing meaningful direction and feedback complementing the
public engagement process. Committee members were asked to identify key issues influencing the sites, provide
assessments of potential pedestrian routes, consider initial aesthetics desired for the corridor and develop the goals
to define a success project completion.

KEY ISSUES

During an initial meeting, the project’s advisory committee was asked to identify various issues that affect the
City’s pedestrian infrastructure and movement. These issues were key to the committee as the team developed
initial design concepts. Issues ranged from aesthetics to safety, planning, and costs to implement. The committee
was asked to prioritize these issues in order to guide development of overall project goals. However, it remained
important to keep all of these key issues in mind throughout the process.
•
Slope, including cross slope
•
Greenway and streamway impacts
•
Stormwater management considerations – regional detention opportunities
•
Utility relocation
•
Connecting north and south Basehor over State Avenue
•
Location – accessibility to most people
•
Easement acquisitions – public versus private property
•
Safety
•
End destination – look at opportunities for connecting children and residents with schools, parks and critical
nodes of activity

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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GOALS / OBJECTIVES
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SECTION THREE

GOALS / OBJECTIVES

A variety of physical site conditions, safety needs and cost concerns were identified by the Advisory Committee
to guide the development of the study recommendations. Three primary goals were established, and all
recommendations were analyzed as to their ability to achieve each of these goals as a measure of success for the
project.

Connectivity

Initial consideration of preferred pathways alignments expressed by the Advisory Committee and citizens of
Basehor. Developing a safe approach and connectivity to serve all residents on either side of State Avenue is critical
to meeting the goals and objectives identified during the input process.

STATE AVE. TRANSPORTATION MULTI-MODAL BARREIRS
Consistency

As development of construction planning and implementation recommendations occurs, the approach should
consider consistently integrating safe options for residents to traverse both greenways and adjacent to major
thoroughfares while minimizing potential impacts to existing properties along these corridors. The final
improvements should create a cohesive visual appearance while also complimenting the existing city character.

Cost Effective

In addition to making infrastructure recommendations that are economical for construction and long-term
maintenance, it is also important to develop considerations for potential phased implementation. Consideration of
a phased approach allows the City of Basehor to make incremental improvements over a period of time as needs
arise and funding becomes available.

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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SECTION THREE

ALTERNATIVES

In an initial public open house, the community was given a number of different options for incorporating multimodal pedestrian options into public Right of Way, knowing that these options would be reviewed to tie in
seamlessly with a multi-use greenway path identified for various greenway corridors. Options provided to the
public included a shared use path on one or both sides of the road, buffered bike lanes, protected bike lanes,
separated bike lanes, a protected cycle track and a separated cycle track. Participants were asked to vote for their
preferred method of transportation integration. At the same time, boards were provided along with comment
cards requesting the top 5 corridors that these improvements were needed throughout the City of Basehor.
Additional development of various amenities that could be incorporated along the trails and at trailheads were
provided to the community for voting as well. Understanding the type and aesthetic of these amenities is important
to delivering the desired system desired by the community.

MULTI-MODAL OPTIONS
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SECTION FOUR

PUBLIC MEETING RESULTS
In the initial meeting on July 22, 2021, the public was provided the various alternative approaches noted above for
voting. Through this process, it was identified that the community overwhelmingly preferred the approach of a
multi-use trail for incorporating pedestrian multi-modal connectivity throughout Basehor along roadway corridors
whenever possible. As noted in the survey, improvements to 155th and 158th Streets were already underway and
would take the voting into account to address how pedestrian connections should be made within these corridors.
Additional corridors identified as the highest priority for integrating these measures included:

1ST PLACE VOTES

2ND PLACE VOTES

3RD PLACE VOTES

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Parallel (7)
Leavenworth (2)
Hidden Ridge
Hollingsworth
153rd

Parallel from 155th to 147th (3)
147th
Leavenworth (2)

Leavenworth Road (2)
163rd

4TH PLACE VOTES
•
•

Parallel
State Avenue

Feedback related to amenities, primarily at trailheads
reflected the community’s desire for a more rustic
aesthetic. Priorities for the amenities included lighting
in key locations and rustic bridges where required. At
trailheads and other destinations, nature playgrounds,
shelters, restrooms and drinking fountains were all highly
desired amenities for residents.
A follow up public open house was held on December
7, 2021 to unveil the recommendations developed for
the Active Transportation Master Plan. In that meeting,
the overall plan was shared with the community and
recommended direction for profiles within greenways
and along public thoroughfares. Additional information
was shared in regards to potential future park locations
and connections needed to these facilities.

PUBLIC MEETING JULY 22, 2021
•

45 Attendees

PUBLIC MEETING DECEMBER 07, 2021
•

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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ONLINE SURVEY
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SECTION FIVE

APPROACH

Based on initial input related to a preferred multi-use trail approach, the planning team reviewed the preferred
approaches to determine feasibility of implementing the desired approach in various greenway corridors and the
preferred thoroughfares identified by the community. Additional greenway corridors were identified to make critical
connections to destinations throughout the community including future proposed park locations and schools.
Reviews of slopes, Right of Way acquisitions, and critical greenways and streams needing restoration were also
reviewed and identified based on the proposed corridors.
Recommendations based on the final proposed improvements were further analyzed for cost of improvements
based on 2022 budgetary numbers. Future budgeting should allow for additional costs for design, permitting and
escalation from current construction dollars.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The proposed plan shown on page 31 includes both proposed trails along the roadway corridors as well as
proposed greenway trails mostly through undeveloped/rural land. The typical proposed roadway corridor includes
a 12’ wide shared-use path on one side of the road and a 5’ sidewalk on the other as shown on page 33. The
proposed greenway trails include a 12’ wide shared-use path with a buffer zone on each side as shown in page 33.
The buffer provides increased visibility and clear zone width for the shared-use path. Slopes on the buffer should be
6:1 or flatter.
Page 39 shows information about existing right-of-way widths along each corridor as well as some engineering
observations in key locations. Potential bridge/structure locations are also shown due to existing terrain and
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) zones. Page 31 identifies potential trailhead locations. These
locations are, in general, adjacent to future parks to promote connectivity between these facilities with the shareduse paths.
The shared-use path is intended to carry cyclists, skaters and pedestrians of all type. It should be designed in
accordance with the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for the
Development of Bicycle Facilities 2012 – Fourth Edition. According to these design guidelines, it is desirable to
provide a paved width of 10’ for two-directional shared-use paths. The minimum width for a two-directional shareduse paths is 8’ and may be used in low traffic situations. As such, the 12’ shared-use path could be reduced to either
8’ or 10’ along some roadway corridors due to the existing right-of-way widths, driveways, utilities, storm sewer
structures, adjacent ditch sections, and other existing constraints.
It is anticipated that corridors that have a right-of-way width of less than 60’ may require right-of-way acquisition to
install the proposed trail. This may vary depending on the roadway corridor and the existing terrain. Much of the
proposed greenway trail system meanders through private property and right-of-way acquisition will be needed as
seen on page 39. The alignment of the trail should be optimized to reduce necessary right-of-way acquisition.
It should also be noted that there are some challenges that will need to be addressed in regard to the proposed
trail location as shown on page 39. While most of the terrain is relatively flat, there are steep slopes and challenging
terrain near both bridge locations on State Avenue making it difficult to incorporate the typical greenway trail
section at these locations. Much of the proposed greenway is located in and along the flood plain for Wolf Creek
and is shown crossing the creek. Pedestrian bridges will likely need constructed at these locations as shown on
page 39. In addition these areas may require coordination with FEMA as this is regulated floodway. Additional
coordination and acquisition may be needed through the Falcon Lakes Golf Course. Between the lake, houses and
the multiple paths and fairways, significant detailed study and coordination with the owners will be needed in this
area to complete the MetroGreen trail alignment.

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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SECTION FIVE

SHARED-USE PATH
The shared-use path is intended to carry cyclists, skaters and pedestrians of all type. It should be designed in accordance with
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities
2012 – Fourth Edition. According to these design guidelines, it is desirable to provide a paved width of 10’ for two-directional
shared-use paths. The minimum width for a two-directional shared-use paths is 8’ and may be used in low traffic situations. As
such, the 12’ shared-use path could be reduced to either 8’ or 10’ along some roadway corridors due to the existing right-of-way
widths, driveways, utilities, storm sewer structures, adjacent ditch sections, and other existing constraints.
It is anticipated that corridors that have a right-of-way width of less than 60’ may require right-of-way acquisition to install the
proposed trail. This may vary depending on the roadway corridor and the existing terrain. Much of the proposed greenway trail
system meanders through private property and right-of-way acquisition will be needed as seen on page 31. The alignment of the
trail should be optimized to reduce necessary right-of-way acquisition.
It should be noted that there are some challenges along the Wolf Creek and Stranger Creek greenway trails that will make it
difficult to incorporate the typical trail section. Steeper slopes and challenging terrain need both of the State Avenue bridge
locations may require the incorporation of additional retaining walls and guardrail to mitigate for the slopes in this area.
Additional pedestrian bridges may also be necessary to cross the creeks in the locations shown on page 31.

AMENITIES
Additional amenities beyond the multi-use pathways should be considered along the various corridors and at
trailheads. Basic amenities such as lighting in parking areas and throughfare pathways should be considered along
with directional signage, drinking fountains and benches. Where trailheads occur, additional amenities that should
be incorporated as possible include restrooms, nature based playgrounds and shelters. The incorporation of these
elements create a better user experience and extend the timeframe that users are able to experience the trail
system and park areas.

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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SECTION FIVE

12’ WIDE SHARED-USE PATH

EXISTING UTILITY AND STREET POLES
ENHANCED LANDSCAPE ALONG PATH
5’ WIDE SIDEWALK BUFFER

2 LANES WITH TURN LANE

5’ WIDE SIDEWALK

12’ WIDE SHARED-USE PATH

12’ WIDE SHARED-

PERSPECTIVE VIEW

PLAN VIEW

12’ WIDE MULTI-USE TRAIL

12’ WIDE SHARED-USE PATH WITH
2% SLOPE TO THE SIDES
4’ WIDE BUFFER ZONE
ON THE TRAIL SIDES

12’ WIDE MULTI-USE TRAIL

PERSPECTIVE VIEW

PLAN VIEW
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SECTION FIVE

GREENWAY AND STREAMWAY RESTORATION PLAN

Green infrastructure is an approach to storm water management that can provide cleaner air and water as well as provide
significant value for the community with flood protection, diverse habitat, and beautiful green spaces. These solutions can vary
from tree canopies, permeable pavements, bioswales, planter boxes, rain gardens, land conservation, detention/retention, and
many others.
As mentioned previously, the Active Transportation Master Plan is being conducted simultaneously with the City’s
Comprehensive Plan and Parks Master Plan updates. As part of this process, reviews of level of service standards were reviewed
to determine if acquisition of additional land was necessary for parks and where those facilities would be distributed throughout
the City. Through this process it was determined that there are opportunities to place these facilities along major watershed
areas to provide water-based amenities not currently available to residents while also serving as regional detention facilities. In
doing this, the City of Basehor is able to take advantage of a reduced impact on the City’s stormwater drainage infrastructure
while providing residents with options for fishing, kayaking, canoeing and other water interactions.
The planned improvements traverse a variety of land use types, which may require conservation or restoration of natural areas.
Page 35 identifies locations of ecological value as well as where green infrastructure may be needed according to the Natural
Resource Inventory (NRI) as administered by MARC. It should also be noted that forest conservation and restoration areas
are adjacent to the stream beds of Wolf Creek and Hog Creek. As such, with the proposed improvements green infrastructure
solutions as well as trees and other planting should be considered.
Green infrastructure solutions should also be considered in areas not identified as the stormwater runoff outlets to the
Wolf Creek and Stranger Creek watersheds. Each green infrastructure improvement made upstream can help reduce runoff
downstream and reduce the likelihood of flooding. These solutions should be considered as part of each trail improvement to
provide management of runoff and cleaner air and water for each watershed through storm water management.

PROPOSED TRAIL ASSUMPTIONS
The proposed trail along roadway corridors assumes the
addition of curb and gutter on each side of the roadway and
no other roadway improvements. Due to the addition of
curb, storm sewer inlets and a series of enclosed drainage
pipes are anticipated to convey storm sewer runoff. Portions
of driveways are anticipated to be reconstructed due to
the addition of the 12’ wide shared-use path. The estimate
does not include any lighting improvements, or any costs
associated with utility relocation or right-of-way acquisition.
Likewise, costs for a center turn lane were also not included.
Green infrastructure improvements are not included in the
cost estimate.

GREENWAY TRAIL
The greenway trail assumes a 12’ wide shared-use path
through existing rural land-uses. Culvert improvements are
anticipated to convey stormwater under the trail to maintain
existing drainage paths, which is included in the estimate.
The estimate does not include any lighting improvements,
or any costs associated with utility relocation or rightof-way acquisition. Trailheads and green infrastructure
improvements are not included in the cost estimate.

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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MARC NRI GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PRIORITES
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SECTION FIVE

PHASING & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Phasing and costs are a critical component of seeing the vision of the master plan brought to life. Projects should be
implemented in an order that complements the design process and the realities of construction. Project priorities may be based
on stakeholder feedback based on preferred origins and destinations, such as the public survey done as part of this project, as
well as the feasibility of sequencing.
As developments arise, this plan should be implemented to provide non-motorized improvements as part of other projects. In
general, the proposed trail along the roadway corridors should be included as part of upcoming roadway projects. The 155th
and 158th Street improvements, as planned in the near future, should include estimates for trail construction as well as any
right-of-way acquisition on these corridors to fit the proposed typical section.
The network should be constructed outward to connect to the future greenway trail segments and should consider locations
identified as future parks. The outer loop of the greenway trail could be implemented as funding allows to provide both an eastwest connection as well as a north-south connection.
Green infrastructure will also need to be incorporated into future projects. As improvements are made, runoff and erosion
should be minimized downstream. Best practices to mitigate impacts to natural resources should be factored into project costs.

PHASE 1

START LOCATION

END LOCATION

LENGTH UNIT COST
IN MILES (PER MILE)

TOTAL

HOLLINGSWORTH

NORTH 139TH STREET

147TH STREET

1.01

$3.3

$3,333,000

2

DONAHOO ROAD

147TH STREET

155TH STREET

1.46

$3.3

$4,818,000

3

LEAVENWORTH ROAD

147TH STREET

163RD STREET

1.96

$3.3

$6,468,000

4

PARALLEL ROAD

NORTH 147TH STREET

163RD STREET

2.63

$3.3

$8,679,000

5

1

*

*
6*

CORRALBERRY CROSSING

155TH STREET

STRANGE CREEK

1.43

$1.6

$2,288,000

154TH TERRACE

STATE AVENUE

CRIMSON STREET

1.06

$3.3

$3,498,000

7

158TH (NORTH)

STATE AVENUE

EVANS ROAD

.93

$1.6

$4,950,000

8*

155TH (NORTH)

DONAHOO ROAD

PARALLEL ROAD

3.0

$3.3

$9,900,000

PHASE 2

START LOCATION

END LOCATION

LENGTH UNIT COST
IN MILES (PER MILE)

TOTAL

9

WOLF CREEK SPUR

WOLF CREEK

EVANS ROAD

1.33

$1.6

$2,128,000

10

158TH (SOUTH)

EVANS ROAD

KANSAS AVENUE

.93

$1.6

$4,950,000

11

STRANGE CREEK II

STRANGE CREEK

NORTH 158TH STREET

2.06

$1.6

$3,296,000

12

147TH (NORTH)

HOLLINGSWORTH ROAD PARELLEL ROAD

3.0

$3.3

$9,900,000

PHASE 3

START LOCATION

LENGTH UNIT COST
IN MILES (PER MILE)

TOTAL

13

METROGREEN (WOLF CREEK)

I-70
DONAHOO ROAD
HOLLINGSWORTH ROAD LEVEE 8

7.02

$1.6

$11,232,000

14

STRANGE CREEK

166TH STREET

PARALLEL ROAD

3.61

$1.6

$5,776,000

15

163RD

LEAVENWORTH ROAD

PARALLEL ROAD

1.0

$3.3

$3,300,000

16 *

WOLF CREEK SPUR AT STATE

151ST TERRACE

STATE AVENUE

0.63

$1.6

$1,008,000

17

WOLF CREEK

WOLF CREEK

STRANGE CREEK

3.96

$1.6

$6,336,000

END LOCATION

PHASE 4

LENGTH UNIT COST
IN MILES (PER MILE)

TOTAL

18

166TH AND EVANS

150TH STREET

KANSAS AVENUE

1.75

$3.3

$5,775,000

19 *

155TH AND WOLF CREEK
PARKWAY

PARALLEL ROAD

NORTH 158TH STREET

2.9

$3.3

$9,768,000

* Completely within City limits and doesn’t need regional coordination
BASEHOR, KANSAS
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PHASING PLAN
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SECTION FIVE

ENGINEERING COST ESTIMATES

Engineering cost estimates have been developed for each type of improvement. The assumptions made for each typical section
is shown in the sections below. This estimate includes the materials, time, installation of the trail, and any bridges associated
with these sections. It should be noted that these cost estimates are approximations in current 2021 dollars and does not
include any factor of inflation.

•
•
•

Proposed Trail- Roadway Corridors: $3.3 million/ mile		
Greenway Trail: $1.6 million/ mile					
Pedestrian Bridge - 7 locations: $1.8 million			

($630/foot)
($310/foot)
($250,000/each)

Based on the estimated cost per mile and the proposed plan, the full trail system is estimated to cost $103 million.

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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RIGHT-OF WAY, CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL
BRIDGE LOCATIONS
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SECTION FIVE

CONCLUSION
The master planning process for the Basehor Active Transportation Plan project has evolved from the original vision created by
the City of Basehor for identifying pedestrian pathway connectivity throughout the City of Basehor. This document represents
the fluid, flexible and responsive nature of the City of Basehor and design team to create a document that addresses the
needs and desires of the community. The master plan addresses the comments and concerns expressed throughout the
project in a collaborative and interactive process. Opportunities were developed to create usable guidelines for greenway and
street infrastructure as funding becomes available. These improvements provide much needed connectivity to the community,
safe routes for residents and their children for both leisure and connections to the schools and economic development and
investment by the City in the community.

EXISTING VIEW AT STATE AVENUE

PROPOSED VIEW AT STATE AVENUE
The views above showing the existing and future proposed greenway trail conditions under the State Avenue bridge along Wolf
Creek providing residents a safe connection between north and south Basehor along a proposed metrogreen alignment. As
noted in the proposed image above additional retaining all and bridge crossings are needed in this area due to the steep grades
under State Avenue.
BASEHOR, KANSAS
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EXISTING VIEW CIVIC CAMPUS

PROPOSED VIEW CIVIC CAMPUS
The above views show future trails around a proposed detention facility in the Basehor Civil Campus providing residents access
to an amenity (water) not found in other park facilities in the city.
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SECTION FIVE

EXISTING VIEW AT PARALLEL AND 171st STREET

PROPOSED VIEW AT PARALLEL AND 171st STREET
The proposed image above shows a combination multi-use trail along a roadway throughfare transitioning to a greenway
trail along the Stranger Creek watershed. As the City of Basehor continues to grow there is likely a need for additional trail
connections outside of the city limits to provide linkages to adjacent communities. This perspective is representative of one such
connection.

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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SECTION SIX

GENERAL COMMENTS (IN PERSON)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I am looking forward for a trail so I can ride my scooter around town and seeing new people.
Maybe add some more nature walks or dog parks near city park going northeast.
Complete Pinehurst trail as part of Phase 1
Connect Glenwood Ridge to Cedar Lake/ Pinehurst with trails
Especially like how we can get from South Basehor under state by foot or cycle.
We could use more bridges; I think shared use paths could make transportation easier.
Will any of the trails be lit?
We can’t wait to enjoy the trails
As of now, there is not many lighted places for safe early morning walks/ jogs. These would be such great things.
Lights at the park especially lights around the basketball court, skate should be one of the additions and should be
done.
Hoops at the park (mentioned twice)
Lights on the court (mentioned three times)
No double rims on basketball courts (mentioned twice)
A skate park would be nice because there aren’t a lot nearby (mentioned four times)
Great plans well thought out! Thank you for putting in all them time and work to make Basehor better!
Very exciting. Hope it becomes implemented.
Add water fountains (mentioned twice)
Add community pools if enough people in the population of Basehor
Annex Glenwood Estates
How would yearly maintenance be funded when a park or trail goes though a neighborhood that was an HOA?

BOARD RESULTS

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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COMMENT CARD RESULTS
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SECTION SIX

MAP COMMENTS

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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MAP COMMENTS
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SECTION SIX

MAP INPUT RESULTS (ONLINE)
Bike Path Ideas

• “There is a bike club that rides between northern Basehor and all the way down to K32 so if we can keep them
separated out between the cars, tractors and crazy truck drivers that are on both 155th street and 158th street
that would be ideal since there are several blind hills that put their lives in danger.”
• “Need simple bike lanes on this stretch as a priority. Very common connector between 147th and amp; 150th for
cyclists. See many close calls here as cyclists are turning left. Strava shoes 3800+ riders on this segment.”
• “Keep left turn lanes at Garden, Wolf Creek, Shopping Center &amp; 155th. Re stripe rest of roadway to move
traffic lanes to center, doing away with left turn lanes to nowhere. Free bike lanes...”
• “Not sure what the fascination is with shoulders. Cars don’t break down like they used to. Smooth pave/repair the
shoulders and re stripe as bike lanes. You WILL need to sweep them more than once a year though. (A shoulder is
NOT a bike lane for those who think bikes should already be there. These are a mess with debris , rock, and glass
and unsafe to ride) Most bikes on 158th are going south to either Loring or Golden. It’s not a short trip / ride for
recreation pathway.”
• “Typical Basehor bike group weeknight route. Quieter roads, still narrow, still a few hills, but normal distance.
Always ridden 1-2+ times per week, 12 - 20 people typically.”
• “Most used eastbound bike route is Donahoo - best road to ride into Wyandotte county. Fairmount is busy,
Hollingsworth is very narrow, Leavenworth road is busy and has terrible pavement issues along with a couple
good hills west of K7. Parallel is 4-lane - OK EARLY AM, but not when it’s busy. Nobody rides State.”
• “147th was SO CLOSE to being done right... But 99.99% of people have NO idea of the significance of the 15’ lane
width and Share the Road signs. Odd that LVCO doesn’t mark lane width on the 98% of roads that are too narrow
for sharing. Instead of a 15’ lane, should be striped as a standard lane and bike lanes. Would have cost nothing for
bike lanes on a heavily ridden road. (4300+ Strava trips)”
Sidewalk Ideas

• “There needs to be a sidewalk on 15th between Craig and Wolf Creek. So it’s all connected. Also a sidewalk from
150th parallel.”
Trail Ideas

• “Has the railroad right of way gone back to the adjacent property owners? Makes this concept a whole lot more
difficult.”
Pedestrian Crossing Enhancement

• “There should be crosswalk signs for pedestrians crossing 158th. There are stripes on the road indicating
to pedestrians that they may cross but nothing for vehicles to know that an intersection with crosswalks is
approaching. Or, install something else to allow for safe crossing. It’s a mess of an intersection with many drivers
not understanding who has the right of way. With increased vehicle and pedestrian traffic it’s only a matter of time
until something awful happens here.”
General Comment

• “Intersection needs either a stoplight or all-way stop sign. There is a blind spot when exiting Falcon Lakes Drive
onto 147th, especially in vehicles that sit lower to the ground. Plus, vehicles regularly exceed the speed limit on
this road, adding to the danger.”
• “North of this point, the sidewalks are terrible. Many kids and adults walk them as they lead to BES and multiple
subdivisions. Repair the existing and continue the sidewalk to Myer Drive.”
• “This facility needs to be updated. Run power to the fields so we have the option for machine pitch. As you are
walking to field #7 their is a sewage leak coming from the hill. Fix the grade of the lower fields. The sidewalks
leading to the lower fields are covered in mud after a rain.”
• “A community pool”

BASEHOR, KANSAS
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• “Saw the pool comment and wondered if the original commenter could explain why the various pools and water
parks nearby are not sufficient for the community. We just did a high school upgrade with no requirement for a
pool.”
• “Evans Road is the only westbound route available to cyclists going any distance. Evans is narrow, hilly, and faster
than it should be. Other choices would be going North to Fairmount Rd (horrible to ride) or Gilman (9 miles N),
or South to Golden or into Desoto. I have an easier time envisioning an improved Evans than a 24-40 bicycle
corridor.”
• “The most urgent matter facing Basehor is getting the 65 mph speed limit on State Ave. reduced to 45 or 50
mph. This will create safer intersections on State at 150th St., 155th St. and 158th St. It will also make it easier for
people to stop at businesses along State.
• “Lower speed limit. Through street in a subdivision with elementary school. Speed Limit should be under 25”
• “If students are expected to walk to school, where is the comprehensive city plan for sidewalks from all homes
to all schools; example Hidden Ridge Estates to High School or Elementary Schools. The families have to pay for
busing because of the mileage rule, but the city has no sidewalks to the schools. If the city cannot show a logical
route of a city sidewalk path, then do not charge for busing”
• “We need to address the dangerous issue of kids walking to and from BES/Iron Creek. I live on this road and have
kids at BES and it is a mad house when school lets out and parents/kids are walking home with no sidewalk.”
• “This is a dangerous intersection. Primarily to blame are uneducated drivers who don’t understand right-of-way.
But, red light running is common too and creates serious danger for those crossing 24/40.”
Park Amenity Idea

• “We need cross walks for 24/40 highway at 155th, 158th, and 166th. KDOT also should consider lowering the
speed limit through Basehor similar to the 35 MPH through Tongonoxi”
• “A Scout House for Boy Scout and Girl Scout troops to reserve and use for meetings and small troop events. This
could be a small building with two reservable rooms and possibly storage for troop equipment and supplies.”
• “ The Scout House seems like a good idea if you could make the project a scout project for there various badges.
Fund raising through final landscaping would give all scouting organization pride in ownership.”
• “Adding a pool would be great. In town so kids could ride their bikes vs having to be driven miles to the closest
pool. Would allow for job opportunities for high school and college aged kids as well. A community rec center
would be amazing and provide the same benefits”

Top 5 corridors for Active Transportation (ONLINE)

Based on your knowledge of Basehor, please list your top 5 streets / corridors needing active transportation (other than 155th &
158th which are already planned for improvements), with 1 being your most preferred.

1. Parallel - 147th to 158th. Desperately need simple bike lanes from 147th to 150th.
2. Donahoo - best connector to the East
3. Evans - best connector to the west
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parallel
166th
163rd
Leavenworth
State Avenue
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VISUAL PREFERENCE EXERCISE (ONLINE)
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VISUAL PREFERENCE EXERCISE (ONLINE)
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SECTION SIX

VISUAL PREFERENCE EXERCISE (ONLINE)
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Basehor Active Transportation MP
April 29, 2021
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AGENDA
Process / Timeline
Data Request
Steering Committee
Next Steps

Basehor Active Transportation MP
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Communication
•

All communication to be sent to Hank Moyers and
copied to Chris Cline

•

Verify all owner correspondence to go to Leslee and
copy Amanda

Basehor Active Transportation MP
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PROCESS / TIMELINE
•

TASK 1 – Community Outreach + Engagement

•

TASK 2 – Data Collection + Analysis

•

TASK 3 – Trail Design Alternatives

Project Initiation,
Site Reconnaissance
and Inventory

Alternatives
Assessment and
Cost Opinion

[05/2021-06/2021]

[08/2021-09/2021]

[12/2021]

[10/2021]

Master
Connectivity
Plan

Preliminary
Alternatives
Presentation

[07/2021]

[09/2021]

Basehor Active Transportation MP

Presentation of
Preferred Plan and
Final Study

Preferred
Alternatives
Presentation

Final Review of
All Deliverables
[12/2021]
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DATA REQUEST
GIS Base Mapping:
•

Buildings

•

Pavement

•

Utilities – Sanitary/
Water /Electric

•

Railroad Corridors

•

Future Trails

•

Vegetation

•

Topography

•

Parcels + City Limits
Basehor Active Transportation MP

City Park

Civic Campus
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STAKEHOLDERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parks and Recreation Staff
Public Works
City Council
Parks and Rec. Board
Stakeholders
Public/Private Partners
Community Members

* We anticipate 8-12 members
Basehor Active Transportation MP
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DISCUSSION

Next Steps:
Stakeholder / Public Engagement

Basehor Active Transportation MP
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BASEHOR ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION
MASTER PLAN
BASEHOR, KANSAS
June 9, 2021

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
TREKK DESIGN GROUP, LLC.
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AGENDA
Welcome + Introduction
Process + Project Overview
Connections Identification
Establish Goals + Priorities
Preference Survey
Next Steps + Questions

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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OUR TEAM
Confluence

Project Lead, Community Planning, Trail Network, Community Outreach

TREKK

Civil Engineering, Stormwater Review, Utility Coordination

Taw n Nugent

Josh Tink ey

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT TIMELINE
•

TASK 1 – Community Outreach + Engagement

•

TASK 2 – Data Collection + Analysis

•

TASK 3 – Trail Design Alternatives

Project Initiation,
Site Reconnaissance
and Inventory

Alternatives
Assessment and
Cost Opinion

[05/2021-06/2021]

[08/2021-09/2021]

Presentation of
Preferred Plan and
Final Study

Preferred
Alternatives
Presentation

[12/2021]

[10/2021]

ADOPTION
Master
Connectivity
Plan

Preliminary
Alternatives
Presentation

[07/2021]

[09/2021]

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

Final Review of
All Deliverables
[12/2021]
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PROJECT TIMELINE

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN & PARKS MASTER PLAN
Project Initiation,
Site Reconnaissance
and Inventory

Alternatives
Assessment and
Cost Opinion

[05/2021-06/2021]

[08/2021-09/2021]

Presentation of
Preferred Plan and
Final Study

Preferred
Alternatives
Presentation

[12/2021]

[10/2021]

ADOPTION
Master
Connectivity
Plan

Preliminary
Alternatives
Presentation

[07/2021]

[09/2021]

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

Final Review of
All Deliverables
[12/2021]
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ROLES + RESPONSIBILITIES
STEERING COMMITTEE
• Provide historical context for consultant team
• Assist in development of survey instruments (formal and informal)
• Provide sounding board for consultant/staff team to test questions and
recommendations
- Plan on reading/reviewing the full document and providing comments
• Assist in soliciting public participation throughout the process
• Serve as liaisons to your respective Board or Commission to report progress
• Assist in developing final recommendations for Council consideration and adoption

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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WHY PLAN?
•

Define Community Vision

•

Plan to meet those needs.
- Establish the road map of how to get there
- Ensure the implementation meets the vision

•

Strategic/Prioritized Funding and Implementation
- Operations & infrastructure
- Who is responsible for moving the plan forward?

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
• Strengthen Community Connectivity - Master Planned Network
• Explore MetroGreen Corridors
• Existing 155th Street / 158th Street / Parallel Corridor Opportunities
• Streamway And Greenway Preservation + Trail Opportunities
• 2019 Direction Finder - Resident Priority

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
MetroGreen
Planned Trails
Future Trails

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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MULTI-MODAL BARRIERS
METROGREEN TRAIL

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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MULTI-MODAL BARRIERS

INTERSECTION
CROSSING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

CONNECTION
TO TRAIL
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MULTI-MODAL BARRIERS

STATE AVE TRAIL/BIKE/PED.
CONNECTION

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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BICYCLE INTEGRATION

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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GOALS AND PRINCIPLES
• What are the top 3 connections needed to establish a strong
foundation to the City’s bike-ped network?

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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GOALS AND PRINCIPLES
• What are the top 3 connections needed to establish a strong
foundation to the City’s bike-ped network?
• List 3 challenges/obstacles facing establishment of the bike-ped
network.

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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GOALS AND PRINCIPLES
• What are the top 3 connections needed to establish a strong
foundation to the City’s bike-ped network?
• List 3 challenges/obstacles facing establishment of the bike-ped
network.
• List 5 critical criteria needed to drive this study to make the necessary
connections in Basehor a success (safety, lighting, on-street/offstreet, etc.)

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PRIORITIES
• 10 years from today, looking back…what 3 things have
occurred that indicate this planning effort was a success?

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PRECEDENT BOARDS

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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NEXT STEPS + QUESTIONS

Next Steps:
Public Input Meeting #1 (June/Early July)

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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BASEHOR ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION
MASTER PLAN
BASEHOR, KANSAS
July 22, 2021

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
TREKK DESIGN GROUP, LLC.
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AGENDA
Welcome + Introduction
Process + Project Overview
Connections Identification
Establish Goals + Priorities
Preference Survey
Next Steps + Questions

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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OUR TEAM
Confluence

Project Lead, Community Planning, Trail Network, Community Outreach

TREKK

Civil Engineering, Stormwater Review, Utility Coordination

Taw n Nugent

Josh Tink ey

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT TIMELINE
•

TASK 1 – Community Outreach + Engagement

•

TASK 2 – Data Collection + Analysis

•

TASK 3 – Trail Design Alternatives

Project Initiation,
Site Reconnaissance
and Inventory

Alternatives
Assessment and
Cost Opinion

[05/2021-06/2021]

[08/2021-09/2021]

Presentation of
Preferred Plan and
Final Study

Preferred
Alternatives
Presentation

[12/2021]

[10/2021]

ADOPTION
Master
Connectivity
Plan

Preliminary
Alternatives
Presentation

[07/2021]

[09/2021]

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

Final Review of
All Deliverables
[12/2021]
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PROJECT TIMELINE

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN & PARKS MASTER PLAN
Project Initiation,
Site Reconnaissance
and Inventory

Alternatives
Assessment and
Cost Opinion

[05/2021-06/2021]

[08/2021-09/2021]

Presentation of
Preferred Plan and
Final Study

Preferred
Alternatives
Presentation

[12/2021]

[10/2021]

ADOPTION
Master
Connectivity
Plan

Preliminary
Alternatives
Presentation

[07/2021]

[09/2021]

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

Final Review of
All Deliverables
[12/2021]
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WHY PLAN?
•

Define Community Vision

•

Plan to meet those needs.
- Establish the road map of how to get there
- Ensure the implementation meets the vision

•

Strategic/Prioritized Funding and Implementation
- Operations & infrastructure
- Who is responsible for moving the plan forward?

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
• Strengthen Community Connectivity - Master Planned Network
• Explore MetroGreen Corridors
• Existing 155th Street / 158th Street / Parallel Corridor Opportunities
• Streamway And Greenway Preservation + Trail Opportunities
• 2019 Direction Finder - Resident Priority

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
MetroGreen
Planned Trails
Future Trails

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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MULTI-MODAL BARRIERS
METROGREEN TRAIL

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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MULTI-MODAL BARRIERS

INTERSECTION
CROSSING

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

CONNECTION
TO TRAIL
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MULTI-MODAL BARRIERS

STATE AVE TRAIL/BIKE/PED.
CONNECTION

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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MULTI-MODAL OPTIONS

Shared Use Path
(One or Both Sides Of Road)

Buffered Bike Lane
(Both Sides Of Road)

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

Protected Bike Lane
(Both Sides Of Road)
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MULTI-MODAL OPTIONS

Separated Bike Lane
(Both Sides Of Road)

Protected Cycle Track
(One Side Of Road)

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

Separated Cycle Track
(One Side Of Road)
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NEXT STEPS

Next Steps:
Public Input Meeting #2 (October – T.B.D.)
Draft Recommendations Meeting

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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BASEHOR ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION
MASTER PLAN
BASEHOR, KANSAS
October 8th, 2021

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
TREKK DESIGN GROUP, LLC.
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AGENDA
Timeline
Public Meeting Results
Parks Service Analysis
Watershed + Slope Analysis
Trail Design Alternatives
Typical Trail Profiles
Next Steps + Questions

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PROJECT TIMELINE
•

TASK 1 – Community Outreach + Engagement

•

TASK 2 – Data Collection + Analysis

•

TASK 3 – Trail Design Alternatives

Project Initiation,
Site Reconnaissance
and Inventory

Alternatives
Assessment and
Cost Opinion

[05/2021-06/2021]

[08/2021-09/2021]

Presentation of
Preferred Plan and
Final Study

Preferred
Alternatives
Presentation

[12/2021]

[11/2021]

ADOPTION
Master
Connectivity
Plan

Preliminary
Alternatives
Presentation

[07/2021]

[10/2021]

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

Final Review of
All Deliverables
[12/2021]
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PROJECT TIMELINE

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN & PARKS MASTER PLAN
Project Initiation,
Site Reconnaissance
and Inventory

Alternatives
Assessment and
Cost Opinion

[05/2021-06/2021]

[08/2021-09/2021]

Presentation of
Preferred Plan and
Final Study

Preferred
Alternatives
Presentation

[12/2021]

[11/2021]

ADOPTION
Master
Connectivity
Plan

Preliminary
Alternatives
Presentation

[07/2021]

[10/2021]

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

Final Review of
All Deliverables
[12/2021]
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MEETING RESULTS
TOP 5 STREETS/CORRIDORS NEEDING ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION OTHER THAN 155TH
AND 158TH WHICH ARE ALREADY PLANNED FOR IMPROVEMENTS:
1st Place Votes:
• Parallel (7)
• Leavenworth (2)
• Hidden Ridge
• Hollingsworth
• 153rd

2nd Place Votes:
• Parallel from 155th
to 147th (3)
• 147th
• Leavenworth (2)
• Garden Parkway

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

3rd Place Votes:
• Leavenworth Road (2)
• 163rd

4th Place Votes:
• Parallel
• State Avenue
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MEETING RESULTS
FACILITY VOTING:

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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MEETING RESULTS
PRECEDENT
IMAGES
VOTING:

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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PARKS SERVICE ANALYSIS
EXISTING PARKS ANALYSIS
Basehor Park Facility Standards
2021 Inventory - Developed Facilities

PARKS:

Park Type
Neighborhood
Parks

Leavenwo
Basehor
Park
State rth County Total
Inventory Schools Facilities Facilities Inventory

Units
Acre(s)

Community Parks Acre(s)
Regional Parks

Acre(s)

Undeveloped
Park Land

Acre(s)

Total Park Acres

Acre(s)

-

-

68.30

68.30
-

42.00
110.30

42.00
-

-

-

110.30

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

2021 Facility Standards

Current Service Level based upon
2021 population
7.43
6.09

Recommended Service
Levels;
Revised for Local Service
Area

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

0.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

15.00 acres per

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Meet Standard/
Need Exists
Need Exists

Additional Facilities/
Amenities Needed
34

Meets Standard
Need Exists

Acre(s)
34

Meets Standard
Meets Standard

Acre(s)

Acre(s)
Acre(s)

-

Acre(s)
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PARKS SERVICE ANALYSIS
FUTURE PARKS ANALYSIS
Basehor Park Facility Standards
2021 Inventory - Developed Facilities

PARKS:

Park Type

Units

Neighborhood
Parks

Acre(s)

Community Parks

Acre(s)

Regional Parks

Acre(s)

Undeveloped Park
Land

Acre(s)

Total Park Acres

Acre(s)

Leavenwo
Basehor
Park
State rth County Total
Inventory Schools Facilities Facilities Inventory
-

-

68.30

42.00
110.30

42.00
-

-

-

110.30

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

Current Service Level based upon
2021 population
-

Recommended Service
Levels;
Revised for Local Service
Area

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

acres per

1,000

5.00 acres per

4.57

acres per

1,000

0.00 acres per

12.00

acres per

1,000

15.00 acres per

7.43

68.30

2021 Facility Standards

-

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Meet Standard/
Need Exists
Need Exists

Additional Facilities/
Amenities Needed
46

Meets Standard
Need Exists

Acre(s)
46

Meets Standard
Need Exists

Acre(s)

Acre(s)
Acre(s)

28

Acre(s)
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BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

SITE ANALYSIS PLAN
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BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

SLOPE ANALYSIS MAP
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ELEVATION MAP

STRANGER CREEK WATERSHED

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
MASTER
WATERSHED
MAPPLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

WOLF CREEK WATERSHED
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MASTER PLAN:
CONCEPT

FUTURE PARK LOCATIONS
REGIONAL PARK
COMMUNITY PARK
BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.

NEIGHBORHOOD PARK
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TYPICAL TRAIL PROFILES – ROADWAY CORRIDORS

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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TYPICAL TRAIL PROFILES - GREENWAY

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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NEXT STEPS

Next Steps:
Public Input Meeting #2 (October – T.B.D.)
Draft Recommendations Meeting

BASEHOR ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN – BASEHOR, KS.
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Consent Agenda Item No. D
Topic: Resolution 2022-15 to Authorize Contract for the Regional
Transportation Capital Improvement Plan Study between the Board of
County Commissioners of the County of Leavenworth, Kansas and the
Cities of Lansing, Basehor, Leavenworth, and Tonganoxie, Kansas
Narrative: The Regional Transportation Capital Improvement Plan is a
multi-jurisdictional study involving the Kansas Department of
Transportation (KDOT), the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC),
Leavenworth County, the City of Leavenworth, the City of Lansing, the City
of Basehor, the City of Tonganoxie, and the Leavenworth County Portal
Authority.
The study of this plan includes non-local projects that after construction
would be part of the KDOT or KTA (Kansas Turnpike Authority) network.
Presented by:
Leslee Rivarola, City Administrator
Staff Recommendation: Staff respectively requests the approval of
Resolution 2022-15 to Authorize Contract for the Regional Transportation
Capital Improvement Plan Study between the Board of County
Commissioners of the County of Leavenworth, Kansas and the Cities of
Lansing, Basehor, Leavenworth, and Tonganoxie, Kansas
Attachments:
• Resolution 2022-15 to Authorize Contract for the Regional
Transportation Capital Improvement Plan Study between the Board of
County Commissioners of the County of Leavenworth, Kansas and
the Cities of Lansing, Basehor, Leavenworth, and Tonganoxie, Kansas
• Contract for the Regional Transportation Capital Improvement Plan
Study
• Exhibit A- Scope of Services, Schedule, and Fee Estimate
• Regional Capital Improvement Plan Study Presentation
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-15
A RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE CONTRACT FOR THE REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN STUDY BETWEEN THE
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS AND THE CITIES OF LANSING, BASEHOR,
LEAVENWORTH, AND TONGANOXIE, KANSAS
WHEREAS, the Regional Transportation Capital Improvement Plan is a multi-jurisdictional
study involving the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT), the Mid-America
Regional Council (MARC), Leavenworth County, the City of Leavenworth, the City of
Lansing, the City of Basehor, the City of Tonganoxie, and the Leavenworth County Portal
Authority; and
WHEREAS, the study of this plan includes non-local projects that after construction would
be part of the KDOT or KTA (Kansas Turnpike Authority) network.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE
CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS:
Section 1. That the Governing Body hereby authorizes the Mayor to execute the contract for
the Regional Transportation Capital Improvement Plan Study.
Section 2. That this resolution becomes effective upon passage.
ADOPTED by the Governing Body this 27th day of April, 2022.
SIGNED by the Mayor this 27th day of April, 2022.

SEAL

_______________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor

Attest:

______________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
______________________________
Pete Heaven, Interim City Attorney
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Attachments
Contract for the Regional Transportation Capital Improvement Plan Study
Exhibit A- Scope of Services, Schedule, and Fee Estimate
Regional Capital Improvement Plan Study Presentation
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CONTRACT FOR THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
STUDY
Between
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS
and
CITY OF LANSING, KANSAS, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
AND CITY OF THE SECOND CLASS
and
CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
AND CITY OF THE THIRD CLASS
and
CITY OF LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
AND CITY OF THE FIRST CLASS
and
CITY OF TONGANOXIE, KANSAS, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
AND CITY OF THE SECOND CLASS
RECITALS
Whereas, the Cities of Lansing, Basehor, Leavenworth, and Tonganoxie, Kansas, Municipal
Corporations under the laws of the State of Kansas (hereinafter referred to individually as a "City" or
collectively as the "Cities"), and the Board of County Commissioners of the County of Leavenworth,
Kansas (hereinafter, the "County"), desire to cooperate in developing a Kansas Department of
Transportation Network Regional Transportation Capital Improvement Plan Study ("Study") for the future
construction of public infrastructure in order to improve the quality of life and foster economic growth in
the County and the Cities by updating project cost estimates and prioritizing projects based upon an open
and transparent process;
Whereas, the County has been awarded funds from the Kansas Department of Transportation
("KDOT") for the Study through a separate agreement between the County and KDOT (the "KDOT
Agreement"), and the County has entered into or will be entering into a contract with Kimley-Horn and
Associates, Inc. ("Kimley-Horn") for the performance of the Study, such form of contract being attached
hereto as Exhibit A (the "Kimley-Horn Contract");
Whereas, the construction of any of the projects identified through the Study will be mutually
beneficial for the Cities and the County and will encourage and foster the development of our greater
community, providing an economic benefit to the Cities, the County. and to the citizens; and
Whereas, K.S.A. 12-2908 provides that any municipality may contract with any other municipality,
county, or township to perform any governmental service, activity or undertaking which each contracting
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municipality, county and township is authorized by law to perform, and the parties hereto desire to enter
into this contract ("Contract") for such purposes.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants hereinafter
contained, the parties agree as follows:
Section 1.

Recitals. The recitals are hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.

Section 2.
Authority. Pursuant to K.S.A. 12-2908, the parties hereto enter into this Contract as
authorized by the respective governing bodies of the Cities of Lansing, Basehor, Tonganoxie, and
Leavenworth, Kansas, and the Board of County Commissioners of the County of Leavenworth, Kansas, for
the purposes set forth below.
Section 3.
Purposes. The purpose for which the parties enter into this Contract are to cause the
completion of the Kansas Department of Transportation Network Regional Transportation Capital
Improvement Plan Study, and to be referred to as the "Study".
Section 4.
Contingency. Pursuant to the KDOT Agreement, the County anticipates funding from
KDOT in the amount of $250,000.00 to help pay a portion of the cost of the Study. Notwithstanding
anything in this Contract to the contrary, in the event such funding is not made available from KDOT for
the Study by _______________, 2022, then County or any City may terminate this Contract upon written
notice to the others of them, in which event the mutual obligations created herein shall become null and
void. County shall provide the Cities with notice upon receipt of such KDOT funding, or upon determining
that KDOT funding will not be provided.
Section 5.
Cost of the Study. The cost of the Study shall not exceed $550,000.00 without the
approval of all of the parties hereto. After application of anticipated KDOT funding, the local share balance
of the Study is estimated to be $300,000.00. The remaining local share balance costs shall be distributed
among the parties as follows:
A.

The County shall pay 50% of the local share balance (estimated to be $150,000.00);

B.

The City of Leavenworth shall pay 30% of the local share balance (estimated to be
$90,000.00);

C.

The City of Lansing shall pay 10% of the local share balance (estimated to be $30,000.00);

D.

The City of Basehor shall pay 5% of the local share balance (estimated to be $15,000.00);
and

E.

The City of Tonganoxie shall pay 5% of the local share balance (estimated to be
$15,000.00).

Section 6.
County Administration of the Study. It is acknowledged and understood between the
parties that since there are several separate entities included within the proposed Study, one of the entities
should be designated as being "in charge" of the Study to provide for its orderly progress. However, all
parties shall have the right of review and comment on project decisions at any time throughout duration of
this Contract, and any subsequent agreements hereto. The Study and the Kimley-Horn Contract shall be
entered into and administered by the County; provided, the County shall assume and perform the following:
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A.

Submit to each of the Cities on a monthly basis documentation showing the progress of the
Study, estimates of or invoices for accrued costs of the Study, and the funds (whether
KDOT funds, County funds, or City funds) used to pay such costs. The County may bill
the Cities individually for their respective portions of costs and expenses due, or the County
may bill one or more of the Cities at a time for such costs up to the amounts of such Cities'
respective local share balance. Each of the Cities shall be responsible for reimbursing the
County for such City's portion of all obligated costs within thirty (30) days after receipt of
a statement of costs.

B.

Upon completion of the Study, the County shall submit to each of the Cities a final
accounting of all costs incurred in making the Study for the purpose of apportioning the
same among the parties as provided herein. Should, for whatever reason, the Study not be
completed, the financial obligation of the County and Cities created herein shall be limited
to the proportionate share of each for the work on the Study completed.

C.

The County shall use reasonable commercial efforts to enforce the Kimley-Horn Contract
and have the Study completed by _______________, 2022. The County shall not amend,
modify, or terminate the Kimley-Horn Contract without the prior written consent of all
parties to this Contract.

Section 7.
Duration and Termination of Agreement. The parties hereto agree that except for the
payment obligations of the Cities which may arise after completion of the Study as set forth in Section 6
above, this Contract shall exist until the completion of the Study, which shall be deemed completed upon
certification to each of the parties hereto by the County advising that the Study has been accepted by the
County and the County having provided a copy of the Study to the Cities.
Section 8.

Approval.

A.

This Contract is effective upon being signed by the appropriate representatives of the Cities
and the County. It may be periodically reviewed and amended or supplemented as may be
mutually agreed upon in writing.

B.

Each of the parties warrants and represents by the execution of this Contract, that it has
been approved by its governing body and by its legal counsel as to form and legality, that
the execution, delivery and performance of this Contract by such party has been authorized
by resolution or other action duly adopted by its governing body, and that this Contract
constitutes a legal, valid, and binding obligation of such party enforceable in accordance
with its terms.

Section 9.
Applicable Law. This Contract shall be governed and interpreted in accordance with the
laws of the State of Kansas.
Section 10.
Severability. If any section, subsection, paragraph, sentence, clause or phrase of this
Contract should be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid for any reason whatsoever,
such decision shall not affect the remaining provisions of this Contract, which shall remain in full force and
effect; and to this end the provisions of this Contract are hereby declared to be severable and shall be
presumed to have been agreed upon knowing that the various provisions of this Contract are severable.
Section 11.
Contract. This Contract is entered into between the Cities and the County pursuant to
K.S.A. 12-2908 as a Contract and shall be construed as such under the laws of the state of Kansas. Each
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party represents that full and adequate consideration necessary to affect the creation of a contract between
them exists under the terms of this Contract.
Section 12.
Time of the Essence. In discharging the duties and obligations set forth in this Contract
each party shall act to promptly undertake such official acts as are necessary on their respective parts in
order to discharge those duties and obligations.
Section 13.
Full Agreement. The parties agree that the terms set forth in this Contract constitutes the
entirety of the agreement between them and that all other writings and representations outside of this
agreement are null and void.
Section 14.
Amendment. The terms of this Contract may be amended or modified upon the
agreement by the parties. Any such amendment or modification shall be reduced to writing and adopted
by the parties in the same manner as this Contract. No amendment or modification to this Contract shall
have force or effect unless so adopted.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Contract to be executed and made
effective as of the date when fully executed by all parties herein.
[Separate Signature Pages for each of the Respective Parties Follow Directly]
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CONTRACT FOR THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
STUDY—SIGNATURE PAGE

ON BEHALF OF LEAVENWORTH COUNTY, KANSAS.
This Contract is approved as authorized by the Board of Commissioners of the County of Leavenworth,
Kansas, and on the ______ day of __________, 20___.

______________________________________
Mike Smith, Chair, Board of County Commissioners
Attest:
______________________________________
Janet Klasinski, County Clerk
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CONTRACT FOR THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
STUDY—SIGNATURE PAGE

ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF LANSING, KANSAS.
This Contract is approved as authorized by the Governing Body of the City of Lansing, Kansas on the
______ day of _____________, 20___.

_____________________________________
Mayor, City of Lansing
Attest:
______________________________________
City Clerk
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CONTRACT FOR THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
STUDY—SIGNATURE PAGE

ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS.
This Contract is approved as authorized by the Governing Body of the City of Basehor, Kansas on the
______ day of _____________, 20___.

_____________________________________
Mayor, City of Basehor
Attest:
______________________________________
City Clerk
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CONTRACT FOR THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
STUDY—SIGNATURE PAGE

ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS.
This Contract is approved as authorized by the Governing Body of the City of Leavenworth, Kansas on
the ______ day of _____________, 20___.

_____________________________________
Mayor, City of Leavenworth
Attest:
______________________________________
City Clerk
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CONTRACT FOR THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
STUDY—SIGNATURE PAGE

ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF TONGANOXIE, KANSAS.
This Contract is approved as authorized by the Governing Body of the City of Tonganoxie, Kansas on the
______ day of _____________, 20___.

_____________________________________
Mayor, City of Tonganoxie
Attest:
______________________________________
City Clerk
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EXHIBIT A
[Approved Form of Kimley-Horn Contract]
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EXHIBIT A – Scope of Services, Schedule, and Fee Estimate
Leavenworth County Regional Capital Improvement Project Prioritization
March 28, 2022
Background
Over the past few decades there have been numerous studies focusing on transportation infrastructure
in and around the Leavenworth County region. These studies have focused on projects that range from
modest investments to visions of new freeways and river crossings. With this range in studies, however,
comes a question of what do the leaders and stakeholders in the region want to prioritize and unite
behind to seek regional, state, or federal funding sources?
To accomplish this, this project will refresh the studies already completed to gather a baseline data
source for comparison using the same methodology for cost estimates and benefits / impacts, as well as
new ideas not formally developed. A set of criteria, established in an open process, will be developed to
evaluate and prioritize the projects based on the funding source. Throughout this process, an open
engagement process will be utilized to tie both the project identification and criteria development
together.

Scope of Services
Phase 100 – Project Management
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc., will provide the overall project management for the consultant team
which includes Venice Communications (collectively referred to as the Project Team). Kimley-Horn’s
Project Manager will provide overall direction to the team, conduct internal coordination meetings,
monitor project budget and schedule, and oversee the Quality Assurance and Quality Control for the
project.

Task 101 – Project Management
Invoices and progress reports will be prepared monthly and submitted to the Client for review and
processing. Meeting minutes, including action items, will be prepared and distributed within three
business days.

Task 102 – Steering Committee Meetings
Monthly steering committee meetings are anticipated through the duration of this project (a total of 12
meetings). The Project Team will prepare agendas and materials for the meetings, provide general
facilitation during the meetings, and prepare meeting summaries and action items. Meetings will be
held virtually and attended by representatives (staff typically) of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leavenworth County Port Authority
County of Leavenworth
City of Leavenworth
City of Lansing
City of Basehor
City of Tonganoxie
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•
•

Kansas Department of Transportation
Mid-America Regional Council

Phase 200 – Engagement
The Project Team will lead the public engagement, which includes stakeholder and elected official
engagement, through this project.

Task 201 – Branding Facilitation
The Project Team will lead a facilitation meeting (in person or virtual) to aid in the development of a
brand statement, promise and logo developed for this project, with the intent of developing a brand
that in inclusive and equitable for all entities involved. This work will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Brand Statement
Brand Promise
3 Logo Concepts
Naming & Tagline Options
Final Logo & Files

Task 202 – Stakeholder Coordination
The Project Team will develop a Stakeholder List for review by the Steering Committee. Once the list is
confirmed by the Steering Committee, the Project Team will facilitate two rounds of stakeholder
communications:
•
•

The first round of the stakeholder communications will focus on region-wide stakeholder
groups, such as industrial developers, economic development coordinators, first responders,
etc. A total of six meetings will be held virtually in this round.
The second round of the stakeholder communications will be in-person and focus on specific
communities including the Unincorporated County, the Port Authority, and the Cities of
Leavenworth, Lansing, Basehor, and Tonganoxie. A total of six meetings will be held in person.

Task 203 –Public Meetings
Two rounds of public meetings will be held to inform the public of the progress and solicit input on the
results. The first round will be held both virtually and in person to review potential projects as well as
scoring criteria. The second round will be virtual only and held to post the draft results. The in-person
meetings will be held in an open-house style format with the same content presented at two different
locations in the county, for a total of two in-person meetings. The information presented both virtual
and in-person will be identical, with an opportunity to provide feedback in either settings. It is assumed
the client will secure and provide the facilities for these meetings at no cost to the Project Team.
An electronic flyer will be developed for distribution, as well as draft media releases (to be released by
the Steering Committee). The Project Team will also facilitate media outreach and coordination, as well
as social media posts and graphics.
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Task 204 – Project Website Development
An online project website will be developed for this project, which will include ongoing progress
updates, links to Kimley-Horn’s ProjectCoordinate page for public comments and mapping, and online
surveys.

Phase 300 – Criteria Development
The Project Team will work with the Steering Committee to establish evaluation criteria that reflect the
priorities of Leavenworth County stakeholders, the general public, and the entities which will be
potentially supplying funding to the County. It is anticipated an initial wide range of criteria will be
developed that apply to some but not all stakeholders and funding sources. Examples of the broad
evaluation criteria, which will be further defined in this process, includes:
KDOT IKE Program
Current Congestion
Future Congestion
Truck Traffic
Safety
Gross Regional Product / Cost
Traveler Benefit / Cost
Local Input
Route Continuity
Previous Investment

Example Broad Criteria
MARC
Project Readiness
Regional Plans, Policies and
Strategies
Centers and Corridors Focus
Access to Opportunity
Economic Vitality
Transportation Choices
Public Health & Safety
Healthy Environment

Federal Grants
Project Readiness
State and Local Planning
Environmental Approvals
(NEPA) Status
Right-of-Way and Design Status
Benefit-Cost Analysis
Access to Opportunity
Areas of Persistent Poverty
National Economic Impacts

The Project Team will work with the Steering Committee to define how each criterion will be measured
(i.e., quantitatively vs. qualitatively, units of measurement).

Phase 400 – Project Definition
Task 401 – Project Identification
To define the projects for evaluation we will start by mapping and analyzing results from the previous
studies. Details of those projects will be mapped in our online tool so that they can be easily viewed by
the various entities and potentially the public. The mapping of these projects will also serve as a
backdrop for the broader call for new projects to be considered and evaluated.
It is assumed that the Steering Committee will provide, in hard copy or electronic format, all previous
studies and plans to be included in this stage. This includes, but may not be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

2014 5-County Study (KC Metro + Douglas County)
2000 Kaw Connect Major Corridor Study (I-70: Topeka to Kansas County)
2006 K-7 Corridor Management Plan
2007 US-24 / 40 Corridor Management Plan
2008 T-Link & KDOT Consultation: Leavenworth County Transportation Priorities)
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•
•
•
•
•

2016 K-92 Centennial Bridge Study
Patriot Highway (PPP Agreement)
Leavenworth County, city stakeholders, and surrounding county Comprehensive Plans
2020 Eastern Gateway Concept Study
2018 Leavenworth County Transit Plan

Task 402 – Project Costs
With a range of projects, all conducted in various years and evaluated based on varying performance
measures, it will be necessary to develop a common set of “truth” by which each of these projects can
be evaluated. The Project Team will update:
•
•
•

•
•

Project Costs – the Project Team will update the costs provided to today’s dollars based on
recent awards in the area. It is anticipated costs will be developed with standard elements, such
as lane-feet of roadway and square footage of structures, to the costs.
Operations & Maintenance – the Project Team will define the impact to operations and
maintenance costs by whichever entity (municipal, county, or KDOT) that would ultimately
“own” the project.
Right-of-Way Needs and Costs – how much Right-of-Way would be needed will be estimated as
well as approximate costs. Note that detailed appraisals would not be conducted, rather a
square-foot or acre cost based on the project location (rural, municipal, highway frontage, etc.)
based on input from the Steering Committee.
Utility Impacts – define the type and amount of utilities that would need to be impacted, and
the magnitude of those relocations (service versus transmission).
Potential Environmental Impacts – the Project Team will conduct a desktop environmental
screening of the projects to identify potential impacts, as well as the potential NEPA clearance
that would be involved with each project.

Task 403 – Project Benefits
In a similar manner, the Project Team will define benefits for the projects that focus on both
transportation and economic factors critical for.
•
•
•

Access to opportunities – improving access to jobs
Economic Development – positioning property for new development
Transportation User Benefits - including reduced congestion, improved travel times, and options
for travel (routes and modes). Where possible and appropriate, the Project Team will evaluate
certain projects utilizing MARC’s regional transportation model to determine the benefit under
the assumption MARC’s staff will conduct the model runs and provide output to the Project
Team. New traffic counts, where needed, will also be conducted to understand the existing
travel demands.
• Safety Improvements – using the Highway Safety Manual where appropriate, the Project Team
will apply crash reduction factors for new projects and estimate the improvements to safety. To
understand existing trends, the Project Team will rely on crash data provided by MARC and
KDOT.
• Freight and Travel Resiliency – Where appropriate, the Project Team will assess the impact the
projects will have on freight flow, and if they bring a resiliency factor that is key to on-time
delivery of freight that is critical to economic activity.
These projects, and the metrics of how they are defined, will evolve as the evaluation criteria (Phase
300) are developed on a similar path.
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Phase 500 – Prioritization Tool Development
In collaboration with the Steering Committee, the Project Team will incorporate the Project List
(developed in Phase 400) with the suite of Evaluation Criteria (developed in Phase 300) to develop an
interactive Prioritization Tool application. It is anticipated that the tool will allow for a user to modify the
scoring and weighting of each criteria and then visualize results in both online map and table format
(compatible with Microsoft Excel).

Task 501 - Scoring Functionality
Ultimately, in order for projects to be compared to each other on an “apples-to-apples” basis, the
quantitative cost and benefits metrics (developed in Phase 400) need to be converted into transparent,
standardized 1-to-5 scores. The Project Team will develop an interactive component within the tool that
allows for a user to define scoring bins for each criterion.
Upon further collaboration with the Steering Committee, it may be that the 1-to-5 scoring functionality
be “hidden” or only accessible to certain users of the tool (such as the Steering Committee) so that
exercises can be performed to understand how tweaking various scoring bins results in changes to
overall scores. The determination of what level of access is provided for the scoring functionality will
take place during the project process.

Task 502 - Weighting Functionality
Once all projects are scored on a 1-to-5 basis for each evaluation criterion, the criteria need to be
assigned weights reflecting the priorities of stakeholders or the funding source being pursued. The
Project Team will develop an interactive component within the tool that allows for a user to define
weights for each criterion (for example, assigning a weight of 30% to economic development and 10%
for safety, with the idea that the weights will add up to 100%). Certain criteria my need to be given a
weight of 0 or “turned off” if they are not applicable for a particular funding source being pursued.
Similar to the scoring functionality, upon further collaboration with the Steering Committee, it may be
that the weighting functionality be “hidden” or only accessible to certain users of the tool (such as the
Steering Committee) so that exercises can be performed to understand how tweaking various weights
results in changes to overall scores. The determination of what level of access is provided for the
weighting functionality will take place during the project process.

Task 503 - Visualization of Results
Once scoring and weighting have been assigned to the evaluation criteria and all projects have been
input into the tool, the tool must allow for visualizing the outputs (projects ranked with scoring and
weighting shown). The Project Team will develop a web page that has a tab with an interactive map for
viewing project locations and clicking on a project to see more information about its scoring and
weighting, as well as an interactive table (on a separate tab) that lists the ranked projects and scores.
The Project Team will provide the functionality to export the table results to be viewed in Microsoft
Excel.

Task 504 - Documentation
The prioritization tool methodology will be summarized in a technical memorandum assumed to be
delivered as part of the overall Final Report (Phase 700). The Project Team will provide an “instructions”
or “user guide” page within the online application web page.
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Phase 600 – Analysis and Refinement
The Project Team will internally conduct test runs of the application and provide initial results to the
Steering Committee. It is anticipated that this testing phase will be an iterative and collaborative process
between the Project Team and the Steering Committee to understand how changing scoring bins or
weighting affects the outputs/rankings as well as to understand if the desired functionality is being
achieved. The Project Team assumes no more than three (3) iterations per Steering committee member.

Phase 700 – Final Documentation
Task 701 – Draft Report
The results of the study will be documented in an electronic (PDF) draft report, summarizing the project
methodology, analysis, results, and engagement process. This draft study will be submitted to the
Steering Committee for review and comment.

Task 702 – Work Sessions
The draft results of this study will be presented to each of the impacted governing bodies for
consideration, including the Leavenworth County Port Authority, County of Leavenworth, and the Cities
of Leavenworth, Lansing, Basehor, and Tonganoxie (six meetings total).

Task 703 – Final Report
Following input from the governing bodies work sessions, the draft report will be finalized reflecting
comments received. The final report will be provided in electronic format (PDF).

Phase 800 – Optional Services
Task 801 – On-going Support
The application will be hosted and maintained by the Project Team for the duration of the project. Upon
completion of the project, the Project Team can continue to host the application for a to-be-negotiated
annual subscription fee. Any modifications or maintenance to the application would be considered
Additional Services subject to then-current hourly rates. All new projects submitted beyond those
included in this project will need to have the various project costs and benefits calculated in advance of
use of this tool and will be the responsibility of the client.

Task 802 - Project Input Functionality
As an optional feature of the online application, the consultant will develop a “Project Information
Sheet” form to standardize the information being included in the tool for each project. It is anticipated
that for the first iteration of this tool, development of this form will be skipped in lieu of compiling all
relevant project information and shapefiles behind-the-scenes, but this form would allow future users to
submit project information to be included as part of the tool.

Schedule
It is anticipated this project will be completed within approximately 12 months, albeit that timing will be
dictated, to some degree, by the scheduling of elected body work sessions near the end of the project.
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Fee
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. will be paid a lump sum fee of $550,000. The project will be billed
monthly as a percent complete for each phase as follows:
Project Phase
100 – Project Management
200 – Engagement
300 – Criteria Development
400 – Project Definition
500 – Criteria Development
600 – Analysis and Refinement
700 – Final Documentation
Total

Fee
$51,000
$105,000
$37,000
$173,000
$93,000
$48,000
$43,000
$550,000
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Parties Involved:
KDOT
MARC
Leavenworth County
Leavenworth City
Lansing
Basehor
Tonganoxie
Port Authority

Multi-Jurisdictional

Regional Capital
Improvement Plan
Study

2022-2023
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WHAT?
Non-local projects that after
construction would be part of
KDOT or the KTA network

WHY?
We have a vast number of study projects that
have never come to construction.
We are experiencing population growth and
the pressures on infrastructure that urban
sprawl into rural areas creates

Studied Project List
2013 5-County Study (KC Metro + DG County)
• Public Transit
o Park & Ride
• Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities
o Consider all new or reconstructed bridges over I-70
• I-70 Corridor
o Transit Service Connecting Topeka, Lawrence, KCK, KCMO (I-70) ($22,300,000)
o Expand Park & Ridge Facilities near KTA toll areas at Lecompton, Tonganoxie and
Lawrence ($1,100,000)
o *Widen I-70 to 6-lane freeway (KTA) from Lawrence to K-7 ($171,700,000)
• US-24/40
o Access Management – 24/40 Corridor Management Plan ($10,000,000)
o *Construct paved shoulder with rumble strips for bicycle use from US-59 to Tonganoxie
($45,400,000)
o *Widen US-24/40 to 4-lanes from US-59 to K-16 ($85,700,000)
o *Widen US-24/40 to 4-lanes from US-59 to K-32 and from County Route 1 to K-16
($32,100,000)

Cooperation is the key to success
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Studies List Continued:
•

•

K-7/US-73/US-169
o Access Management – K-7 Corridor Plan ($10,000,000)
o Signal Coordination from 4H Road to Parallel Pkwy ($1,000,000)
o Construct Park & Ride Facilities near 4H Rd & Northern junction of K-7 and K-92
($1,500,000)
o Commuter transit services connecting Leavenworth/State Ave./I-70/Shawnee Mission
Pkwy/College ($22,300,000)
o Peak & Off-peak Transit connecting Leavenworth/Lansing and State Ave/I-70
($11,200,000)
o Construct Park & Ride Facilities near K-7 and State Ave (Wyandotte - $500,000)
o Construct Park & Ride Facilities near K-7 in Bonner Springs (Wyandotte - $367,500)
o Construct Park & Ride Facilities near K-7 and I-70 (Wyandotte – $367,500)
o Expressway intersection enhancements from Lansing to State Ave. ($21,000,000)
o *Leavenworth/Lansing bypass: 2-lane west of Leavenworth Connecting K-5 to US-73/K-7
($123,500,000)
o *Upgrade K-7 to 4-lane freeway from Lansing to State Ave (98,300,000)

•

•

K-92 (Centennial Bridge)
o Incident Management on Bridge ($2,000,000)
o Widen Centennial Bridge Over Missouri River 4 lanes w/ toll ($53,300,000)
o *Widen Centennial Bridge over Missouri River to 4 Lanes ($44,300,000)
o *Widen Missouri 92 or Missouri 45 top 4 lanes, include 4-lane bridge ($131,700,000)
o *Intersection capacity Improvements ($2,100,000)
K-5 Corridor
o Conduct Study to Realign K-5 from K-7 to I-435 ($400,000)
o *Realign K-5 from K-7 to I-435 ( $80,000,000)

*Potential Outer Loop Corridor
o *Widen County Road 1 to 4 lanes from I-70 to Tonganoxie ($32,100,000)
o *Construction new freeway from I-70 north to K-7/US-73 northwest of Leavenworth
*($317,100,000)
o *Construct new freeway connecting I-70 to K-10 ($338,700,000)
o *Construct new toll road connecting I-70 to K-10 ($359,700,000)

2000 KawConnect Major Corridor Study (I-70: Topeka to Kansas City)
• US-24 Extension (Perry to Tonganoxie)
• US-24 Realignment
• Easy Lawrence Bypass
• Leavenworth-Johnson County Connector
• East-West Capacity Improvements
• K-7 Freeway Upgrade
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Studies List Continued:

2006 K-7 Corridor Management Plan – Segment 3
• 4-Lane + Auxiliary Lane Freeway/6-Lane Freeway
o Parallel Parkway Interchange (R-Cut)
o Leavenworth Road Interchange (Diamond)
o Donahoo Road Interchange (Modified Diamond)
• 4-Lane Freeway
o Hollingsworth Road Interchange (Modified Diamond)
o Fairmount Road Interchange (Modified Diamond)
o Dempsey Road Overpass
o McIntyre Road Interchange (Diamond)
• 6-Lane Arterial
o Gilman Intersection
o E. Mary Intersection
2007 US-24/40 Corridor Management Plan (Honey Creek Rd to K-7 & LVCO South of Dempsey Rd)
• Access Restriction & updated access management plan
o Full Access Management Intersections with Traffic Signals
o Restricted Right Turn Only Access Management
o Connected street upgraded classifications
o Future Parkway

2008 T-Link & KDOT Consultation: Leavenworth County Transportation Priorities
• K-92 Leavenworth to KCI Airport – Roadway Improvements (MODoT)
• US-73 Leavenworth Bypass (South Lansing to West of Leavenworth)
o 30th Street Traffic way west of Leavenworth
• Realignment of K-5 - Expressway Connection from K-7 (McIntyre) to I-435 (Wolcott)
• US-24 Perry to Tonganoxie (Upgrade to 4-lane)
• Leavenworth County Regional Airport
• K-92 Bridge (Centennial Bridge)
2016 K-92 Centennial Bridge Study ($80M in FY2016 / $110M in FY 2031)
• Metropolitan Avenue
o Urbanized Arterial from 7th Street to 4th Street – integrated network
o Changes to Fort Leavenworth Grate Operations
o Additional Eastbound lane through 4th Street Intersection
o Exclusive eastbound right-turn lane from Metro to 4th
• Tolling Facility
o All Electronic Tolling – Over travel lanes & pavement sensors
• MO-92 & MO-45 Junction (Roundabout)
• Possible North Corridor – No tie to MO-45 (Not Recommended)
• Possible South Corridor – No Tie to MO-92 (Not Recommended)
o Cherokee-Chocktaw, split bridge
o Chestnut
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Studies List Continued:
▪ NON-KDOT Funded Studies:
Patriot Highway (Public-Private Partnership Agreement: VIA MARIS CONSULTING GROUP, LLC)
• No Study/Information to Review, Maps & Agreement Only
• New N-S east of Linwood & west of Basehor
o New Kansa River Crossing – East of 174th Street
o ~182nd Street Alignment
o I-70 Possible Interchange
o US-24/40 Possible Interchange
• New E-W along south side of Lansing
o ~McIntyre Road Alignment
o Possible Updated K-7 Interchange
o Updated K-5 Section?
o New Missouri River Crossing

▪ Eastern Gateway Bridge – A three connection project from
K-7 and K-5 to MO-152 and I-435
▪ I-70 Interchange at CR2-158th Street – South Basehor
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Prioritization of Projects
COST

COST

Funding Source:

Impact

Public
Input

Private
Input

Political
Input
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OUR LOCAL GUIDING COMMITTEE

Leavenworth County
Bill Noll – Public Works

Basehor
Leslee Rivarola – City Adm.

Leavenworth City

Lansing

Paul Kramer – City Adm.

Tim Vandall – City Adm.

Tonganoxie
George Brajkovic – City Adm.

Port Authority
Greg Kaaz - Chairman
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FUNDING

$250,000

$150,000

$90,000

KDOT

Leavenworth County

Leavenworth City

$30,000

$15,000

$15,000

Lansing

Tonganoxie

Basehor
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Kimley-Horn:
Project Manager:
Jeff McKerrow, PE, PTOE

Methods to Engage the Public
» Project Website – We will create a stand-alone interactive website portal to share
the project purpose, team members, public engagement event schedules, media
coverage, and interim reports and drafts for review and comment

Project Definition Track
Concurrently, we will work with stakeholders, elected officials, and the
public on the Project Definition. We will look at previous studies and Public
Call for Projects to develop a recommended Prioritized Project List.
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Project Timeline:
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THANK
YOU!
Bill Noll
Phone:

(913) 684-0463

Email:
bnoll@leavenworthcounty.gov

Website:

Leavenworthcounty.gov
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Consent Agenda Item No. E
Topic: Ordinance No. 843 - Conditional Use Permit for Solar Panels at
3596 N 155th Terrace
Narrative: The applicant is requesting approval of roof mounted solar
panels at 3596 N 155th Terrace as presented. A public hearing was held by
the Basehor Planning Commission on April 12, 2022, and notice of such
public hearing was provided in accordance with Kansas state law and the
Basehor Zoning Ordinance.
The Basehor Planning Commission recommended approval of this item.
Presented by:
Leslee Rivarola, City Administrator
Staff Recommendation: Staff respectfully requests the approval of
Ordinance No. 843 - Conditional Use Permit for Solar Panels at 3596 N
155th Terrace
Attachments:
• Ordinance No. 843 - Conditional Use Permit for Solar Panels at 3596
N 155th Terrace
• Staff Report
• Aerial Maps
• Application
• Public Hearing Notice
• Neighborhood Notification Certified Receipts
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ORDINANCE NO. 843
AN ORDINANCE GRANTING A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO ALLOW SOLAR
PANELS AT 3596 NORTH 155TH TERRACE, BASEHOR, LEAVENWORTH COUNTY,
KANSAS
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor received an application for a conditional use permit for solar
panels to be installed at 3596 North 155th Terrace in Basehor; and
WHEREAS, the property is zoned R-1, Single Family Residential, which allows solar panels and
other renewable energy uses with a conditional use permit; and
WHEREAS, the Basehor Zoning Ordinance requires a public hearing be held prior to the
granting of a conditional use permit; and
WHEREAS, the Basehor Zoning Ordinance provides that conditional use permits shall be valid
for a period not more than five (5) years and the rights granted in such conditional use permit
shall extend to the owner or his agent or licensee of said owner requesting such permit and shall
not run with the land; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing was held by the Basehor Planning Commission on April 12, 2022,
and notice of such public hearing was provided in accordance with Kansas state law and the
Basehor Zoning Ordinance; and
WHEREAS, on April 12, 2022, the Basehor Planning Commission considered the application
and recommended approval of the conditional use permit for solar panels for five (5) years with
the following additional conditions:
1. The installation of the solar panels shall meet the requirements of the Basehor Zoning
Ordinance for Conditional Use Permits, along with the further requirements of the
Basehor Zoning Ordinance and the Basehor City Code.
2. The solar panels shall meet the criteria presented by the applicant, as indicated in the
staff report.
3. The Conditional Use Permit shall be valid for a period of 5 years. The Conditional
Use Permit may be withdrawn, set aside, canceled and rescinded by the Governing
Body of the City of Basehor for good cause upon a majority vote of the City Council
after a written petition, signed and acknowledged before a Notary Public by one or
more individuals who are fee simple owners of property located within 300 feet of the
boundaries of the property subject to the Conditional Use Permit, by motion of a City
Council member, or by a recommendation from the person designated to enforce the
provisions of the Basehor Zoning Ordinance.is regulations.
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4. The rights granted in the Conditional Use Permit shall extend to the owner or his
agent or licensee of said owner requesting such permit and shall not run with the land;
but if the owner, agent or licensee requesting said conditional use permit shall
thereafter transfer title to the property subject to the conditional use permit to a
subsequent owner through the transfer of a fee simple title, then such conditional use
permit shall extend to the subsequent owner for a period of 120 days after the
effective date of the said transfer, being defined as the date of execution and delivery
of a deed attesting to the ownership of said property.
and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission’s recommendation was presented to the Governing Body
at its regularly scheduled meeting on April 27, 2022, for consideration.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CITY
OF BASEHOR, KANSAS:
Section 1: That the recommendation of the Planning Commission is accepted, and the
conditional use permit is hereby granted to allow solar panels at 3596 North 155th Terrace for
five (5) years with the following additional conditions:
1. The installation of the solar panels shall meet the requirements of the Basehor Zoning
Ordinance for Conditional Use Permits, along with the further requirements of the
Basehor Zoning Ordinance and the Basehor City Code.
2. The solar panels shall meet the criteria presented by the applicant, as indicated in the
staff report.
3. The Conditional Use Permit shall be valid for a period of 5 years. The Conditional
Use Permit may be withdrawn, set aside, canceled and rescinded by the Governing
Body of the City of Basehor for good cause upon a majority vote of the City Council
after a written petition, signed and acknowledged before a Notary Public by one or
more individuals who are fee simple owners of property located within 300 feet of the
boundaries of the property subject to the Conditional Use Permit, by motion of a City
Council member, or by a recommendation from the person designated to enforce the
provisions of the Basehor Zoning Ordinance.is regulations.
4. The rights granted in the Conditional Use Permit shall extend to the owner or his
agent or licensee of said owner requesting such permit and shall not run with the land;
but if the owner, agent or licensee requesting said conditional use permit shall
thereafter transfer title to the property subject to the conditional use permit to a
subsequent owner through the transfer of a fee simple title, then such conditional use
permit shall extend to the subsequent owner for a period of 120 days after the
effective date of the said transfer, being defined as the date of execution and delivery
of a deed attesting to the ownership of said property.
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Section 2: That this ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its publication in
the official newspaper of the City of Basehor, Kansas as provided by law.
PASSED by the City Council this 27th day of April, 2022.
APPROVED by the Mayor this 27th day of April, 2022.

SEAL
______________________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor

ATTEST:

__________________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
_________________________________
Pete Heaven, Interim City Attorney
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CITY OF BASEHOR PLANNING COMMISSION STAFF REPORT
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING DATE:

April 12, 2022

APPLICATION:
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR SOLAR PANELS AT 3596 NORTH 155TH TERRACE
**PUBLIC HEARING**
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the Conditional Use Permit allowing for solar panels to be installed
at 3596 North 155th Terrace
APPLICANT:
• Dan Klipsch / Sunpro Solar for Owner Randall Sharp
REQUEST:
• The applicant is requesting approval of a Conditional Use Permit to allow for a roof
mounted solar panel array to be constructed on a residential property in accordance with
Section Article 11 of the Basehor Zoning Ordinances. The Conditional Use Permit would
be valid for a period of 5 years and would allow for the installation of the solar panel array
which is approximately 526 square feet. It will cover 31% of the total area of the roof. See
application materials for detailed drawing.
ZONING:
• The property is currently zoned “R-1” Single Family Residential District.
SURROUNDING ZONING:
• North
R-1 Single Family Residential District
• South
R-1 Single Family Residential District
• East
R-1 Single Family Residential District
• West
R-1 Single Family Residential District
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
LOT 25, IRON CREEK 3rd PLAT, OFFICIAL PLAT CITY OF BASEHOR, LEAVENWORTH
COUNTY, KANSAS
BACKGROUND:
Alternative Energy Sources, Solar or Wind, which includes roof-mounted solar panels are allowed
in all of the City’s zoning districts with the approval of a Conditional Use Permit. Conditional Use
Permits are governed by Article 11 of the Basehor Zoning Ordinances and cannot be issued for
more than 5 years.
Article 11, Section 2(D) sets out the Minimum Requirements for the granting of a Conditional Use
Permit:
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1. A conditional use permit shall not be granted unless specific written findings of fact directly
based upon the particular evidence presented, support the following conclusions:
a. The proposed conditional use complies with all applicable provisions of these regulations,
including intensity of use regulations, yard regulations and use limitations, unless specifically
exempted by the provisions elsewhere in these regulations
b. The proposed conditional use at the specified location will contribute to and promote the welfare
or convenience of the public
c. The proposed conditional use will not cause substantial injury to the value of other property in the
neighborhood in which it is to be located
d. The location and size of the conditional use, the nature and intensity of the operation involved or
conducted in connection with it, and the location of the site with respect to streets giving access to it
are such that the conditional use will dominate the immediate neighborhood so as to prevent
development and use of neighboring property in accordance with the applicable zoning district
regulations. In determining whether the conditional use will not dominate the immediate
neighborhood, consideration shall be given to:
i. The location, nature and height of buildings, structures, walls and fences on the site
ii. The nature and extent of landscaping and screening on the site
iii. The number of employees and traffic generated by the proposed use
iv. Off-street parking and loading areas will be provided in accordance with the standards set forth
in these regulations, and such areas shall be screened from adjoining residential uses and located so
as to protect such residential uses from any injurious effect
v. Adequate utility, drainage, and other such necessary facilities have been or will be provided
vi. Adequate access roads or entrance and exit drives will be provided and shall be so designed to
prevent traffic hazards and to minimize traffic congestion in public streets and alleys.
The applicant has provided the information necessary to evaluate the proposal in conjunction with
the above requirements. City staff has determined that the proposed conditional use will comply
with all of the applicable provisions of the regulation, that it will contribute to and promote the
welfare or convenience of the public by incorporating renewable energy into its property use, that it
will not cause substantial injury to the value of surrounding properties and that the conditional use
will not dominate the immediate neighborhood.
The solar panels will be placed upon the roof of the home, which meets the setback requirements of
the zoning district. The impact to surrounding properties will be extremely low to nonexistent.
As required by the Basehor Zoning Ordinance, the applicant mailed a notification letter to property
owners within 200 feet, certified mail and notice of the public hearing was published in the City’s
official newspaper.
This application requires a Public Hearing.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the Conditional Use Permit to allow for the installation of solar
panels with the following stipulations:
1. The installation of the solar panels shall meet the requirements of the Basehor
Zoning Ordinances for Conditional Use Permits, along with the further requirements
of the Basehor Zoning Ordinances and the Basehor City Code.
2. The solar panels shall meet the criteria presented by the applicant, as indicated in the
staff report and as attached hereto.
3. The Conditional Use Permit shall be valid for a period of 5 years. The Conditional
Use Permit may be withdrawn, set aside, canceled or rescinded by the Governing
Body of the City of Basehor for good cause upon a majority vote of the City Council
after a written petition, signed and acknowledged before a Notary Public by one or
more individuals who are fee simple owners of property located within 300 feet of
the boundaries of the property subject to the Conditional Use Permit, by motion of a
City Council member, or by a recommendation from the person designated to
enforce the provisions of the Basehor Zoning Ordinances.
4. The rights granted in the Conditional Use Permit shall extend to the owner or his
agent or licensee of said owner requesting such permit and shall not run with the
land; but if the owner, agent or licensee requesting said conditional use permit shall
thereafter transfer title to the property subject to the conditional use permit to a
subsequent owner through the transfer of a fee simple title, then such conditional use
permit shall extend to the subsequent owner for a period of 120 days after the
effective date of the said transfer, being defined as the date of execution and delivery
of a deed attesting to the ownership of said property.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

27 X LG ELECTRONICS : LG380N1C-A6 380W PV MODULES
ROOF MOUNTED SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULES
DC SYSTEM SIZE: 27 x 380 = 10.260KW DC
AC SYSTEM SIZE: 27 x 290 = 7.830KW AC

NOTE: VISIBLE, LOCKABLE, LABELED AC DISCONNECT
LOCATED WITHIN 10' OF UTILITY METER

EQUIPMENT SUMMARY
27 LG ELECTRONICS :LG380N1C-A6 MONO MODULES
27 ENPHASE IQ7PLUS-72-2-US MICROINVERTERS

(E) DETACHED STRUCTURE

153'-10"

PROPERTY LINE

REVISIONS
DESCRIPTION

DATE

INITIAL DESIGN

01/28/2022

E
LIN
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PRO
PER
TY

PER

LINE

PRO

ROOF ARRAY AREA #1:- 253.63 SQ FT.
ROOF ARRAY AREA #2:- 117.06 SQ FT.
ROOF ARRAY AREA #3:- 156.08 SQ FT.

22171 MCH RD
MANDEVILLE, LA 70471
PHONE: 9152011490
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DATE: 01/28/2022
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(N) VISIBLE, LOCKABLE,
LABELED FUSED AC DISCONNECT
(LOCATED WITHIN 10' OF UTILITY METER)
(N) PV PRODUCTION METER

ROOF #3
(8) LG ELECTRONICS :LG380N1C-A6
380W MONO MODULES WITH ENPHASE
IQ7PLUS-72-2-US MICROINVERTERS

1 SITE PLAN
PV-2

SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"

ROOF #2
(6) LG ELECTRONICS :LG380N1C-A6
380W MONO MODULES WITH ENPHASE
IQ7PLUS-72-2-US MICROINVERTERS

15

(E) CHIMNEY

5T
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TE

RR

(E) UTILITY METER
(E) MAIN SERVICE PANEL (INSIDE)

ROOF #1
(13) LG ELECTRONICS :LG380N1C-A6
380W MONO MODULES WITH ENPHASE
IQ7PLUS-72-2-US MICROINVERTERS

3596 155TH TERRACE,
BASEHOR, KS 66007

(N) ENPHASE COMBINER BOX

PROJECT NAME & ADDRESS

RANDALL SHARP
RESIDENCE

"

'-11
144

K
EC
D
)
(E

0"

Date Signed 01-28-22

SHEET NAME

SITE PLAN
DESIGN SPECIFICATION
SHEET SIZE
OCCUPANCY: II
ANSI B
CONSTRUCTION: SINGLE-FAMILY
ZONING: RESIDENTIAL
11" X 17"
GROUND SNOW LOAD: REFER STRUCTURAL LETTER
SHEET NUMBER
WIND EXPOSURE: REFER STRUCTURAL LETTER
WIND SPEED: REFER STRUCTURAL
LETTER
PV-2
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REV

Affidavit in Proof of Publication
STATE OF KANSAS
Leavenworth County
Kelly Schellman of the Legal Dept. of the Tonganoxie Mirror
being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
That this weekly newspaper printed in the State of Kansas, and
published in and of general circulation in Leavenworth
County, Kansas, with a general paid circulation on a weekly
basis in Leavenworth County, Kansas, and that said newspaper
is not a trade, religious or fraternal publication, and which
newspaper has been admitted to the mails as periodicals class
matter in said County, and that a notice of which is hereto
attached, was published in the regular and entire issue of the
Tonganoxie Mirror
Said newspaper is published six days per week, 52 weeks per
year; has been so published continuously and uninterruptedly
in said county and state for a period of more than five years
prior to the first publication of said notice and been admitted at
the post office of Tonganoxie in said County as second class
matter.
That the attached notice is a true copy thereof and was
published in the regular and entire issue of said newspaper for
1 consecutive weeks the first publication thereof being made as
aforesaid on 03/09/2022 with publications being made on the
following dates:

03/09/2022

_____________________________________
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day
of March, 2022.

_____________________________________
Notary Public
My Appointment expires: 8/19/2024
Notary And Affidavit

$0.00

Additional Copies

$0.00

Publication Charges

$48.12
$48.12
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March 16, 2022

To whom it may concern,

As per the requirements of the City of Basehor, we’re informing you at least 20 days in advance of the
Planning and Commission meeting scheduled for April 12, at 7:00pm at City Hall. Please call the City
of Basehor City Hall (913-724-1370) to verify the date, time and place has not changed.
The reason for this notice is to inform you of the resident at 3596 155th Ter, Basehor, KS 66007 has
purchased and intends to have installed (27) Roof mounted Solar panels.
This letter is notification of your right to attend the Planning and Commission meeting and to inform
you the project is on the agenda. A complete legal description is available at the City Clerks’ office at
City Hall for public inspection.

3596 155th Ter, Basehor, KS 66007

Marc Jones Construction, LLC DBA Sunpro Solar – Brett Burns
4350 Belgiumm Blvd., Riverside, MO 64150 | P: (913) 225-4491
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Consent Agenda Item No. F
Topic: Ordinance No. 844 Granting Approval of an Amendment to the
City of Basehor’s 2019 Comprehensive Plan to Remove the Minimum
Project Size Requirement for Planned Residential Districts
Narrative: The 2019 Basehor Comprehensive Plan was approved by the
Basehor City Council and Basehor Planning Commission in January of
2019. In the 2019 Basehor Comprehensive Plan, there is a minimum project
size recommendation for Planned Residential Districts. This minimum
project size is 40 acres. Comprehensive Plans typically do not set specific
requirements for development standards and instead provide general
recommendations.
Staff recommends approval of an amendment to the City of Basehor’s
Comprehensive Plan to remove the minimum project size recommendation
for Planned Residential Districts, as listed within the Future Land Uses /
Future Land Use Map chapter of the 2019 Comprehensive Plan.
A public hearing was held on this item at the April 12, 2022, Basehor
Planning Commission Meeting. The Basehor Planning Commission
recommended approval of this item.
Presented by:
Leslee Rivarola, City Administrator
Staff Recommendation: Staff respectfully requests the approval of
Ordinance No. 844 Granting Approval of an Amendment to the City of
Basehor’s 2019 Comprehensive Plan to Remove the Minimum Project Size
Recommendation for Planned Residential Districts
Attachments:
• Ordinance No. 844 Granting Approval of an Amendment to the City
of Basehor’s 2019 Comprehensive Plan to Remove the Minimum
Project Size Recommendation for Planned Residential Districts155th
Terrace
• Staff Report
• Public Hearing Notice
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ORDINANCE NO. 844
AN ORDINANCE GRANTING APPROVAL OF AN AMENDMENT TO THE CITY OF
BASEHOR’S 2019 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN TO REMOVE THE MINIMUM PROJECT
SIZE REQUIREMENTFOR PLANNED RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor approved the 2019 Comprehensive Plan in January of 2019;
and
WHEREAS, the purpose of a Comprehensive Plan is to establish a vision for the community and
proactively prepare for the future; and
WHEREAS, the 2019 Basehor Comprehensive Plan requires Planned Residential Districts to
contain a minimum 40 acres of land; and
WHEREAS, Comprehensive Plans typically do not set specific requirements for development
standards and instead provide general recommendations; and
WHEREAS, the amendment to the City of Basehor’s Comprehensive Plan would remove the
minimum project size requirement for Planned Residential Districts, as listed within the Future
Land Uses / Future Land Use Map chapter of the 2019 Comprehensive Plan; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing was held by the City of Basehor Planning Commission on April
12, 2022, and notice of such public hearing was provided in accordance with Kansas state law
and the City of Basehor Zoning Ordinance; and
WHEREAS, on April 12, 2022, the Basehor Planning Commission considered the aforesaid
Comprehensive Plan amendment and recommended approval thereof with a majority vote; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission’s recommendation was presented to the Governing Body
at its regularly scheduled meeting on April 27, 2022, for consideration; and
WHEREAS, the Governing Body accepted the recommendation of the Planning Commission
and approved the aforesaid amendment to the Comprehensive Plan with a vote of ___ in favor
and ____ against.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CITY
OF BASEHOR, KANSAS:
Section 1: That the recommendation of the Planning Commission is accepted, and the City of
Basehor’s Comprehensive Plan is hereby amended to remove the minimum project size
requirement of forty (40) acres for Planned Residential Districts, as listed within the Future
Land Uses / Future Land Use Map chapter of the 2019 Comprehensive Plan.
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Section 2: That this ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its publication in
the official newspaper of the City of Basehor, Kansas as provided by law.
PASSED by the City Council this 27th day of April, 2022.
APPROVED by the Mayor this 27th day of April, 2022.

SEAL
______________________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor

ATTEST:

__________________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
_________________________________
Pete Heaven, Interim City Attorney
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CITY OF BASEHOR PLANNING COMMISSION STAFF REPORT
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING DATE:

April 12, 2022

APPLICATION:
Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment
**PUBLIC HEARING**
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of an amendment to the City of Basehor’s Comprehensive Plan to
remove the minimum project size recommendation for Planned Residential Districts, as listed
within the Future Land Uses / Future Land Use Map chapter of the 2019 Comprehensive Plan.
APPLICANT:
• Dustin Baker with Alcove Development, LLC, on behalf of the property owner, WJC
Basehor, LLC.
REQUEST:
• The applicant is requesting approval of an amendment to the City of Basehor’s
Comprehensive Plan to remove the 40-acre minimum project size recommendation for
Planned Residential Districts, as listed within the Future Land Uses / Future Land Use Map
chapter of the 2019 Comprehensive Plan. The City’s Zoning Code does not provide a
minimum project size for Planned Residential Districts. The applicant has submitted
Preliminary Development Plans for the Homestead Senior Living Center and the Lodge
Apartments. Both sites, individually and combined, are less than 40-acres and the applicant
is requesting the Comprehensive Plan be amended to ensure their development plans do
not conflict with the current Comprehensive Plan language.
• The applicant’s proposed development sites are located along Wolfcreek Parkway and west
of 150th Street; however, the proposed amendment applies city-wide.
• The applicant’s proposed development sites are currently zoned “CP-2” General Business
District and “R-O” Suburban Residential District.
ZONING:
• Not applicable.
SURROUNDING ZONING:
•
Not applicable.
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
•
Not applicable.
BACKGROUND:
The following is an excerpt from page 39, of the 2019 Comprehensive Plan with the subject text
in bold.
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PLANNED RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS (P-R, MH-1, MH-2 AND RV-1)
Planned Residential Districts are intended to offer a mixture of residential
opportunities in a single development. The purpose of this district is to provide for
elements of flexibility in design, placement, arrangement, bulk, and other
considerations; to interrelated and compatible with the residential character of
these development areas and adjacent developments; and to maintain the desired
overall intensity; efficiency in the provision of public facilities and services, and to
provide protection for existing development while allowing new construction in
accordance with current development and performance standards and density
objectives. Dwelling units within the district should be developed with a variety of
architectural styles and layouts.
Planned Residential Districts shall contain a minimum 40 acres of land.
Planned Residential Districts shall contain a minimum of three (3) dwelling unit
types (minimum ten percent (10%) of the overall housing units to count). The
different dwelling units may include the following:
1. Multi-family dwellings containing more than 4 units per building;
2. Single-family detached dwellings;
3. Single-family units served by alleys;
4. Two-family dwellings;
5. Triplexes, or fourplexes;
6. Assisted living;
7. Elderly housing.
Comprehensive Plans typically do not set specific requirements for development standards and
instead provide general recommendations. The City’s Zoning Code is best for establishing specific
development requirements. The City is currently in the process of updating its Comprehensive
Plan. As part of this process, various goals and policy recommendations will be created. The City
is further in the process of updating the development review and approval process and the Zoning
Code related to planned developments. Both the updated Comprehensive Plan and the update to
the Zoning Code regulations will address the issue as to minimum development acreages necessary
for a planned development.
This application requires a Public Hearing.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of an amendment to the City of Basehor’s Comprehensive Plan to
remove the minimum project size recommendation for Planned Residential Districts, as listed
within the Future Land Uses / Future Land Use Map chapter of the 2019 Comprehensive Plan.
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Consent Agenda Item No. G
Topic: Resolution 2022-18 Authorizing an amendment to George Butler
and Associates (GBA) Statement of Work (SOW) 004 and authorizing a new
Agreement between Confluence and the City of Basehor, Kansas for certain
improvements to the Civic Campus.
Narrative:
The City Council approved Resolution 2022-02 at the January 26, 2022 City
Council meeting authorizing an Agreement between GBA and the City of
Basehor for engineering, planning and design services for certain
improvements at the Civic Campus. Confluence was anticipated to be a
subconsultant under the approved Agreement.
Staff has been working closely with GBA and Confluence to ensure this
important project remains on schedule for bidding in fall of 2022. As we
have worked through the details of the design process our team (city staff,
GBA, and Confluence) have identified an opportunity for some cost savings
in the original approved scope of work. Staff is recommending an
amendment to the Agreement between GBA and the City of Basehor. The
amendment is included for the City Council’s consideration. All previously
authorized engineering services remain intact with the exception of the
proposed traffic study. Staff has removed the traffic study, as one will be
prepared with any future roadway improvements for 158th Street.
Staff is also recommending approval of a direct Agreement with Confluence.
This better defines stakeholder and public engagement and the design
process.
It is important to note that work continues on this important project and we
do not anticipate any schedule delays based on the amended Agreement with
GBA or the new Agreement with Confluence. The team continues to
collaborate and work very well together.
Mr. Pete Heaven reviewed both the amended Agreement with GBA and the
new Agreement with Confluence.
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The original cost of the Agreement with GBA was $415,670, excluding
reimbursable expenses, with Confluence paid by GBA as a subconsultant.
The amended Agreement with GBA is $134,403. The new Agreement with
Confluence is estimated at $248,050 with reimbursable expenses estimated
at $8,500 for a total of $256,550 to Confluence. The total estimated cost of
the amended and new agreements is $390,953.
Presented by:
Leslee Rivarola, City Administrator
Staff Recommendation:
Staff respectfully requests the approval of Resolution 2022-18 authorizing
an Amended Agreement between GBA and the City of Basehor and
authorizing an Agreement between Confluence and the City of Basehor for
engineering, planning and design services at the Civic Campus.
Attachments:
•
•
•
•

Resolution 2022-18
Amended Agreement GBA and City of Basehor
Agreement Confluence and City of Basehor
Resolution 2022-02 (Original Agreement for reference)
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-18
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AN AMENDMENT TO GEORGE BUTLER AND
ASSOCIATES (GBA) STATEMENT OF WORK (SOW) 004 AND AUTHORIZING A
NEW AGREEMENT BETWEEN CONFLUENCE AND THE CITY OF BASEHOR,
KANSAS FOR CERTAIN IMPROVEMENTS TO THE CIVIC CAMPUS
WHEREAS, in 2014, the City of Basehor acquired 37.6 acres of land to be used as a
multiuse campus featuring amenities for the community and civic facilities; and
WHEREAS, the City Council authorized an agreement with George Butler and Associates
(GBA) in January of 2022 in Resolution 2022-02 for certain Phase I improves at the Civic
Campus; and
WHEREAS, Confluence was a sub-contractor in that agreement; and
WHEREAS, the City wishes to capitalize on cost savings and separate the agreements; and
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor wishes to proceed with this project; and
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor wishes to amend the Statement of Work (SOW) with GBA
and authorize a new agreement between the City of Basehor and Confluence for certain
improvements to the Civic Campus.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE
CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS:
Section 1. That the Governing Body hereby approves an amendment to George Butler and
Associates (GBA) Statement of Work (SOW) 004 and authorizes a new Agreement between
Confluence and the City of Basehor, Kansas for certain improvements to the Civic Campus.
Section 2. That this resolution becomes effective upon passage.
ADOPTED by the Governing Body this 27th day of April, 2022.
SIGNED by the Mayor this 27th day of April, 2022.

SEAL

_______________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor
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Attest:

______________________________
Katherine M. Renn, CMC City Clerk
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

______________________________
Pete Heaven, Interim City Attorney
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Attachments
Amended Agreement GBA and City of Basehor
Agreement Confluence and City of Basehor
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Statement of Work (SOW) No. 0004
To Master Services Agreement
ADMENDMENT 001

Statement of Work No. 0004 to the Master Services Agreement between the City of Basehor,
Kansas, as Owner, and George Butler Associates, Inc., as GBA, dated January 11, 2022 is being
amended to remove sub-consultant services which the City wishes to contract separately.
Through this amended SOW, Owner hereby authorizes GBA to undertake the work assignment
described in the following, said assignment to be performed within the terms and conditions defined
in said Master Services Agreement, except as modified herein.
SCOPE OF SERVICES:
Planning and Engineering for the Basehor Civil Campus. Approximately 38 Acres generally located
north of Garden Parkway, West of 158th Street and South of Parallel Road and previously master
planned and shown on the attached Exhibit A.
GBA services noted below include coordination of efforts with Confluence, Inc. Work performed by
confluence is per separate contract with the City of Basehor.
GBA shall perform the following Services:
1. Boundary and Topographic Survey - GBA will prepare a topographic base map of the subject site
gathered by aerial lidar and produced in Civil3D. GBA will provide full topography with utilities at 1foot contours for the area as shown highlighted on the attached Exhibit “A”. The survey will detail
utilities onsite and any storm/sanitary details to one structure outside of the topography area. GBA
will set horizontal and vertical control to be used during design and construction. Utilities located will
be as marked by Kansas One-Call. GBA will field locate geotechnical boring holes throughout the
site and provide location of boring holes on grading plans. GBA will field locate areas identified during
wetland delineation for inclusion in site topography base drawing. GBA will determine and set parcel
boundary from existing property monumentation and title commitment to prepare a property base
map of the subject site.
2. Preliminary Site Planning and Engineering – GBA will support Confluence to prepare preliminary
site design for the project. Our team will attend an interactive kick-off meeting facilitated by
Confluence that will be held with the city to confirm project plan priorities, goals, and initial design
preferences. Using input received during this meeting, we will provide design support for the initial
package of design concepts and alternatives for review and consideration by the Client/Owner. We
will attend a review meeting with the city to review the initial package of design concepts and
alternatives. Using input received during this meeting, the GBA team will a s s i s t C o n f l u e n c e
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i n t h e preparation a Preliminary Design plan set that reflects the design elements proposed for the
overall campus. We will assist Confluence with the preparation of a Preliminary Opinion of Probable
Construction Cost. The opinion of costs will include anticipated site excavation, retention basin,
roadways, trails, parking areas and noted utilities. All site amenity costs will be prepared and
presented by Confluence. This opinion will become the basis of discussions regarding construction
phasing for the project.
The plans are anticipated to include specific input/design by GBA include the following:
▪
Area Enlargements to Articulate Design Intent
▪
Event Lawn Grading
▪
Memorial Garden Area Concepts
▪
Sidewalk and Trail Connection Configurations + Alignments
▪
Conceptual Riparian corridors avoiding existing jurisdictional wetlands and tributaries.
▪
Preliminary Parking Area Improvements
3. Preliminary Jurisdictional Waters Delineation - GBA will conduct routine Preliminary Jurisdictional
Waters Delineation (Delineation) of the project site. The routine Delineation will be performed in
accordance with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) Wetlands Delineation Manual
(Environmental Laboratory, 1987) and Midwest Regional Supplement to the Corps Delineation
Manual (Corps, 2010). The Delineation will include: 1) collecting and reviewing available mapping
information, 2) conducting an on-site routine Delineation, and 3) preparing a report that will include
the results of the Delineation, field data forms, and exhibits showing the location and extent of the
identified potential jurisdictional waters including streams, wetlands, lakes and ponds.
4. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Section 404 Nationwide Permit - GBA will prepare and submit to
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) a Pre-Construction Notification (PCN) requesting the
issuance of a Section 404 Nationwide Permit (NWP) for project-related impacts to jurisdictional
waters. The PCN will consist of completing an ENG FORM 6082 that includes: 1) owner/applicant
contact information, 2) project description and purpose, 3) reason(s) for impacting jurisdictional
waters, 4) type(s) and amount(s) of materials being placed into jurisdictional waters, 5) surface area
and/or linear feet of filled waters, 6) description of avoidance, minimization, and mitigation
compensation, if necessary, 7) adverse stream impact and mitigation credit forms, if necessary, 8)
typical design plan and profile views depicting proposed project activities and associated impacts, 9)
copy Delineation report, and 10) written correspondence with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks, and State Historic Preservation Office to determine if endangered
species and/or cultural/historic resources may be adversely effected by the project.
5. Stormwater Report - GBA will prepare final stormwater management report per City of Basehor
standards detailing existing and proposed stormwater drainage patterns, detention requirements, Clean
Water Act Section 404 Permit Compliance and 100-year floodplain limits.
6. Project Meetings – Our team will attend the project kick-off meeting and 2 project related meetings
(assumed 2 @ 3hrs. ea.) during the preliminary design and final design period. Construction period
meetings and site visits are noted separately below.
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7. Mass Grading Construction Drawings / Regional Retention Basin Design – GBA will assist
Confluence in the preparation of Mass Grading Construction Plans for the Civic Campus based on a
conceptual grading plan prepared/provided by Confluence. Grading plan will include site disturbance
plans per City of Basehor requirements. Prepared plans to include erosion control measures and
details as required for the construction of on-site improvements in accordance with a prepared
SWPPP for the project. Mass Grading plans will include grading/ installation of the regional retention
basin proposed on the site. Mass grading will provide grading as needed to “rough-in” elements such
as the amphitheater, great lawn, future City Hall, Community Center building and associated parking
areas. GBA will provide calculations, design and details required for the construction of the planned
detention/retention basin on the site. These final design calculations will include determination of a
pro-rata share of detention improvements on property owned by the school district and others
contributing to the regional detention area. This mass grading design is intended to develop a
separate, early phase bidding package focused on engaging an excavation contractor to
perform this portion of the project in advance of a future bidding package for other identified
park improvements.
8. Final Design and Phase 1 Construction Plans (Estimated) – Upon approval of the Preliminary
Design Plans, we will support Confluence in the completion the Final Design and Construction Plans
which will further detail the planned Phase One improvements to the park. We will work alongside
Confluence to further the development of the civil engineering elements and features of the park using
the input and direction received from our meetings held during the previous phase of work. We will
assist in the preparation of a refined Opinion of Probable Construction Costs that correspond with
these Final Design and Construction Drawings. These plans are anticipated to include the following:
• Area Enlargements to Articulate Design Intent
• Amphitheater and Future Stage Area Pavement (no seat walls or stage structure is anticipated in
Phase One)
• Grading and initial seeding for soccer fields. (Bleachers, restrooms, additional parking areas, etc.
shall be considered additional services)
• Event Lawn Final Design
• Memorial Garden Area Grading Plan (no additional improvements are anticipated in Phase One)
• Sidewalk and Trail Connection Configurations + Alignments
• Final Grading Plan that provides refined grading operations to augment the previous mass
grading package that was already issued for construction
• Parking Area Improvements (to include Cul-de-sac at the south end of 159th Street)
9. NOI / SWPPP - GBA will submit agency letters to obtain clearance for the project, completion of
a Notice of Intent, provide a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) (including a copy of the
Erosion and Sediment Control Plans), and submit the appropriate information to the permitting agency
as required by the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Phase II Permitting.
10. Utility Coordination - GBA will coordinate with the City of Basehor and local utility purveyors for
the extension of utilities to serve the phase one site. GBA will also assist in coordination efforts to
locate/extend gas, water and electric service to the project site as required for the Phase One
improvements. Utility Coordination efforts are estimated at a total of 40 hours. Coordination does
not include provisions for future buildings at this time.
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11. Floodway Coordination for Creek Crossings - GBA will research the effective FEMA DFIRM data
to determine the base flood elevation(s) of the Zone A floodplain that runs from 158th Street to Parallel
Road through the site. Using this information, GBA will provide estimated spans and low chord
elevations required for creek crossing to avoid impact to the floodplain.
12. Construction Period Services - GBA will provide construction period services as follows:
a. GBA will assist the City of Basehor in producing the project bidding manual, assist in bidding
administration for the Mass Grading Package and Phase One Site Construction Packages,
GBA will assist in reviewing and evaluating bids. (Assumed at 8 hours total effort.)
b. GBA will provide shop drawing review and respond to contractor questions and RFI’s.
(Assumed at 40 hrs. total.)
c. GBA will conduct 16 site visits during construction. (Assumed with follow-up at 4 hours each.)
d. GBA will conduct a final site walk-thru of constructed improvements and provide punch list for
correction prior to acceptance of final project.

PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS
We have made several assumptions in the preparation of this proposal. These assumptions and
subsequent explanations are as follows:
A.

The phase one fees presented herein are based upon an understood construction budget of $3.5M.
Adjustments to the fees are likely once the preliminary planning process is completed.

B.

Any additional services requests will be made per rates defined in our MSA.

C.

Any revisions or consultation for the completed plans that may be required by the City after the
initial submittal and review revisions shall be considered additional services. Normal changes as
required by City review process shall not be considered additional services unless such changes
are required because of requested changes on the City’s part, during or after the initial review
process.

D.

The City will contract geotechnical engineering services directly with a geotechnical engineering
firm and provide report and recommendations to GBA.

E.

It is believed that the overall project site will not require preliminary or final platting. Thus, no
services for platting are proposed.

F.

Assistance with, or preparation of additional site renderings, visual graphics, etc. other than those
noted in the scope of services will be considered additional services and provided by Confluence
unless noted otherwise.

G.

Proposed City Hall, Community Center and Aquatics Center Design and Construction documents
are anticipated to be provided as a future agreement. Thus, detailed design is not included in this
Statement of Work.
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H.

All postings or public notifications associated with the project will be completed/performed by the
City.

I.

Confluence will provide design direction and a performance specification for electrical site lighting
to include initial selection of fixtures, no site lighting design or construction plans are proposed at
this time.

J.

LEED documentation services are not included in this Statement of Work.

K.

We will provide technical specifications for the work prepared by GBA, the specifications will be
indicated within the plans and details. Book form specifications are not proposed for GBA designed
elements. Our team will assist City staff with the production of the bidding documents front-end
specifications.

L.

Sanitary sewer or other utility relocations, extensions or sanitary sewer lift stations are not
anticipated for the project.

M.

Filing fees, recording fees and submittal fees as required by the governmental agencies shall be
paid by the City directly or as an additional expense to our contract.

N.

The City will provide GBA the right of complete access to the site and current management
personnel during normal working hours, for the purpose of inspecting existing site as needed for
land surveying and design services.

O.

The City of Basehor will provide GBA all available reports, plans and other background information
requested by GBA pertaining to this Site.

P.

The project site will be not subject to any Water Quality requirements and will not require best
management practices (BMP’s) for storm water leaving the site.

Q.

The Army Corps of Engineers Preconstruction Notification (PCN) will consist of completing an ENG
FORM 4345 that includes: 1) owner/applicant contact information, 2) project description and
purpose, 3) reason(s) for impacting jurisdictional waters, 4) type(s) and amount(s) of materials
being placed into jurisdictional waters, 5) surface area and/or linear feet of filled waters, 6)
description of avoidance, minimization, and mitigation compensation, if necessary, 7) adverse
stream impact and mitigation credit forms, if necessary, 8) typical design plan and profile views
depicting proposed project activities and associated impacts, 9) copy of Delineation Report, and
10) written correspondence with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, State Historic Preservation Office
and other state level agencies to determine if endangered species and/or cultural/historic resources
may be adversely effected by the project.

R.

The Delineation does not represent an approved or preliminary jurisdictional determination (JD) of
waters of the U.S. The primary purpose of this Delineation is to identify, delineate and document
potential jurisdictional waters of the U.S, and if necessary, assist the Corps issue the JD during the
Section 404 permitting process.

S.

The Corps may request a site visit during the JD review process. At the Client’s request, GBA can
be present during the Corps site visit for an additional negotiable fee.
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T.

GBA will be the designated Authorized Agent to prepare and submit the PCN request for a Section
404 NWP. On behalf of the Client, GBA will address any Corps comments or requests for additional
information during the Section 404 permitting process. The typical review time for Corps NWP
authorization is 60 days.

U.

GBA assumes that project impacts to waters of the U.S. will not exceed the NWP authorization limit
of 0.50-acre. If the project-related impacts exceed the NWP limits, then GBA can prepare an
Individual Permit application as an Additional Service.

V.

The Corps has the authority to issue, issue with conditions, or deny Section 404 permit requests.

W.

Detailed surveys for endangered species and cultural/historic resources are not anticipated. If
necessary, GBA can perform these surveys as an Additional Service.

X.

Assessment of effective floodplain information does not include hydrologic or hydraulic modeling,
only assessment of existing floodplain boundaries publicly available online at the FEMA Map
Service Center. Models or other data will not be obtained from the FEMA library.

Y.

Scope does not include any permitting or coordination with FEMA, DWR, or local floodplain
administrator included with this scope.

Z.

GBA assumes that project impacts to waters of the U.S. that exceed 0.10-acre will mitigated by the
Client through the purchase of mitigation credits from an approved mitigation provider.

AA. Site Improvement plans will be completed in one (1) package for mass grading and one (1) package
for Phase One site work. Any break-down of the site into separate packages other than as described
will be considered additional services and will require additional fees to be negotiated prior to the
preparation of said additional work.
BB. Proposed soccer fields will be grass fields with no lighting or other specialty design or sub-grade
requirements.
CC. It is believed that retaining walls may be required to facilitate construction on this site. Structural
Design for retaining walls is not included in the Scope of Services. It is assumed that if retaining
walls are required, that they will be modular concrete block in construction and that design and
calculations for the retaining wall system will be provided by others. GBA wall design will be limited
to providing location, top and bottom elevations for any proposed site retaining walls.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
The following items are not included in this Scope of Services:
a. Periodic or Full-time construction observation or as-builting of improvements.
b. Final Platting of overall property.
c. Easement or Right-of-Way taking documents.
d. Special inspections if required by building code.
e. Record Drawings of Constructed Improvements except as noted in above Scope of Services.
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f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

Public improvement plans (i.e. off-site street improvements, sanitary sewer, water main or other
utility extensions) not specifically noted in above Scope of Services.
Construction period services, construction management, construction administration or
construction staking services outside of those specifically discussed in the Scope of Services.
Retaining wall design.
Structural Engineering / Design
Environmental permitting/studies outside those specifically discussed in this scope of work.
Irrigation plans
Landscape Architecture
Site Signage or Monumentation
ALTA As-built survey after construction
Clean Water Act Section 404 Delineation and/or permitting outside of those services described
above.
Agency follow-up on NPDES permit requests.

GBA can provide any of the above listed additional services if required and/or requested by the Owner.
We will execute a separate Statement of Work for these services.
ESTIMATED FEE:
1

Boundary and Topographic Survey

$18,900.00

2

Preliminary Site Development Plan

$19,052.00

3

Preliminary Jurisdictional Waters Delineation

$8,000.00

4

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Section 404 Nationwide Permit

$4,500.00

5

Final Stormwater Report

$10,000.00

6

Traffic Impact Study (None Proposed)

7

Meetings - (Kickoff / Planning Coordination / Other)

$3,032.00

8

Mass Grading Package / Detention Design

$14,038.00

9

Phase One Site Construction Plans

$30,235.00

10

NOI / SWPPP Environmental Services

$4,000.00

11

Floodway Coordination for Creek Crossings

$1,100.00

12

Utility Coordination

$6,200.00

13

Construction Administration

$15,346.00

Estimated Total of Services Above

$134,403.00

Notes:
1. All fees presented herein are estimated based upon our understanding of the
work to be completed.
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2. Plans for improvements along 159th Street will be incorporated within the Phase
One Site Construction Plans (no separate street plans are proposed).
3. Fee for Phase One Site Construction Plans is to be considered a “placeholder”
until actual Scope is determined during the Site Development Planning period.
The proposed fee will be adjusted once scope and construction budget are more
defined.
4. Expenses are in addition to these amounts and will be invoiced per our MSA
with the City of Basehor.

AGREED AND ACCEPTED:

OWNER

George Butler Associates. Inc.

By: __________________________

By: ______________________________

Printed Name: Leslee Rivarola

Printed Name: Brad Burton, P.E.

Title: City Administrator

Title: Senior Associate

Date: ________________________

Dated: April 01, 2022
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April 1, 2022

Mrs. Leslee Rivarola
City Administrator - City of Basehor
220 155th Street
Basehor, Kansas 66007

RE:

BASEHOR CIVIC CENTER PARK DESIGN + PHASE ONE IMPROVEMENTS
DESIGN PROPOSAL

Dear Leslee:
We are pleased to submit this proposal to provide landscape architecture and site planning design services for
the Civic Center Park project in Basehor, Kansas. As you know, this project begins the implementation of our
team’s prior work developing the Master Plan for this site – and we look forward to leading the site planning and
development of the proposed Phase One improvements with the support of GBA, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as
the Engineer) and their engineering capabilities.
Confluence, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as Confluence) proposes to provide site hardscape and landscape
design services as outlined below as a consultant to the City of Basehor, Kansas (hereinafter referred to as the
Owner). Confluence’s work will be coordinated with the Owner and other members of the design team and will
provide design direction on the layout of park features and amenities.
ARTICLE 1 – PROJECT UNDERSTANDING:
Anticipated Phase One Improvements. Our team will work collaboratively with the Engineer and the Owner
during the initial tasks of work to develop ideas for how many improvements could potentially be included in the
Phase One construction. We anticipate this to be an iterative process of exploring and discerning which features
to include as a “base package” for construction, and which could be included as “add alternates” with the hope of
including in the project as budget allows. Our team will develop plans for some features that may not ultimately
get included in the final construction – but the intent is that the Owner will be able to use these plans and
information as a beginning step to designing additional enhancements of the park in future phases of the project.
We anticipate the following features to be included in this initial project:

Retention/detention pond placement and configuration, including riparian corridor enhancements that
could also aid in addressing stormwater needs of the site and associated bridge improvements


Small parking lot adjacent to 159th Street



Trail alignments and sidewalk connections throughout the park area (portions of which will be included
in Phase One) and bid alternate trail extensions to school facilities



Sloped turf amphitheater space with an at-grade paved surface to support a future stage/shelter – with
concepts for future wall seating and stage/shelter improvements designed now to be able to develop an
opinion of probable construction cost to assist the Owner in future planning efforts



Event lawn space to provide flexibility for the Owner to host a variety of events and activities
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Combination playground area with splash pad/sprayground feature



Modest parking improvements along the 158th Street area adjacent to the Library that can ultimately be
expanded to support future City Hall and Community Center facilities



Graphic design of project identification and integration with the design of proposed identification,
wayfinding, and environmental graphics anticipated to be placed at various locations throughout the
project area



Landscape plantings and a mixture of turf grass and native vegetation establishment areas throughout
the park



Site furnishings and supporting equipment for park users



Aesthetic and area lighting concepts associated with these Phase One improvements



Memorial garden concept design with parking to be able to develop an opinion of probable construction
cost to assist the Owner in future planning efforts



Potential locations of retaining walls and fencing improvements (if any)



Initial concepts for other amenities and features that could be included in the park in future phases
(additional park shelters, dog park areas, boardwalk crossings, wetland establishment, open lawn area(s)
for flexible recreation use, pollinator gardens, etc.)



Grading plans associated with a retention/detention pond feature to serve upstream properties while
creating an amenity for the park



Drainage concept study to identify costs associated with constructing one stormwater detention feature
to serve the adjacent school district properties – with the purpose of providing the City with an opinion
of probable construction cost for this feature for the City’s use in negotiating with the school district
regarding their financial participation in the construction of the park area’s retention/detention pond.



Grading plans for the entire project area in anticipation of future phase enhancements – for
consideration by the Owner for how much site grading to include in this Phase One package

ARTICLE 2 - SCOPE OF SERVICES:
We propose to provide services according to the following tasks of work:
TASK 01: PRELIMINARY DESIGN PLANS
Confluence will facilitate and attend an interactive kick-off meeting with the Owner to confirm project plan
priorities, goals and initial design preferences. Following this meeting, Confluence will facilitate a public
engagement meeting designed to gather preference on amenities and aesthetics for the park to use in concept
development. Using input received during these meetings, we will prepare an initial package of design concepts
and alternatives for review and consideration by the Owner.
Confluence will facilitate and attend a review meeting with the Owner to review the initial package of design
concepts and alternatives. Using input received during this meeting, Confluence will prepare a Preliminary Design
plan set that reflects the design elements proposed for the overall park. Confluence will coordinate with the
Engineer to prepare a Preliminary Opinion of Probable Construction Cost that corresponds with these
Preliminary Design Plans.
The plans are anticipated to include the following:

Site Layout Plan for Park Areas/Amenities

Area Enlargements to Articulate Design Intent

Playground/Sprayground Concepts

Amphitheater + Stage Concepts

Event Lawn Concepts
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Memorial Garden Area Concepts
Sidewalk and Trail Connection Configurations + Alignments
Landscape Planting + Site Furnishing Palettes
Preliminary Site + Aesthetic Lighting Concepts
School District Property Concept Study for Stormwater Detention + Cost Opinion
Pond and Riparian Corridor Configuration + Conceptual Design Details
Bridge Improvements
Parking Area Improvements
Preliminary Park Identity Signage, Wayfinding + Educational Signage
Other Park Area Amenity Design Concepts, Details, and Outline of Anticipated Specifications

TASK 01.A: MASS GRADING PLAN
Confluence will prepare a preliminary mass grading plan for the project area. This will include exploring
the overall layout and provision of future park amenities as well as a focused effort to identify key
features that need to be included in Phase One improvements that can assist in identifying the size and
scope of the pond in collaboration with the engineer and related mass grading activities for the project
area. This mass grading design is intended to develop a separate, early phase bidding package focused
on engaging an excavation contractor to perform this portion of the project in advance of a future
bidding package for other identified park improvements. Confluence will collaborate with the Engineer
and provide support for drafting initial grading concepts and details for the stormwater features of the
project for the Engineer’s use in reviewing, providing redline comments for our incorporation into the
plan set. Once these edits have been made, Confluence is anticipated to deliver the grading plans to the
Engineer for their use in providing a final review, confirmation of edits made, and integration into their
plans.
TASK 01.B: PRELIMINARY DESIGN MEETINGS
Confluence anticipates that up to five (5) additional Owner/Owner meetings (either in-person or held
virtually via Teams or Zoom) will be required over the course of the Preliminary Design phase for review
and coordination purposes.
Confluence will facilitate and attend a review meeting with Owner to share the information contained in
this drawing set and will provide a copy of these drawings for review and comment. Confluence will
facilitate and attend a follow-up meeting with the Owner to review their respective written comments
and suggestions and will clarify the intent of the comments while discussing potential opportunities for
how each can be resolved and/or integrated into subsequent design phase efforts.

TASK 02: FINAL DESIGN PLANS
Upon approval of the Preliminary Design Plans, Confluence will continue our collaboration with the engineering
team to complete the Final Design Plans which will further detail the planned Phase One improvements to the
park. Confluence will prepare further development of the preferred design elements and features of the park
using the input and direction received from Owner meetings held during the previous phase of work. Confluence
will prepare a refined Opinion of Probable Construction Costs in collaboration with the engineering team that
correspond with these Final Design Drawings.
These plans are anticipated to include the following:

Site Layout Plan for Park Areas/Amenities

Area Enlargements to Articulate Design Intent

Playground/Sprayground Final Design

Amphitheater + Future Stage Area Pavement (no seat walls or stage structure is anticipated in Phase
One)

Event Lawn Final Design
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Memorial Garden Area Grading Plan (no additional improvements are anticipated in Phase One)
Sidewalk and Trail Connection Configurations + Alignments
Landscape Planting Plans + Site Furnishing Details
Final Grading Plan (in collaboration with the Owner) that provides refined grading operations to
augment the previous mass grading package that was already issued for construction
Final Site + Aesthetic Lighting Concept Layouts (in collaboration with the Engineer)
Pond and Riparian Corridor Configuration + Design Details (in collaboration with the Engineer)
Bridge Improvements
Parking Area Improvements
Park Identity Signage, Wayfinding + Educational Signage Plans + Details
Other Park Area Amenity Design Concepts + Details
Design Specifications for Park Features + Amenities

TASK 02.A: FINAL DESIGN MEETINGS
Confluence also anticipates that up to seven (7) additional Owner/Owner meetings (either in-person or
held virtually via Teams or Zoom) will be required over the course of the Preliminary Design phase for
review and coordination purposes.
Confluence will facilitate and attend a review meeting with the engineers and the Owner to share the
information contained in this drawing set and will provide a copy of these drawings for review and
comment. Confluence will facilitate and attend a follow-up meeting with the Owner/Owner to review
their respective written comments and suggestions and will clarify the intent of the comments while
discussing potential opportunities for how each can be resolved and/or integrated into subsequent
design phase efforts.

TASK 03: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
Upon approval of the Final Design Plans, Confluence will continue our collaboration with the Owner’s engineering
team to complete the Construction Documents for Phase One improvements to the park. Confluence will prepare
further refinement of the preferred final design elements and features of the park using the input and direction
received from Owner meetings held during the previous phase of work. In addition, Confluence will assist the
engineering team in preparing a refined Opinion of Probable Construction Costs that correspond with these
Construction Documents.
These plans are anticipated to include the following:

Final Layout Plan for Park Areas/Amenities

Area Enlargements for the Playground/Sprayground (all engineering to be provided by GBA)

Amphitheater + Future Stage Area Pavement

Event Lawn Final Design

Memorial Garden Area Grading Plan (review comments of grading plan)

Sidewalk and Trail Connection Configurations + Alignments

Landscape Planting Plans + Site Furnishing Construction Details

Grading Plan (review comments of engineers proposed grading construction plan)

Final Site + Aesthetic Lighting Plans + Details (review comments of engineering drawings)

Pond and Riparian Corridor Configuration + Design Details (in collaboration with the engineer)

Bridge Improvements

Parking Area Improvements (review comments of engineering drawings)

Park Identity Signage, Wayfinding + Educational Signage Construction Plans + Details

Other Park Area Amenity Design Concepts + Details
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Technical Specifications
The Confluence Team will assemble technical specifications for the work included in our portion of the
Construction Documents. Specifications will not include a full front-end specification or project manual,
as these materials will need to be provided by the Owner.
50% + 90% Construction Document Plan Sets / Opinion of Probable Cost Review
Confluence will assemble a 50% and 90% complete review sets for Owner review and comment. In
addition, an updated Opinion of Probable Construction Costs will be completed based on the 50% and
90% complete documents.
Final Bid Package Review
Confluence will review and provide comments/recommendations on the proposed final bid package.
TASK 03.A: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENT MEETINGS
Confluence also anticipates that up to four (4) additional Owner/Owner meetings (either in-person or
held virtually via Teams or Zoom) will be required over the course of the Preliminary Design phase for
review and coordination purposes.
TASK 04: CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION ASSISTANCE
Confluence will provide Construction Observation services to review and respond to RFI’s, ASI’s, submittals and
shop drawings throughout the construction process while attending Owner and construction team
coordination meetings and construction site visits. Confluence anticipates that up to eight (8) meetings/site
visits will be required during the construction phase of the project. Additional site visits or meetings can be
provided under Task 05 as an additional service as directed by the Owner.
TASK 05: ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Confluence will attend additional meetings and conference calls with the Engineer, Owner and/or others as
directed on an on-call hourly basis utilizing the hourly rates outlined in “Exhibit A”.
Confluence is also available to provide additional design coordination, to prepare additional illustrative
sketches and 3D illustrations and videos for the Owner’s use in marketing the project, and to provide additional
assistance to the Owner throughout all phases of the project on an on-call hourly basis as directed.
Confluence can prepare a refined scope and fee estimates for any of these additional services in advance of
performing these services upon request by the Owner.
DELIVERABLES
Confluence shall provide all design documentation in electronic format according to the schedule and identified
phases of plan issuance noted herein. Backgrounds of in-progress and completed drawings will be provided to
the Owner upon request.
Periodic check set issuances throughout identified phases of work will be required (typically in advance of formal
issuances such as Preliminary Design, Final Design, and Construction Documents). All drawings and backgrounds
shall not be released to any third party without the Owner’s authorization.
ARTICLE 3 – FEES AND EXPENSES:
Confluence will provide the services described in Task 1 through Task 4 on a lump sum fee basis as outlined
below. These services will be provided and billed on a monthly % complete basis, with full payment due within
30 days of invoice date. Confluence will provide additional services as described in Task 5 on an hourly basis as
directed by the Owner using hourly rates included in “Exhibit A” and will integrate these additional services (if
any) into these monthly invoices.
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Phase
Task 01: Preliminary Design Plans
Task 01.A Mass Grading Plan
Task 01.B Preliminary Design Meetings
Task 02: Final Design Plans
Task 02.A Final Design Meetings
Task 03: Construction Documents
Task 03.A Construction Document Meetings
Task 04: Construction Observation Assistance
Task 05: Additional Services (As Directed)
Subtotal

Subtotal Fee
$ 76,835.00

$ 32,265.00
$ 119,944.00
$ 19,006.00
$(hourly as directed)
$ 248,050.00

Reimbursable expenses
Expenses incurred in performance of contract services are not included in fees for professional services outlined
above. Expenses attributable to the project will be reimbursable to Confluence, will be in addition to fees for
professional services, will be billed at a multiplier consistent with the Agreement between Owner and Owner, and
will include items consistent with that Agreement. The estimated budget for reimbursable expenses is $8,500.00.
See attached “Exhibit A” for more information.
ARTICLE 4 - EXCLUSIONS:
The following services and fees are not included in Confluence’s scope of services for this project:

Surveying - all locations of existing vegetation or other site features to be provided on the site survey by
others.


Irrigation design and/or documentation



Civil, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and/or structural engineering design and/or documentation.
Coordination with engineers for slab attachments, grading, light placement, gas and electrical
connections, etc. will be noted on drawings as required.



Proposed City Hall Site Design and Collaboration – this is anticipated to be provided as a separate
agreement with the City of Basehor and their selected architectural team.



Design and/or documentation of any non-contiguous or off-site accessory or other parking.



Environmental inventory, review, evaluation of existing environmental conditions, or environmental
engineering services, or modifications to a typical landscape planting approach as a function of site
environmental constraints



Substantial changes to the Preliminary Design, Final Design, or Construction Documents, or other phase
of services after a phase of services has been completed and has been approved by the Owner, or
Confluence has been directed by the Owner/Owner to commence work on the subsequent phase of
services



Assistance with, or preparation of additional site renderings, visual graphics, etc. other than those noted
in the scope of services



Exterior lighting documentation; Confluence will provide design direction, initial selection of fixtures and
coordinate with the Owner’s electrical engineer.



LEED documentation services other than those typically associated with normal sustainable strategies
throughout the project, unless selected by the Owner/Owner as an additional service.



Sculpture or art curation services other than precedent imagery.



Sprayground or Splashpad water feature engineering design or documentation. If any pool or water
feature requires additional documentation beyond specifying manufacturer’s equipment and water
service/drainage design according to manufacturer’s recommendations (as a shop drawing review
during construction) for Owner approvals or permitting, a separate MEP consultant will be necessary as
an additional service/cost.
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ARTICLE 5 - OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES:
The Owner shall establish the guidelines for the project and shall provide general background information
needed for analysis.
Fees for services of any special consultants (structural, sustainability experts, soil scientists, stormwater, etc.) if
required beyond the Scope of Services proposed herein, shall be paid for by the Owner, Owner or others as
identified during the design process.
The Owner shall furnish any and all topographic and boundary survey information for the site required to
complete the services including providing any updates to this base information to Confluence as obtained by
the Owner or the Owner during the design process.
The Owner or others will assemble consultant design drawings for issuance to the Owner and design team at
identified intervals as needed.
The Owner will provide AutoCAD format files for Confluence’s use in preparing design drawings.
ARTICLE 6 - INSURANCE:
Confluence carries insurance of the following kinds and in the following amounts, and will have Certificates of
Insurance sent to the Owner/Owner upon request:
Professional liability
General liability

$2,000,000 per claim / $4,000,000 aggregate
$1,000,000 each occurrence / $300,000 damage to rented premises / $10,000 medical
expense / $1,000,000 personal and adv. Injury / $2,000,000 general aggregate /
$2,000,000 products – completed
operations aggregate
Automobile liability
$1,000,000 combined single limit
Excess liability (umbrella) $3,000,000 each occurrence / $3,000,000 aggregate
Worker’s compensation $2,000,000 each accident / $2,000,000 disease each employee / $2,000,000 disease
policy limit

ARTICLE 7 - TIME OF PERFORMANCE:
We understand the project design efforts will need to conform to a schedule, and we will work with the Owner to
establish one that meets the needs of all parties.
ARTICLE 8 - SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNMENT:
The Owner and Confluence each binds itself, partners, assigns and legal representatives to the other party to
this agreement and to the partners, successors, assigns and legal representatives of such other party in respect
of all covenants of this agreement.

Offered by Confluence:

Accepted by Owner:

Confluence
417 Delaware Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64105

City of Basehor, Kansas
220 155th Street
Basehor, Kansas 66007

(signature)

4/01/2022
(date)

Wm. Christopher Cline / Sr. Vice President
(printed name/title)

____________________________________________
(signature)
(date)
____________________________________________
(printed name/title)
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EXHIBIT ‘A’

STANDARD HOURLY RATES
Senior Principal ...................................................................................................................... $170.00 - $250.00 per hour
Principal .................................................................................................................................. $160.00 - $215.00 per hour
Associate Principal ................................................................................................................. $130.00 - $185.00 per hour
Associate ................................................................................................................................. $110.00 - $170.00 per hour
Senior Project Manager.......................................................................................................... $100.00 - $150.00 per hour
Project Manager ........................................................................................................................ $90.00 - $130.00 per hour
Senior Landscape Architect .................................................................................................... $90.00 - $130.00 per hour
Landscape Architect ................................................................................................................ $80.00 - $120.00 per hour
Senior Project Planner.............................................................................................................. $90.00 - $130.00 per hour
Planner II ................................................................................................................................... $80.00 - $120.00 per hour
Planner I ..................................................................................................................................... $70.00 - $110.00 per hour
Landscape Architect-In-Training / Landscape Designer ....................................................... $70.00 - $110.00 per hour
Landscape Architect Intern / Landscape Designer .................................................................. $60.00 - $85.00 per hour
Draftsperson ................................................................................................................................ $50.00 - $85.00 per hour
Graphic Designer ..................................................................................................................... $70.00 - $100.00 per hour
Clerical / System Staff ................................................................................................................. $42.00 - $80.00 per hour

REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES
Social Pinpoint Public Engagement Tool .................................................................................................. $1,500.00
Filing Fees ............................................................................................................................................................ 1.15 x cost
Materials and Supplies ....................................................................................................................................... 1.15 x cost
Meals and Lodging ............................................................................................................................................... 1.15 x cost
Mileage ...........................................................................................................................................................$.585 per mile
Postage ................................................................................................................................................................. 1.15 x cost
Printing by Vendor ............................................................................................................................................... 1.15 x cost
B/W Photocopies/Prints 8½ x 11 .......................................................................................................................... $.05 each
B/W Photocopies/Prints 11x17............................................................................................................................. $.10 each
Color Photocopies/Prints 8½ x 11 ........................................................................................................................ $.65 each
Color Photocopies/Prints 11x17......................................................................................................................... $1.50 each
Large Format Plotting – Bond ................................................................................................................................$2.50/SF
Large Format Plotting - Mylar ................................................................................................................................$4.50/SF
Large Format Plotting - Photo ...............................................................................................................................$5.00/SF
Flash Drives ........................................................................................................................................................$10.00 each
Booklet Binding (cover, coil, back) ..................................................................................................................... $4.50 each
Foam Core ............................................................................................................................................................ $8.00 each
Easel Pads ..........................................................................................................................................................$32.75 each
Electronic Files ...................................................................................................................................................$50.00 Each
Online Meeting Service .....................................................................................................................................$35.00 Each
Effective 1/1/2022
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Consent Agenda Item No. H
Topic: Ordinance 845 Establishing a Fund for the Basehor City Land Bank
Narrative:
On March 29, 2021, the City of Basehor’s City Council established a City
Land Bank. The approval of this establishment is in Ordinance 818.
Annually, the Basehor City Land Bank must publish an annual report related
to expenses and inventory. The Basehor City Land Bank must also have its
own fund for expenses related to the operation of the Basehor City Land
Bank.
This ordinance would approve the establishment of the Basehor City Land
Bank fund and staff will publish the report thereafter.
Presented by:
Maddie Waldeck, Project Manager/Assistant City Administrator
Staff Recommendation:
Staff respectfully requests the approval of Ordinance 845 Establishing a
Fund for the Basehor City Land Bank.
Attachments:
• Ordinance 845 Establishing a Fund for the Basehor City Land Bank
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ORDINANCE NO. 845
AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A FUND FOR THE BASEHOR CITY
LAND BANK
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor, Kansas established a City Land Bank by the passage of
Ordinance 818 on March 29, 2021; and
WHEREAS, the City has expenditures relates to the City Land Bank that requires the
establishment of a separate fund; and
WHEREAS, the City desires to establish this fund for transparency and accountability of the
funds received and spent;
WHEREAS, the City will comply with all reporting requirements as set in Kansas Statute
12-5902 for the City Land Bank.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF
THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS:
Section 1. The Basehor City Council approves the establishment of a City Land Bank
Fund.
Section 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its publication
in the official newspaper of the City of Basehor, Kansas as provided by law.
PASSED by the City Council this 27th day of April, 2022.
APPROVED by the Mayor this 27th day of April, 2022.

[SEAL]
_____________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor

ATTEST:
________________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
________________________________
Pete Heaven, Interim City Attorney
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Consent Agenda Item No. I
Topic: Resolution 2022-19 Support for Kansas Department of
Transportation (KDOT) Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP)
Application – Civic Campus Trails
Narrative: The City of Basehor is pursuing grant funding through the
Kansas Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternative Program
to support the construction of recreational trails of the site of Basehor Civic
Campus. The trails are included in the Civic Campus Master Plan approved
in 2019.
Presented by:
Connor Mountford, Management Analyst
Staff Recommendation: Staff respectfully requests the approval of
Resolution 2022-19 Support for Kansas Department of Transportation
(KDOT) Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) Application – Civic
Campus Trails
Attachments:
• Resolution 2022-19 Support for Kansas Department of Transportation
(KDOT) Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) Application –
Civic Campus Trails
• Civic Campus Master Plan Concept
• Civic Campus Trails Phase I Concept
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-19
A RESOLUTION OF SUPPORT FOR KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION (KDOT) TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES
PROGRAM (TAP) APPLICATION – CIVIC CAMPUS TRAILS
WHEREAS, KDOT is currently accepting applications for funding for its 2023-2024
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP); and
WHEREAS, the 2019 Citizen Satisfaction Survey identified trails and sidewalks as a
community priority; and
WHEREAS, the Governing Body approved Resolution 2019-22 adopting the Civic
Campus Master Plan; and
WHEREAS, preliminary designs include dedicated multi-use trails on the civic campus
site; and
WHEREAS, receipt of TAP dollars will reduce the City of Basehor’s contribution to the
overall cost of the civic campus; and
WHEREAS, the application procedures require the applicant’s governing body to
provide an official endorsement of the applicant’s proposed projects;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE
CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS:
Section 1. That the Governing Body herby pledges its support to provide matching
funding for Civic Campus Trails Project and adequately maintain the completed project
for its intended use if awarded by the Kansas Department of Transportation.

Section 2. That this resolution shall become effective upon passage.
ADOPTED by the Governing Body this 27th day of April, 2022.
SIGNED by the Mayor this 27th day of April, 2022.

SEAL
______________________________
Richard Drennon, Mayor
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ATTEST:

__________________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

_________________________________
Pete Heaven, Interim City Attorney
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McAFEE HENDERSON SOLUTIONS, INC.
Civil Engineering

Land Surveying

15700 College Blvd. Suite 202 Lenexa, KS 66219
Ph: (913) 888-4647 Fax: (913) 390-9865
www.mhs-eng.com

Project No.19-050-010

Date: 12/16/20
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Consent Agenda Item No. J
Topic: Resolution 2022-20 Support for Kansas Department of
Transportation (KDOT) Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP)
Application– MetroGreen & 158th Street Trails
Narrative: The City of Basehor is pursuing grant funding through the
Kansas Department of Transportation’s (KDOT) Transportation Alternative
Program (TAP) to support the construction of a 10-foot multi-use trail on
158th Street, Parallel Road, and the future site of Tomahawk Park. This
project was awarded TAP dollars in 2020 by the Mid-America Regional
Council. Inflationary pressures have increased project costs. The City of
Basehor is submitting an application for additional TAP dollars to cover this
increase.
Presented by:
Connor Mountford, Management Analyst
Staff Recommendation: Staff respectfully requests the approval of
Resolution 2022-20 Support for Kansas Department of Transportation
(KDOT) Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) Application–
MetroGreen & 158th Street Trails
Attachments:
• Resolution 2022-20 Support for Kansas Department of Transportation
(KDOT) Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) Application–
MetroGreen & 158th Street Trails
• MetroGreen Trails Concept
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-20
A RESOLUTION OF SUPPORT FOR KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION (KDOT) TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES
PROGRAM (TAP) APPLICATION – METROGREEN AND 158TH STREET
TRAILS
WHEREAS, KDOT is currently accepting applications for funding for its 2023-2024
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP); and
WHEREAS, the 2019 Citizen Satisfaction Survey identified trails and sidewalks as a
community priority; and
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor was awarded Federal monies by the Mid-America
Regional Council in their 2020 call for projects for the completion of the MetroGreen
Trails Project; and
WHEREAS, inflationary pressures have increased project costs; and
WHEREAS, receipt of additional TAP dollars will reduce the City of Basehor’s
contribution to the overall construction costs of the MetroGreen Trails Project; and
WHEREAS, the application procedures require the applicant’s governing body to
provide an official endorsement of the applicant’s proposed projects;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE
CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS:
Section 1. That the Governing Body herby pledges its support to provide matching
funding for MetroGreen Trails Project and adequately maintain the completed project for
its intended use if funds are awarded by the Kansas Department of Transportation.
Section 2. That this resolution shall become effective upon passage.
ADOPTED by the Governing Body this 27th day of April, 2022.
SIGNED by the Mayor this 27th day of April, 2022.

SEAL

______________________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor
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ATTEST:

__________________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

_________________________________
Pete Heaven, Interim City Attorney
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USPS

ELM ST.
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N 153RD ST.

RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT
(SINGLE FAMILY)
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Future Civic
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Elementary
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CHESTNUT ST.

Proposed Metro Green
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Early
Learning Library
Center
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including Dedicated Turn Lane,
Multi-Use Trail, Sidewalk, and
Stormwater Improvements.

First
Baptist
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WOLF CREEK PKWY

Bank

STATE AVE. (US 24/40)
Bank

Bank
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HICKORY ST.

LEGEND

Parallel Rd. & 158th St.
Pedestrian Improvements

PROPOSED
IMPROVEMENTS

Existing 24-Hour Traffic Volumes
Basehor, Kansas
Pebblebrooke
Senior Villas

IMPROVEMENTS
COMPLETED IN LAST 5
YEARS
ACTIVITY CENTER

Dollar
General

Legacy Senior
Apartments

COMMERCIAL CENTER
USPS

ELM ST.
1,096
978

N 153RD ST.

Heritage
Apartments

978
1,078

Basehor-Linwood
High School

PARALLEL RD.

CHESTNUT ST.

Future Civic
Campus

Elementary
School

N 158TH ST.

539
371

N 158TH ST.

PARALLEL RD.

Early
Learning Library
Center

GARDEN PKWY

First
Baptist
Church

WOLF CREEK PKWY

Bank

STATE AVE. (US 24/40)
Bank

Bank
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Agenda Item No. 6
Topic:
Resolution 2022-21 authorizing City public facility (Civic Campus)
improvements and City bond financing for this purpose
Narrative: Kansas law requires municipalities to authorize public projects
and their expected components before bonds can be issued to finance such
projects. The authorizing resolution must also state the amount of bonds the
City plans to issue for said project.
Resolution 2022-21 fulfills these requirements for the currently anticipated
elements of the Civic Campus project, and states that the City plans to issue
up to $7 million of Bonds for this purpose. This authorization pertains
mainly to the City’s upcoming Series 2022A Bonds. The City may adopt a
subsequent authorization resolution if it ultimately desires to finance any
additional costs associated with the Civic Campus.
Presented by:

Maddie Waldeck

Administration Recommendation: Approve Resolution 2022-21
Attachments:
Resolution 2022-21
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Gilmore & Bell, P.C.
04/19/2022
EXCERPT OF MINUTES OF A MEETING
OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF
THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS
HELD ON APRIL 27, 2022
The governing body met in regular session at the usual meeting place in the City, at 7:00 p.m., the
following members being present and participating, to-wit:

Absent:
The Mayor declared that a quorum was present and called the meeting to order.
**************
(Other Proceedings)
Thereupon, there was presented a Resolution entitled:
A
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING
CERTAIN
PUBLIC
FACLITY
IMPROVEMENTS WITHIN THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS AND
PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS TO PAY
A PORTION OF THE COSTS THEREOF.
Thereupon, Councilmember__________ moved that said Resolution be adopted. The motion was
seconded by Councilmember _________. Said Resolution was duly read and considered, and upon being
put, the motion for the adoption of said Resolution was carried by the vote of the governing body, the vote
being as follows:
Yea:

.

Nay:

.

Thereupon, the Mayor declared said Resolution duly adopted and the Resolution was then duly
numbered Resolution No. 2022-__ and was signed by the Mayor and attested by the Clerk City.
**************
(Other Proceedings)
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On motion duly made, seconded and carried, the meeting thereupon adjourned.
CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing Excerpt of Minutes is a true and correct excerpt of the
proceedings of the governing body of the City of Basehor, Kansas, held on the date stated therein, and that
the official minutes of such proceedings are on file in my office.
(SEAL)

City Clerk
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-21
A
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING
CERTAIN
PUBLIC
FACLITY
IMPROVEMENTS WITHIN THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS AND
PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS TO PAY
A PORTION OF THE COSTS THEREOF.
WHEREAS, pursuant to K.S.A 12-1736 et seq, as amended by Charter Ordinance No. 27
(collectively, the “Act”) of the City of Basehor, Kansas (the “City”) is authorized to erect or construct, acquire
by gift, purchase, condemnation or lease a public building or facility and procure any necessary site therefor
by gift, purchase, condemnation or lease and may design, alter, repair, reconstruct, remodel, renovate,
replace or make additions to, furnish and equip a public building or facility; and
WHEREAS, the City has previously established a master plan for the Basehor Civic Campus (the
“Civic Campus”), a collection of planned public facilities to serve the existing and future needs of the City
and its environs; and
WHEREAS, the governing body of the City hereby finds and determines it necessary and desirable
to construct certain improvements on the Civic Campus, including
• Construction of a stormwater retention pond as a shared facility for certain public buildings
to be constructed on the Civic Campus;
• Construction of a trail network throughout the Civic Campus;
• Construction of a new City Hall;
• Construction of a Splash Pad and related recreational facilities; and
• Construction of an event lawn/outdoor venue facility;
(collectively, the “Improvements”)
WHEREAS, the governing body of the City further finds and determines it necessary and desirable
to finance a portion of the costs of the Improvements on the Civic Campus by the issuance of general
obligation temporary notes or bonds of the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CITY OF
BASEHOR, KANSAS, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
Project Authorization. Pursuant to the Act it is hereby deemed and declared to be
advisable to construct the Improvements.
Section 2.
Financing Authority. In order to finance a portion of the costs of the
Improvements, it is necessary and advisable to authorize the issuance general obligation notes and/or bonds
of the City (collectively, the “Bonds”) pursuant to the Act in an amount not to exceed $7,000,000, plus costs
of issuance and interest on interim financing.
Section 3.
Reimbursement. The Bonds may be issued to reimburse expenditures made on or
after the date which is 60 days before the date of this Resolution, pursuant to Treasury Regulation 1.150-2.
Section 4.
Effective Date. This Resolution shall be effective from and after adoption by the
governing body of the City.
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ADOPTED by the governing body of the City of Basehor, Kansas, on April 27, 2022.

(Seal)
ATTEST:

Dick Drennon, Mayor

Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Agenda Item No. 7
Topic:
Resolution 2022-22 authorizing City main trafficway (155th Street)
improvements and City bond financing for this purpose
Narrative: Kansas law requires municipalities to authorize public projects
and their expected components before bonds can be issued to finance such
projects. The authorizing resolution must also state the amount of bonds the
City plans to issue for said project.
Resolution 2022-22 fulfills these requirements for the currently anticipated
155th Street project, and states that the City plans to issue up to $3 million of
Bonds for this purpose. This authorization pertains mainly to the City’s
upcoming Series 2022A Bonds. The City may adopt a subsequent
authorization resolution if it ultimately desires to finance any additional
costs associated with the 155th Street project.
Presented by:

Maddie Waldeck

Administration Recommendation: Approve Resolution 2022-22
Attachments:
Resolution 2022-22
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Gilmore & Bell, P.C
04/19/2022
EXCERPT OF MINUTES OF A MEETING
OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF
THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS
HELD ON APRIL 27, 2022
The governing body met in regular session at the usual meeting place in the City, at 7:00 p.m., the
following members being present and participating, to-wit:

Absent:
The Mayor declared that a quorum was present and called the meeting to order.
**************
(Other Proceedings)
Thereupon, there was presented a Resolution entitled:
A
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING
THE
IMPROVEMENT
OR
REIMPROVEMENT OF CERTAIN MAIN TRAFFICWAYS WITHIN THE CITY
OF BASEHOR, KANSAS; AND PROVIDING FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE
COSTS THEREOF.
Thereupon, Councilmember _______________ moved that said Resolution be adopted. The
motion was seconded by Councilmember _______________. Said Resolution was duly read and
considered, and upon being put, the motion for the adoption of said Resolution was carried by the vote of
the governing body, the vote being as follows:
Yea:

.

Nay:

.

Thereupon, the Mayor declared said Resolution duly adopted and the Resolution was then duly
numbered Resolution No. 2022-__ and was signed by the Mayor and attested by the Clerk.
**************
(Other Proceedings)
[BALANCE OF THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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On motion duly made, seconded and carried, the meeting thereupon adjourned.
CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing Excerpt of Minutes is a true and correct excerpt of the
proceedings of the governing body of the City of Basehor, Kansas, held on the date stated therein, and that
the official minutes of such proceedings are on file in my office.

(SEAL)

City Clerk
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-22
A
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING
THE
IMPROVEMENT
OR
REIMPROVEMENT OF CERTAIN MAIN TRAFFICWAYS WITHIN THE CITY
OF BASEHOR, KANSAS; AND PROVIDING FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE
COSTS THEREOF.
WHEREAS, K.S.A. 12-687 provides that the governing body of any city shall have the power to
improve or reimprove or cause to be improved or reimproved, any main trafficway or trafficway connection
designated and established under the provisions of K.S.A. 12-685 et seq. (the “Act”), and such improvement
or reimprovement may include grading, regrading, curbing, recurbing, guttering, reguttering, paving,
repaving, macadamizing, remacadamizing, constructing, reconstructing, opening, widening, extending,
rounding corners, straightening, relocating, building any necessary bridges and approaches thereto,
viaducts, overpasses, underpasses, culverts and drainage, trafficway illumination, traffic control devices,
pedestrian ways, or other improvements or any two or more of such improvements or reimprovements and
the acquisition of right-of-way by purchase or condemnation when necessary for any of such purposes; and
WHEREAS, the Act provides that all costs of improvements or reimprovements authorized
thereunder, including acquisition of right-of-way, engineering costs, and all other costs properly attributable
to such projects, shall be paid by the city at large and may be funded, among others, by the issuance of
general obligation bonds; and
WHEREAS, the governing body of the City of Basehor, Kansas (the “City”), has previously
designated 155th Street within the City as a main trafficway, as provided by and under the authority of the
Act; and
WHEREAS, said governing body hereby finds and determines that it is necessary to improve or
reimprove said main trafficways, and to provide for the payment of the costs thereof, all as provided by and
under the authority of the Act.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CITY OF
BASEHOR, KANSAS:
Section 1.
Project Authorization. It is hereby deemed and declared to be necessary to
improve or reimprove 155th Street within the City approximately from Wolf Creek Parkway to Elm Street,
including paving overlay improvements, drainage improvements, the construction of a roundabout traffic
facility at the intersection of 155th Street and Parallel Road and all necessary or related improvements
thereto (collectively, the “Project”).
Section 2.
Financing Authority. The estimated costs of the Project, including construction,
engineering fees, acquisition of right-of-way and easements, contingencies and administrative expenses are
$11,300,000. The City is authorized to issue general obligation bonds/and or temporary notes (collectively,
the “Bonds”) to pay a portion of the costs of the Project in amount not to exceed $3,000,000, plus costs of
issuance and interest on interim financing, if any.
Section 3.
Reimbursement. The Bonds may be issued to reimburse expenditures made on
or after the date which is 60 days before the date of this Resolution, pursuant to Treasury Regulation
§ 1.150-2.
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Section 4.
Effective Date. This Resolution shall take effect and be in full force from and
after its adoption by the governing body of the City.
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ADOPTED AND APPROVED by the governing body of the City of Basehor, Kansas, on April 27, 2022.

(Seal)
ATTEST:

Dick Drennon, Mayor

Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Agenda Item No. 8
Topic:
Resolution 2022-23 authorizing the offering for sale of City General
Obligation Bonds, Series 2022A
Narrative: Resolution 2022-23 links the Civic Campus and 155th Street
authorizing resolutions to the City’s actual anticipated $10 million bond
issuance, and lays out the “game plan” that City Staff, Ehlers, and Gilmore
Bell (bond counsel) will follow in proceeding from Council approval on
April 27 to the expected competitive bond sale on May 25.
The attached Ehlers presale report provides further detail on the proposed
bond issuance, with the purpose of ensuring that the Council, Staff, and
Ehlers have a shared understanding of the Series 2022A Bonds before we
move forward in bringing this issuance to the bond marketplace.
Presented by:

Maddie Waldeck

Administration Recommendation: Approve Resolution 2022-23
Attachments:
Resolution 2022-23
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Gilmore & Bell, P.C.
04/19/2022
EXCERPT OF MINUTES OF A MEETING
OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF
THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS
HELD ON APRIL 27, 2022
The City Council (the “Governing Body”) met in regular session at the usual meeting place in the
city, at 7:00 p.m., the following members being present and participating, to-wit:
Absent:
The Mayor declared that a quorum was present and called the meeting to order.
**************
(Other Proceedings)
The matter of providing for the offering for sale of General Obligation Bonds, Series 2022-A, came
on for consideration and was discussed.
Councilmember ________________________ presented and moved the adoption of a Resolution
entitled:
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE OFFERING FOR SALE OF GENERAL
OBLIGATION BONDS, SERIES 2022-A, OF THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS.
Councilmember ________________________ seconded the motion to adopt the Resolution.
Thereupon, the Resolution was read and considered, and, the question being put to a roll call vote, the vote
thereon was as follows:
Aye:
Nay:
The Mayor declared the Resolution duly adopted by the Governing Body and the Clerk designated
the same Resolution No. 2022-__
**************
(Other Proceedings)
[BALANCE OF THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing Excerpt of Minutes is a true and correct excerpt of the
proceedings of the Governing Body of the City of Basehor, Kansas, held on the date stated therein, and that
the official minutes of such proceedings are on file in my office.

(SEAL)

Clerk
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-23
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE OFFERING FOR SALE OF GENERAL
OBLIGATION BONDS, SERIES 2022-A, OF THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS.
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor, Kansas (the “Issuer”), has previously authorized certain internal
improvements described as follows (the “Improvements”):
Project Description
Civic Campus Improvements

Ord./Res. No.
2022-__

155th Street Improvements

2022-__

Authority (K.S.A.)
K.S.A 12-1736 / Charter
Ord. 27
K.S.A. 12-685 et seq.

Authorized
Amount
$7,000,000
3,000,000

WHEREAS, the City Council of the Issuer (the “Governing Body”) has selected the firm of Ehlers
Municipal Advisors, Inc., Roseville, Minnesota (the “Municipal Advisor”), as municipal advisor for one or
more series of general obligation bonds of the Issuer to be issued in order to provide funds to finance the
Improvements; and
WHEREAS, the Issuer desires to authorize the Municipal Advisor to proceed with the preparation
of the necessary sale materials, including a notice of bond sale (the “Notice of Bond Sale”) and a
preliminary official statement (the “Preliminary Official Statement”) relating to said general obligation
bonds and to distribute such documents and take all other preliminary action necessary to sell said general
obligation bonds.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CITY OF BASEHOR,
KANSAS, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
There is hereby authorized to be offered for sale the Issuer’s General Obligation
Bonds, Series 2022-A (the “Bonds”). The terms of the Bonds, including the principal amount, maturity
schedule, redemption features and bidding requirements, shall be described in the Notice of Bond Sale. All
proposals for the purchase of the Bonds shall be delivered to the Governing Body at its meeting to be held
on the sale date referenced in the Notice of Bond Sale, at which meeting the Governing Body shall review
such bids and award the sale of the Bonds or reject all proposals. The City Administrator or designee is
authorized to approve the Notice of Bond Sale, provided that the principal amount of the Bonds shall not
exceed $10,000,000 and the Bonds shall mature over a period of not more than 25 years from the date of
issuance. The City Administrator’s execution of the Certificate Deeming the Preliminary Official (as
described herein) shall be conclusive evidence of such approval.
Section 2.
The Clerk, in conjunction with Municipal Advisor and Bond Counsel, is hereby
authorized to cause to be prepared the Preliminary Official Statement relating to the Bonds, and the officials
and other representatives of the Issuer are hereby authorized to use the Preliminary Official Statement in
connection with the sale of the Bonds.
Section 3.
The Clerk, in conjunction with the Municipal Advisor and Bond Counsel, is hereby
authorized and directed to give notice of said bond sale by publishing a summary notice of bond sale not
less than 6 days before the date of the bond sale in a newspaper of general circulation in Leavenworth
County, Kansas, and the Kansas Register and by distributing copies of the Notice of Bond Sale and
Preliminary Official Statement to prospective purchasers of the Bonds.
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Section 4.
For the purpose of enabling the purchaser of the Bonds (the “Purchaser”) to comply
with the requirements of Rule 15c2-12 of the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Rule”), the City
Administrator and Clerk are hereby authorized to execute the “Certificate Deeming Preliminary Official
Statement Final” in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A as approval of the Preliminary
Official Statement, such official’s signature thereon being conclusive evidence of such official’s and the
Issuer’s approval thereof; (b) covenant to provide continuous secondary market disclosure by annually
transmitting certain financial information and operating data and other information necessary to comply
with the Rule to the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board; and (c) take such other actions or execute
such other documents as such officers in their reasonable judgment deem necessary to enable the Purchaser
to comply with the requirement of the Rule.
Section 5.
The Issuer agrees to provide to the Purchaser within seven business days of the
date of the sale of Bonds or within sufficient time to accompany any confirmation that requests payment
from any customer of the Purchaser, whichever is earlier, sufficient copies of the final Official Statement
to enable the Purchaser to comply with the requirements of the Rule and with the requirements of Rule G32 of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board.
Section 6.
The Mayor, Clerk and the other officers and representatives of the Issuer, the
Municipal Advisor and Bond Counsel are hereby authorized and directed to take such other action as may
be necessary to carry out the sale of the Bonds.
The transactions described in this Resolution may be conducted, and documents related to the
Bonds may be sent, received, executed, and stored, by electronic means or transmissions. Copies,
telecopies, electronic files and other reproductions of original executed documents (or documents executed
by electronic means or transmissions) shall be deemed to be authentic and valid counterparts of such
documents for all purposes, including the filing of any claim, action or suit in the appropriate court of law.
Section 7.
Governing Body.

This Resolution shall be in full force and effect from and after its adoption by the
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ADOPTED by the governing body on April 27, 2022.

(SEAL)

Dick Drennon, Mayor

ATTEST:

Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk
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EXHIBIT A
CERTIFICATE DEEMING
PRELIMINARY OFFICIAL STATEMENT FINAL
_____________________, 2022

Re:

City of Basehor, Kansas, General Obligation Bonds, Series 2022-A

The undersigned are the duly acting City Administrator and City Clerk of the City of Basehor,
Kansas (the “Issuer”), and are authorized to deliver this Certificate to the purchaser (the “Purchaser”) of
the above-referenced bonds (the “Bonds”) on behalf of the Issuer. The Issuer has previously caused to be
delivered to the Purchaser copies of the Preliminary Official Statement (the “Preliminary Official
Statement”) relating to the Bonds.
For the purpose of enabling the Purchaser to comply with the requirements of Rule 15c2-12(b)(1)
of the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Rule”), the Issuer hereby deems the information
regarding the Issuer contained in the Preliminary Official Statement to be final as of its date, except for the
omission of such information as is permitted by the Rule, such as offering prices, interest rates, selling
compensation, aggregate principal amount, principal per maturity, delivery dates, ratings, identity of the
underwriters and other terms of the Bonds depending on such matters.
CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS

By:
Title: Leslee Rivarola, City Administrator
By:
Title: Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk
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April 27, 2022

Pre-Sale Report for

City of Basehor, Kansas
$10,000,000 General Obligation Bonds,
Series 2022A

Prepared by:

Advisors:

Ehlers
3060 Centre Pointe Drive
Roseville, MN 55113

Bruce Kimmel, Senior Municipal Advisor
Nick Anhut, Senior Municipal Advisor

BUILDING COMMUNITIES. IT’S WHAT WE DO.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF PROPOSED DEBT
Proposed Issue:
$10,000,000 General Obligation Bonds, Series 2022A

Purposes:
The proposed issue will finance a portion of the costs of the City’s anticipated 155th Street
Reconstruction and Civic Campus projects. Debt service will be paid from property taxes,
sales taxes, and utility revenues.

Authority:
The Bonds are being issued pursuant to the terms of a resolution to be considered by the City
Council on April 27, 2022:
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE OFFERING FOR SALE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS, SERIES
2022A, OF THE CITY OF BASEHOR, KANSAS.
The Bonds will be general obligations of the City for which its full faith, credit and taxing
powers are pledged.

Term/Call Feature:
The Bonds are being issued for a term of approximately 21 years, 3 months. Principal on the
Bonds will be due on September 1 in the years 2024 through 2043. Interest is payable every
six months beginning March 1, 2023.
The Bonds will be subject to prepayment at the sole discretion of the City on September 1,
2032 or any date thereafter.

Bank Qualification:
Because the City expects to issue no more than $10,000,000 in tax exempt debt during the
calendar year, the City will be able to designate the Bonds as “bank qualified” obligations.
Bank qualification broadens the market for the Bonds, which can result in lower interest rates.

Rating:
The City’s most recent bond issues were rated AA+ by Standard & Poor’s.

Basis for Recommendation:
The proposed general obligation issue is expected to yield the lowest possible interest cost
while also preserving future prepayment flexibility. Moreover, the competitive sale approach
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described below is consistent with the City’s historical debt issuance practices, as well as best
practices published by the Governmental Finance Officers Association.

Method of Sale/Placement:
We will solicit competitive bids for the purchase of the Bonds from underwriters and banks.
We will include an allowance for discount bidding in the terms of the issue. The discount is
treated as an interest item and provides the underwriter with all or a portion of their
compensation in the transaction. If the Bonds are purchased at a price greater than the
minimum bid amount, the unused allowance may be used to reduce your borrowing amount.

Premium Pricing:
In some cases, investors in municipal bonds prefer “premium” pricing structures. A premium
is achieved when the coupon for any maturity (the interest rate paid by the issuer) exceeds
the yield to the investor, resulting in a price paid that is greater than the face value of the
bonds. The sum of the amounts paid in excess of face value is considered “reoffering
premium.” The underwriter of the bonds will retain a portion of this reoffering premium as
their compensation (or “discount”) but will pay the remainder of the premium to the City.
For this issue, we have been directed preliminarily to use the net premium to reduce the size
of the issue. The resulting adjustments may slightly change the true interest cost of the issue,
either up or down.

Review of Existing Debt:
We have reviewed all outstanding indebtedness for the City and find that there are no
economically viable refunding opportunities at this time. We will continue to monitor the
market and the call dates for the City’s debt and alert you to any future opportunities.

Continuing Disclosure:
Because the City has more than $10,000,000 in outstanding debt (including this issue) and
this issue is over $1,000,000, the City will be agreeing to provide certain updated Annual
Financial Information and its Audited Financial Statement annually, as well as providing notices
of the occurrence of certain reportable events to the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board
(the “MSRB”), as required by rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The City
is already obligated to provide such reports for its existing bonds and has contracted with
Ehlers to prepare and file the reports.

Arbitrage Monitoring:
The City must ensure compliance with certain sections of the Internal Revenue Code and
Treasury Regulations (“Arbitrage Rules”) throughout the life of the issue to maintain the taxexempt status of the Bonds. These Arbitrage Rules apply to amounts held in construction,
escrow, reserve, debt service account(s), etc., along with related investment income on each
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fund/account. The City’s specific arbitrage responsibilities will be detailed in the Arbitrage
Certificate prepared by your Bond Attorney and provided at closing.
The Bonds may qualify for one or more exception(s) to the Arbitrage Rules by meeting 1) small
issuer exception, 2) spend down requirements, 3) bona fide debt service fund limits, 4)
reasonable reserve requirements, 5) expenditure within an available period limitations, 6)
investments yield restrictions, 7) de minimis rules, or; 8) borrower limited requirements.
We recommend that the City review its specific responsibilities related to the Bonds with an
arbitrage expert in order to utilize one or more of the exceptions listed above.

Investment of Bond Proceeds:
Ehlers can assist the City in developing a strategy to invest Bond proceeds until the funds are
needed to pay project costs.

Other Service Providers:
This debt issuance will require the engagement of other public finance service providers. This
section identifies those other service providers, so Ehlers can coordinate their engagement on
your behalf. Where you have previously used a particular firm to provide a service, we have
assumed that you will continue that relationship. For services you have not previously required,
we have identified a service provider. Fees charged by these service providers will be paid
from proceeds of the obligation, unless you notify us that you wish to pay them from other
sources. Our pre-sale bond sizing includes a good faith estimate of these fees, but the final
fees may vary. If you have any questions pertaining to the identified service providers or their
role, please contact us.
Bond Counsel: Gilmore & Bell, PC
Paying Agent: State of Kansas - Office of the State Treasurer
Rating Agency: Standard & Poor's Global Ratings (S&P)
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PROPOSED DEBT ISSUANCE SCHEDULE
Pre-Sale Review by City Council:

April 27, 2022

Due Diligence Call to review Official Statement:

Week of May 9, 2022

Distribute Official Statement:

Week of May 9, 2022

Conference with Rating Agency:

Week of May 16, 2022

City Council Meeting to Award Sale of the Bonds:

May 25, 2022

Estimated Closing Date:

June 15, 2022

Attachments
Estimated Sources and Uses of Funds
Estimated Proposed Debt Service Schedule

EHLERS’ CONTACTS
Bruce Kimmel, Senior Municipal Advisor

(651) 697-8572

Nick Anhut, Senior Municipal Advisor

(651) 697-8507

Rose Xiong, Senior Public Finance Analyst

(651) 697-8589

Alicia Gage, Senior Financial Analyst

(651) 697-8551

The Preliminary Official Statement for this financing will be provided to City
Councilmembers for review prior to the sale date.
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City of Basehor, Kansas
$10,000,000 General Obligation Bonds, Series 2022A
Assumes Current Market BQ AA+ Rates plus 50bps

Sources & Uses
Dated 06/15/2022 | Delivered 06/15/2022

Sources Of Funds
Par Amount of Bonds

$10,000,000.00

Total Sources

$10,000,000.00

Uses Of Funds
Total Underwriter's Discount (1.200%)
Costs of Issuance
Deposit to Project Fund
Total Uses

120,000.00
93,500.00
9,786,500.00
$10,000,000.00

Series 2022A GO Bonds - P | SINGLE PURPOSE | 4/20/2022 | 8:48 AM
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City of Basehor, Kansas
$10,000,000 General Obligation Bonds, Series 2022A
Assumes Current Market BQ AA+ Rates plus 50bps

Debt Service Schedule

Date

Principal

Coupon

Interest

Total P+I

Fiscal Total

06/15/2022
03/01/2023
09/01/2023
03/01/2024
09/01/2024
03/01/2025
09/01/2025
03/01/2026
09/01/2026
03/01/2027
09/01/2027
03/01/2028
09/01/2028
03/01/2029
09/01/2029
03/01/2030
09/01/2030
03/01/2031
09/01/2031
03/01/2032
09/01/2032
03/01/2033
09/01/2033
03/01/2034
09/01/2034
03/01/2035
09/01/2035
03/01/2036
09/01/2036
03/01/2037
09/01/2037
03/01/2038
09/01/2038
03/01/2039
09/01/2039
03/01/2040
09/01/2040
03/01/2041
09/01/2041
03/01/2042
09/01/2042
03/01/2043
09/01/2043

375,000.00
385,000.00
395,000.00
405,000.00
415,000.00
430,000.00
440,000.00
455,000.00
465,000.00
480,000.00
495,000.00
510,000.00
530,000.00
545,000.00
565,000.00
580,000.00
600,000.00
620,000.00
645,000.00
665,000.00

2.450%
2.550%
2.700%
2.750%
2.800%
2.900%
2.950%
3.000%
3.050%
3.100%
3.150%
3.200%
3.250%
3.300%
3.350%
3.400%
3.450%
3.500%
3.550%
3.600%

224,424.89
157,798.75
157,798.75
157,798.75
153,205.00
153,205.00
148,296.25
148,296.25
142,963.75
142,963.75
137,395.00
137,395.00
131,585.00
131,585.00
125,350.00
125,350.00
118,860.00
118,860.00
112,035.00
112,035.00
104,943.75
104,943.75
97,503.75
97,503.75
89,707.50
89,707.50
81,547.50
81,547.50
72,935.00
72,935.00
63,942.50
63,942.50
54,478.75
54,478.75
44,618.75
44,618.75
34,268.75
34,268.75
23,418.75
23,418.75
11,970.00
11,970.00

224,424.89
157,798.75
157,798.75
532,798.75
153,205.00
538,205.00
148,296.25
543,296.25
142,963.75
547,963.75
137,395.00
552,395.00
131,585.00
561,585.00
125,350.00
565,350.00
118,860.00
573,860.00
112,035.00
577,035.00
104,943.75
584,943.75
97,503.75
592,503.75
89,707.50
599,707.50
81,547.50
611,547.50
72,935.00
617,935.00
63,942.50
628,942.50
54,478.75
634,478.75
44,618.75
644,618.75
34,268.75
654,268.75
23,418.75
668,418.75
11,970.00
676,970.00

382,223.64
690,597.50
691,410.00
691,592.50
690,927.50
689,790.00
693,170.00
690,700.00
692,720.00
689,070.00
689,887.50
690,007.50
689,415.00
693,095.00
690,870.00
692,885.00
688,957.50
689,237.50
688,537.50
691,837.50
688,940.00

Total

$10,000,000.00

-

$4,195,871.14

$14,195,871.14

-

Yield Statistics
Bond Year Dollars
Average Life
Average Coupon

$127,176.11
12.718 Years
3.2992605%

Net Interest Cost (NIC)
True Interest Cost (TIC)
Bond Yield for Arbitrage Purposes
All Inclusive Cost (AIC)

3.3936178%
3.4003402%
3.2796955%
3.4957615%

IRS Form 8038
Net Interest Cost
Weighted Average Maturity

3.2992605%
12.718 Years

Series 2022A GO Bonds - P | SINGLE PURPOSE | 4/20/2022 | 8:48 AM
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Agenda Item No. 9
Topic: Resolution 2022-16 Authorizing the Mayor to Execute the Project
Authorization Agreement between KDOT and City of Basehor, Kansas for
155th Street Improvements KDOT Project No. 52 N-0734-01
Narrative:
In 2021, the City of Basehor was awarded $7.435 million dollars of funding
through a competitive process through the Mid America Regional Council’s
Surface Transportation Program (STP). STP projects are administered by the
Kansas Department of Transportation. The City Council previously
authorized the funding Agreement between the City of Basehor and MARC
for these funds. In order for the project to move forward the City must also
execute an Agreement between the Kansas Department of Transportation
and the City of Basehor.
Mr. Pete Heaven reviewed the Agreement and has requested revisions to the
indemnification language and project description. Once those revisions are
accepted the Agreement will be distributed to the Governing Body.
Presented by:
Leslee Rivarola, City Administrator
Staff Recommendation:
Staff respectfully requests the approval of Resolution 2022-16 authorizing
the Mayor to execute the Project Authorization Agreement between KDOT
and City of Basehor, Kansas for 155th Street Improvements KDOT Project
No. 52 N-0734-01.
Attachments:
• Resolution 2022-16
• Project Authorization Agreement Project No. 52 N-0734-01
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-16
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE THE PROJECT
AUTHORIZATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN KDOT AND CITY OF BASEHOR,
KANSAS FOR 155TH STREET IMPROVEMENTS KDOT PROJECT NO. 52 N-073401
WHEREAS, the City of Basehor responded to the Mid-America Regional Council’s
(MARC) 2020 Surface Transportation Program (STP) Call for Projects with an application
for 155th Street Improvements; and
WHEREAS, the City scored favorably on the application and received an STP award of
$7,435,056; and
WHEREAS, the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) is authorized to administer
and allocate those funds on behalf of MARC for the purpose of this project; and
WHEREAS, the agreement attached to this resolution as “Exhibit A” allows the City of
Basehor to receive those grant funds for the purpose of this project.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE
CITY OF BASEHOR KANSAS:
Section 1.
That the Governing Body approves and hereby authorizes the Mayor to
execute that certain Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) agreement attached
hereto as Exhibit A.
Section 2.

That this resolution shall become effective upon passage.

PASSED by the Governing Body this 27th day in April, 2022.
APPROVED by the Mayor this 27th day in April, 2022.

[SEAL]
________________________
Dick Drennon, Mayor
ATTEST:
_____________________________
Katherine M. Renn, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
_____________________________
Pete Heaven, Interim City Attorney
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Exhibit A
Project Agreement
At time of packet publication, the final version of the agreement was not available. The
packet will be updated once the final agreement is available.
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Agenda Item No. 10
Topic: Quarterly Budget & CIP Update
Narrative: City staff will provide and update on the status of the City’s
Capital Improvement Projects and quarterly budget update.
Action Requested: None
Attachments: No
Staff:
Connor Mountford, Management Analyst
Maddie Waldeck, Assistant City Administrator/Project Manager
Projector Needed for this item?
Yes
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City of Basehor
Agenda Item Cover Sheet

Agenda Item No. 11
Topic: Lightfoot Veterinary Clinic Building
Narrative: Applicant requests the approval of a building permit to construct a
building for the Lightfoot Vet Clinic on the vacant lot located at 5407 Pinehurst
Drive.
Presented by: Christopher Shires, AICP, Principal, Confluence
Action Requested: Review and consideration of a waiver to certain building
design standards contained within the City’s Architectural Design Standards
Administration Recommendation: No recommendation
Attachments:
Staff Memorandum to Council
Proposed Site Plan and Building Elevations
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MEMO
TO:

City of Basehor Mayor and City Council

DATE:

March 9, 2022

SUBJECT:

Zoning and Subdivisions Regulations Update

PROJECT #: 22006

RE:

Project Status

Confluence has begun the process to review the City’s zoning and subdivision regulations and draft
updates with the intent of refining and improving the development review process. This project also
includes creation of individual development applications and recommendations regarding
development application fees.
The process is anticipated to take approximately 5-months to complete. As code updates are
developed, the proposed amendments will be presented to the Planning Commission and to the City
Council for your review and consideration. The following is a summary of the process.
TASK 1: KICK-OFF MEETINGS

(1 MONTH)

1.1 Kick-Off Meeting with City Staff.
1.2 Additional meetings with the staff as needed.
TASK 2: DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PROCESS + DRAFT CODE UPDATES

(1 MONTH)

2.1 Update development review flowchart and draft Code updates that include the following:
2.1.1

Restructuring of Appendix A, Permitted Uses table, to be category based versus
alphabetical list.

2.1.2

Replacing the P-R Planned Residential and P-I Planned Industrial Districts with a
new Planned Unit Development (PUD) District and simplified process.

2.1.3

Eliminating the Uses Subject to Conditions section found in Article 11, Conditional
Uses, and creating an expanded Performance Standards section as part of Article
8, Supplementary District Regulations.

2.1.4

Editing Article 12, Plan Review Process, to clarify the submittal and review process
for site plans including the addition of a Minor Modification site plan that can be
administratively reviewed and approved.

2.1.5

Modifying Article 18, Rules of Procedure for Rezoning, to clarify and simplify the
process where possible.

2.1.6

Updating the Subdivision Regulations
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2.2 Draft review meetings with City Staff.
TASK 3: REVIEW AND APPROVAL + PUBLIC HEARINGS

(2 MONTHS)

3.1 Planning Commission work session to review drafts.
3.2 Finalize drafts.
3.3 Planning Commission Hearing.
3.4 City Council Hearing.
TASK 4: DEVELOPMENT REVIEW APPLICATIONS

(1 MONTH)

4.1 Update development applications, fee schedule, and meeting schedule chart,
4.2 Draft review meetings with City Staff.

We look forward to working with you to refine and improve your development review processes.

SENT BY:
NAME:

Christopher Shires, AICP
Principal
Confluence, Inc.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

City of Basehor Mayor and City Council

FROM: Christopher Shires, Principal, Confluence
DATE: April 27, 2022
RE:

Lightfoot Veterinary Clinic

The City has received an application from Kelly Lightfoot with the Basehor Veterinary Clinic, to
construct a new vet clinic building on the lot located at 5407 Pinehurst Drive. This lot is located
within the previously approved Pinehurst Development and as such, building permits can be
reviewed and administratively approved by city staff provided all code requirements are met.
During the review process, city staff identified several areas where the proposed building does not
meet the Architecture Design Standards in place for the Pinehurst Development. The applicant’s
building contractor was unaware of these design standards and ordered a pre-engineered, metal
building prior to receiving the city comments on the building design. City staff has worked with the
contractor to make modifications to the building to bring it closer to meeting the design standards
but there remain several areas where it does not comply.
The applicant is requesting the City Council approve a waiver to these standards and authorize City
staff to issue a building permit for their proposed building. The noncompliance areas are
summarized below.
•

Four-Sided Design Requirement: The rear (south elevation) does not include brick or stone
or windows. The applicant has added additional evergreen plant material to screen this side
of the building.

•

50% Brick/Stone Façade Requirement:
o Front (north elevation): 58%
o Rear (south elevation): 0%
o Side (east elevation): 40%
o Side (west elevation): 40%

•

Façade Articulation Requirement: The rear (south elevation) and side (east and west
elevations) do not comply with this requirement.

•

Minimum 4/12 Roof Pitch Requirement: The proposed building has a 3/12 roof pitch.

The applicant and their representatives plan to attend the Council meeting to present their request
and answer questions.
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rev

15407 Pinehurst Drive
Basehor, KS 66007

Lightfoot Vet Clinic

423 Delaware St Ste 102
Kansas City MO 64105
www.clockwork-ad.com

issue

date

Permit Set

02.8.2022

19.11. Lightfood Vet Clinic

A001
c 2022 clockwork / all rights reserved
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rev

15407 Pinehurst Drive
Basehor, KS 66007

Lightfoot Vet Clinic

423 Delaware St Ste 102
Kansas City MO 64105
www.clockwork-ad.com

issue

date

Permit Set

02.8.2022

19.11. Lightfood Vet Clinic

A002
c 2022 clockwork / all rights reserved
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rev

15407 Pinehurst Drive
Basehor, KS 66007

Lightfoot Vet Clinic

423 Delaware St Ste 102
Kansas City MO 64105
www.clockwork-ad.com

issue

date

Permit Set

02.8.2022

19.11. Lightfood Vet Clinic

A003
c 2022 clockwork / all rights reserved
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rev

15407 Pinehurst Drive
Basehor, KS 66007

Lightfoot Vet Clinic

423 Delaware St Ste 102
Kansas City MO 64105
www.clockwork-ad.com

issue

date

Permit Set

02.8.2022

19.11. Lightfood Vet Clinic

A004
c 2022 clockwork / all rights reserved
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rev

15407 Pinehurst Drive
Basehor, KS 66007

Lightfoot Vet Clinic

423 Delaware St Ste 102
Kansas City MO 64105
www.clockwork-ad.com

issue

date

Permit Set

02.8.2022

19.11. Lightfood Vet Clinic

A005
c 2022 clockwork / all rights reserved
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423 Delaware St Ste 102
Kansas City MO 64105
www.clockwork-ad.com

EXTERIOR MATERIALS PALETTE

124A

02

Lightfoot Vet Clinic

A
115

Side (East) Elevation 4/12 Pitch
Scale 1/4" = 1'-0"

rev

15407 Pinehurst Drive
Basehor, KS 66007

02.28.2022

issue

date

Permit Set

02.8.2022

A

124A

115

19.11. Lightfood Vet Clinic

01
c 2022 clockwork / all rights reserved

Side (East) Elevation 3/12 Pitch
Scale 1/4" = 1'-0"

A201
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